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HUiiAL. DEVeLOI't!Etl'l' PROI:RAMMl ( t9~0-2) AIID tili1\C t.;,,o: t•t.I/,IH;'l' 
~liOJECT D0t.:Ul1l.!:N'I' 
t\. BACKOI<OUN [) 
1. A ..:on:sOl'l.l.lllll of donora h:~s b..:on l"<>•lU~'::It.cd Lv t•tvv t •h.: tl." 
l.ktnt;l.tt.l~:~ll Hur.-11 Ad v.tnccru>!nt Coruna tt.t:<.: ( !lfa,C) w1 Lt. lll"•.:aiiGJ..;.l 
iilt::ll::ll.JIH.::u to t:Xp..tnd lt:l a..:t.J.Vlt. i.clt, 'l'hcrc •••. ., Pl"o<!lO.::h\.ly t.11k 
lllCJIUbcl':J us' tit-. :JOil:JOl'l.lUIQ Aa;. Kh.lll FuunJ •• tl<~IJ (JH:J.' )' c-. ..... dl.•fl 
lnlcl"ll.ILIUI\.ll Ouvo:lOI'I\ItWL AIIO:IICY (Cl{\A). o ... nl:lh l rol<•l"ll • .t.iou ... l 
Uc:v-.lvf.lllach L !\coney C UAN 1 UA) ; Evuncc:l.i ~L·l,u Zc •• I , • ., l ~. tc l I" fur 
l.!:nl\11\."lllun,::a!ult'o: (li:t:l!). Ford round.ll.itoll (JIJI ) ; " " Lho.:d .• uds 
Ll n, .. nt .•.al i '" lOt' Jnto:t·n:.tlOil..tl O..v ... lof>t:"''·\. Cu<• l·•· • 11 h .. 1ii•JV II!,, 
!loy •l tl • ,,, . ..,1.,11 Emba:l!1Y D.:v.:lopruont. Coo[>..:l'-'Ll.:.n l h l •h::l ot : t"ho·I'""'.:J 
Llo.:vo.:l,.p,.,. ut Adtolnistr.tti.;>n <ODA); <and t.h" :~11\"C.Il:>ia lt~l.,· l·r..ot.lvli .. l 
ll..:v.:l\lt>m,:nt A~.ancy CS IDAl. "' 
:!. Df\1\~ 1~ ,, t..~x-c:: xempl, non-gOVt:!rJ\IW:ttt Ot'fl'"'Hi:.s:.t .. tvn t·~l!l~Lci·Ld 
upJct' Llo~.: Soclctlo:l Act of !SoO .Jnd al::.v unJ, t t.hu ~·or.:itJn 
llotwt.lon ((,.t:Ul.ltl..;>n Act. , 19'18. Ilir:st c::~t.-.L>ll5)lcd tu l~ft::, Ul!.C.I; 1!:5 
by ,,ny n.n;i.oc~<•l o1· int...:t'lldl.lon~l J;t"nd::.1·d ouc •~~' t 1,... l ... r,:c>~l., 
mo>~t. lnuov;.,tJ.vo: c;nd :i llCCes:sful non-gcvernauo.:nt. c•r;!..aul::l<.at.h.h!:i It 
ho2>1 l.WO rum:iunt<::lltal intcr-rcl.Jted obj.::ctiv,•:J: \.ho_ ,,! l>'Vl,oi.H>n uf 
J•OVcJ"ty .!IIU I!JUj)OWu~·u~Ot Of 1 t:J \.a l' (!C:l l.!~'<•I.IIJ, t .lo• !. owl J c:.:.l l•vul' 
On Llao.: L>.t:Ji!J "i' it!J t.:lCjlcl'io.:nc..:, BHAC b ... lio •v.::• liL•l nu JtJ, ...•. 
ol.dcCllVc c ... n be rc-.u;l,..:d Wll.hvlll Ll•c l•lllcr :.ual \1 .,1\ , lL h.ucsl 
l.ho;<·oton.: .. dJres::s l.ho.: U.l:::tic nuod:s of t.h.., poor ulll l c bu1ld u . ..: 
loc.tl 11.:>\.i t.ut.tons wh1ch :JLrcnbt.hcn the puuJ ':::t C••l•·•<=i l y Lv :Jvlvc 
tlh: ll' llWII lH'OLlclll:::l. 
3. lll<AC :.1 ..:vt'e lH'Ot::rallJtOc, t.hu kut•al O.,v..,J.:.pn..:nt P.rc.,_t',,l.ll~<::, t'"'""hc::J 
l .. ut.ll<.::s'-1 no-:n ... 11J wonocn l.ht·outrh a n.:Lwol'lt v! Ar"'' Ott i<:c:J (t.u:..J 
At Jun..: l!HJ~, \h~l'<> wc::J.'t: '/'/ !luch /1(1~1 ~lt1clt h.tJ : .. a,·..;.,..,Jo.:d in 
Jevdo•[ilnr: »utu.: tJOUO Vill.Jr;c Ot·~_,lli:.t...lli•'tl.>l (VO:J), llllh ,, Lol .. ol vf 
"v"t' :J l!..,UUU toctubct·::~ 02li,UOO nloalo::!J -.nd 18'/,000 l• lllol,·>.~l in :>~uO 
vll. t •• t:..:::~ 'l'ltt·<>•tr:h th.::J~ VO:s , :supt,)ort.~J L}' t.ht: IIHI\t; 1\t'.::.J Ot l i Cc:.t, 
),,.·1:..: tollllalh.:t·:; ui' Ju"'ntl..tvl''-1 la.1V<: rec.:l v t.~J lJ•.o\lltl1J: .tt .c.l •l•·Vo..:lur,.,o l.lt.:: 
:~hil b o.~n.i ..:oni'td.,nc<.: 1.0 111-.n .. tle lho:il' ;;~1 • ..,f[.,il':J :,1 Jut • ..: l:Jti:i, 
ll1c Vll:.t h.t<1 u ... ,bill:l<::<l ::101\J~ 1'!t 701\J l11 :3.alllllt::.t ..al'l..l ,., • ._:.,tv.::d ov._t• 
'I'll :Jl~Utu ..:,·.,<lit 1 11 cumul .. tl vc du.Jbw·:~.,~toi.:J !'OJ' la .. llllldll.>l awi 
cvlh·,• \.1\'o: .activitlo:=> f•·utu t.hu \CUP':.t rcvu lv1n,: lo;,,, lnnJ lOI' 
lllCUIU\' I.•'II•·L'..tLillt: .ll!liV.t.l.lc,;:::l '-lllo\.\! 1:!60. ' J"OI.,d 1 .:> -lh OUt.;.;l.JilJitot! 
.ll Jun" l!ll':i i>.~ 'l'k l.ltolll At 31>.~1. U.::c . l~ltHl. l.tlo• p. o,YI~A.oiiL:I W<.:l'<: 
..at. 3"1: ul Llll: lu..an:s POl t.J:olio o>ul.:.tL..and.ult.: ,ol th .• t .t .. t. ·. 
-------- -- -- -------------------------------- ----- ---·---------------
* [L 1:1 toll\! llvl.cd t.h.H the Co>V«::l'lln ... nt or .l .. p.lll h •• v,, l'""n llliJltcd 
\.1.) Jvlll l ho; duUI)l':J Clll:JOr\.1UIU •tlld h:tll<: jJ(•:Jl Li V..: l )' I'U:.lJlCIIld,·d P.Y 
.:.:~a \.n lJul.tll~ U~:t::J6, !tUO 1.0 :>upport t.ho Vu l "" ,.., l..l" Gcoup 
Dc vc:h•prucuL Pt•ut:r<~taro.: wH.hir, fiDI'. 
'1 • l 11 uad1 tl Oft t.a 'l.h<· cor.. l(u t·a 1 ll~;;v,:d Ol'll••;u'l. l'l'Ol! t·;,n,u"· . BI,AC i.ll :.v 
lll.:llldil<=!l" 11111uUo.:1' o( lurt!.: S.:c'l.ot·al Pt·.;>t:r-.n,rmo:t W1Lh llw:;, 
prot;I'.;IUIIJC:J. IJIU\C h<w a p;;n.lcuL;t· O)•o..:l'..;\.J.Ouul c.I.JJ,•C'l.Jv.: wlllo.:h 1: 
to do..:vcl0p t.hu vroararnm<!~ on a sufflclcnl. :Jc:..lc, .;ud throuci, 
coorditt.•'l.tun wi t.h governrueltt., ill order LC> Cc.•i•VlJJCc I.Jc.tl. 
covcrnru.:u L .wd Lhc NGO communi t.y ali kc Ll.. ... L "·' 1.1 on-.1 1 "vd 
procnrMuo..::.l .:: ... 11 llc effcctivcly dc:~igu.:d uud II•Jili>L\•·d 111 t.l•<= 
iut.crc:Jt!l of t.he poor. ~·or example, llliAC's princip.:.l he:.l1.h 
progrunm;", oral rehydra'l.ion t.her11.py, h&s rc&cht::d over l 0 mi 11 ior, 
hous~holds and hi.i!l no11 been exp<snd..;d into <s mor ... cc.ruprcllt:ns1 vc 
Child Surv i v;al Programme (CSP) . Its li:J rg<:-::scalc Non- !lorn..:. l 
P~·1mary Ed<tC&1.J.On CNFPE) programme has openo:d over 1,614 schools 
1:11\d Tt.:OCho·d 54,275 children Blb\C'!l rncoroo.:-Ccru.:r&'LiOro fct• 
Vulnct·abl~.: Urou1> Do:velopmenL ( IGVCD) programm<.: la.•:,t i.lll'o.:ud)' 
bcncf1tcJ ov~ r 33,037 dc~titute women who form t.h~ poorest 3~ c.! 
B.,n,;ladesh '::s population. 
5. BRAC is seeking funding from t.he donor com:~ot·t.ium for t.\ICo 
proJect.!:!· a three year ( 1990-92) compo::~ ~ te Hurol Developn.o.:nt. 
Programme (HDP 2); and the establishment. of a new self-support.lng 
credit inst.~tution, the BRAC Bank ProJect <BBPl. BRAC's or1ginal 
propo:Jiil::J for RDP 2 &nd the BRAC Bank lilcrt: drawn up in l&te Hi88 
and submitted to a meeting of interest~d donors in January, 198~. 
'fht: donor:; exprt:ssed interest in t.he proposal~:~ but. dt:cido.:d t.o 
commission a comprehensive appraisal of uot.h proJect.s. By t.he 
tiroc t.he apprawal toolt place, in April. 1989. BRAC hc.d 1oo.de 
numerous chancu>~ ln the proposals . The Appr·aisal t.c;;.m recommended 
a nu11Jllt!r oi !urtho:r changt:s (do.:scribed in dc1..a1l 1n t.he t.wo 
volume report. publlshed on 30th April, 1989) whiclt were MCCep1.~d 
by BRAC. On this basis, the appraisal teuro r~cosru~c:nd.,d donor 
support fo•· t.hr:: revised proJect.s in th~.: sum of US:ii 55 7m. ln 
Auuust. 1989 ouc of memoors of the consortium d.,cid~;d t..o wi t.l,draw. 
As a result Bl1AC made furthel' mod if icut.ions to t.hc prc.J.,ct~ 
rcducinl: t.h~.: toL&l cost. t.o US$ bOru which lnc1uJ.:d " :tl 5111 ::>C•fL 
loan. An ~ddlt1onal srant of $ .5ru wil l be recoromunJo..:J by DAMI~A 
in liuu of t.hls loun t.ht:reby rooki11c t.ln: toL .. J I•rvJ~.:o.:L :1.4~1" Tho.: 
donor comsu t· L.lu1n and BRAC llgrcc:d 1.h;, L & conl::lolid;,. 1....:0 s u~''''-' ry of 
tht! projc.;c'l.::J which incorpor<sted 1111 r.:Vil::llO!l:.s would :Jc:rve "'"' t.ioc 
common Pt'OJo.:Ct docum.lnt for nct:oti.at.ion:J and "l•l•rov .. l Any 
ch<.ngo or "!!' uenoun l. would bt: ro:flccted in 1..hi:; proJc.;Ct. docuJu\!11~ 
Thi::s 1:.1 t.hc finu1 version of the project docut~cnt 
D C~tll::flill. UI!SC!ll P'J' lOti 
6. The t..l-l-' proJt:ct.s for which BRAC i::s ::st:t:hinl.! fund inc. lil.lP 2 .. nd 
1.ht: Lll1111.: l>onl\ i't·oJtlCt, share the san.c objtlct.iv,,.. und tio>~'L!c.;t. 
group · <d l o.:v 1., Lion of poverty t~nd empowo.:rmt::n t C•l t 1 "~ ! ... nul.,::~~ 
poor. fWP 41 COI~[II'i::JI:l::S two pr im<sry corupont.:n L!i: Cor<: ",,d s ... ct.ora 1 
Pro~r&MIJt.::J. HDI' 2 Core il:l t.ht: locical cor.t.inliCit.lon of t.ho:: onco1uc 
Rural Oc::vulopntl!nt Prot:rresmllJe BHAC lnitl~<t.ud lTt l!JUL . Th"' wtdl-' 
t..t:nJt.ed butdc rout.hodology for t.h., HOP Sl.ili'\.!1 wi t.l• the 
2 
establishr~crn of Area Offices, each of which woulr.l cover !..0 
villCiges - 10 ::ruch Area Offices aze planned to be set up 1n 1990 
and 1991 1.11rd in 199:!. Operating over a four year cyc}..,, t.ho:o Arcc. 
Office tnlttt>.lly conc~ntrates on soc1c.l con::rct.,nttsat.ion, hulbarl 
re!:lourct: development and i nstl.tution buildlnl!, arnon1:1 th<: lundles::r 
poor to ~Jl! l.o<rblt::rh the Village OrC:t<ni::ru tton:J, ant: for '""". ouu f o ,. 
woruen in c..Jch village. Second. workinr. t.hrouc:h t.ho.; VO:J. li!IM' 
establlshc!::l the dbcipline of regular ::rc.ving::r u11d t.hcu. by ru..Jldlll! 
credi't. and t~k1lls training available, h"lp::r 'Lo uut.ublit.h Ll.u 
economic bat~~ for a better life by enabltn~ the landles::r t.o 
become ensc.ced in eroploym.,nt creatine and lrrconr.: ll<.!TrE:riA'Li T•l! 
activitte:J . 
"/.One of UUIIC':J t.wo opera't.ional obj.:ct.lves durin£! liDP ~ is t.o 
inl't.i&L<: w ::rtraLesy whtch could r~duce DRIIC'~ lonc-~u,·m 
depend..,,,;)• ' '" th• rl OI' fund::r - hence the DRAC 13~;orok h•oj.,ct. Ttro:: 
::r 'LI'u 'Let.)' ! cl t.hu t. uft.t:r four yo:urs under RDI'. t.h ... l.!J:J l!J of w lrJC: 1, 
are lur!fdy born.., by donor grant. iunds. the mbt.Llr.: hl't:" C.lificc:s 
transfer to become b1·anches of the BRAC Buuk i"l'OJcc'L. 'l'l1c 
trans i t.ion is des l~tned to take place when the OUt;:l't~snd i r.s 1 oans 
m,;de to VO members aze sufficiently larjJe \.hut th.: income 
generated (the pro:sent interest rate is 16~ which is the market 
rate in Bangladesh and the same rate which Grarneen B.:.nk currently 
chc.rn.:s) will cover 1.be ongoing operating co::st.s of '!.he BRAC Bonlt 
branch. By t.hls time. too, the local VO:J should also have matured 
to the ~t.l>~c where the y c~;~n continue to ~ro~. us increasingly 
influential institututions, without intensive sub~idl~ed support 
serv ic"s. Undo:r RDP 2, the following trans i t.1 ons are pl&.Jtned: 
ill..O. .l!ill.l ~ 
Total I!DP AO~ @ Yr .Start 80 80 70 
AOs to [ll1AC Bank Branch~s 10 20 20 
Ne1t l<DP AO::r opened 10 10 10 
'l'ot.al l<OP AOs@ Yr.End 80 ., 0 60 
'l'ot.IJ l BU Branches~ Yr.End 10 :iO !>0 
At 't.hc f'Olnt. of t.rt~nsition, the BRAC Bunlt PrOJ<.:C'L "buys out." 
HOP's illvo.:ul.n>unl. in t.ht> m&ture AO". includinc Lhc: VO m<:rnbc::r:.s 
outstandiut! louns. net of savings, the phy041ct. 1 iur l'u:J t.rLIC'I.ur" or 
the AOs 1>ud t.he staff eompl"JDent. Tht: chanl!r; would only 
marginally affect. the VOs or their members - in that t.hcrc would 
be continu~d increases in the availability of credit. 
8. BRAC':.s pro.:ferr~d strut.egy for the geoeraphic t:Xpanslon of lt.::r 
!lOP i!l to extend to conti~uous areas befon: ffiOvlnc 1nto new 
ar.,as. 1'hbl not. only has administrut.ive and loclst.icol t>dvant.&Cr;!:l 
but also incr .. ases the opportunities for sett.inl! up t:ffcct.tvt. 
fo:odt:rutiom.l of VOs within unio'ns and upaz.ilas. BRAC &cknowled~.:s. 
howev<:r, that this pref.:rencc for clu::rturinJ£ it.s &Ita::r of 
opcrat~on 1 :.1 constrained by the need not to duplicoLu the effor~ 
3 
of ot.hur 
unwrit.t.un 
v l1lucc:J 
tenu::s. 
NG0:1 dnd t.h<> Crumeen Bank. and t.o aerv~;: new an:•as . An 
ugree ruent with Graroeen Bank not t.o compeLc ln Lh~ sarue 
en::st::s and t.his wlll be forllJalbed in JUOl'e explicn. 
9 . A':J ind lCc~t.cLI ubove, the :;~..,cond compon.:ut. of. t.lu: IlLII :! proJt.~CL 
i::s a nUJnbur of Suctoral Prout·acnme!:l. Th .. ro.:: c.rt.: t.lu·..,.;: such 
procr .. mJu...::.; t.ll of which arc coruplcm.:nt./Jry 1.0 HUt• ~ Core but 
e::~seutially ::separate from the core activities (descnbed below). 
1: irs t. 1-h.::r" 111 a maJor expans 10n of t.he Non- Forsua 1 Pr irua l' y 
Education prot(t· ... mme unacr which new schools would tt: opened in 
ar~.>a::r wh.:n' 1WP 1>~ operating. Second. BftAC pluns t.c. expar.d t.h.: 
ICVl~ ll pt·,,,,.,.,,""" from 32 upa2.ila9 to a further 3:? up ... zil<tll (lll 
'-'Ulu.: 0 1 lllll~ll l!IH' i:. not operatJ.ng). 1'hird U!<AC pl.:.n:.; t.o 
o:Olt.<tb1J.::sh ,, l'l'-lnaQ.:ment Dev.:lopmen t Progra!DIUe for ruan<t(!t:r!l and 
dec1s1on m;..ltel'!i involved in rural development includ1ng tiS fir:.n. 
prior1ty lt!.l own staff. 1'hese programmes arc !iurutn~1r1sc:d 1r1 
SectJ.on C below. 
C. PROJECT COMPONENTS 
RDP 2 - Core 
Cal ln~titutional and Human Resource Development CTk J6ro or 
US$ l. lm) 
10. In ec.ch new villu~re. BRAC will devdop two Vill&C<> 
OrganbuLiou:J CVO!.!), one male 11nd one ftmalc: u to\.1.11 of 3. 000 
no:!w VO::r t.o ln.: or(!ani::sed o ver the thr.:e y~:<ars . BHAC's inpu1.s ir.t.v 
the VO::J will include ~unctiondl educal.iond! (::socical c&l.iort:ness) 
course:~ in eocl: village - for which a t.otal 2, 000 t.eacher:s w1ll 
be tr;..ined, .:q.ulppad, with education mat.erials and ::salarJ.ed by 
BRAC, weul\ly rueet.1nss on savings and credit operations; monthly 
ruectlngs on socJ.al change issues! periodic inter-VO wol'lts hops 
tr<nniuc:s; aml ::sp..,cific Human Re:Jourcc Dcvd o pMout. OUcU) 
'I' ruining. 
11. Thi:1 HIW truinine for VO mewbers w11l con::sl:>t wc.inly of 
course::s oruuni:Jed by the staff of one of DRAC'::s 'J'ra.lning and 
Resource Centres C1'ARCs) either at the Centres or in the fie ld. 
Theu.: course>~. which are tarset.ed at those VOs 1n Lh<:ll' fir!!t., 
!!<:COI\d <wd third year~, are of five to 51 X duy~ durat1on and 
pr 1muril y covet' two subJdct area!!: consc tousn.:~:J ri.l i:J inu and 
leader:JI•i p d~v-= lopm<lnt (8, 000 t raine.:s); projt.~ct. pl<tnuinl! ~.~r.d 
roanas"m~n t CO. 500 trainees). In addl tion, DRAC hu!l made f 1 n<mc ial 
provi!!10n l'l'k 5Jkl for t.ddlt1onal tr&inlllll in in:..lit.ut.ionul 
building and HRD primal'ilY for VO:J in their fourth Yc<~r. 
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• 
lb} Savings and Credit (Tk 85m or USS: 2. 7ml 
12. As u b3s1c t.~chniqu~ in building the YOs. BRAC l1as o.lw~ ys 
1ns1st~d on individual savings. Th~se savincs. on which HRAC 
curr<snt.ly pays 9% pa i.~. t.he mo.rktH. rat~. bl'c a neccsso.ry 
requir~ltl~nt for obt.;.ininl! credit.. N ... w aretuhd ru1.,~. b:ovc t'cCcul.ly 
b.::dn int.roduc<.>d ~o>pplic/;jl.Jle to RDi' 2 1ncludinl! l.ht: to llow1111:: ( 1 l 
t.be savincs requir~ment for obtolning a loan has L~~n ruduccd 
from 10% t.o 5% of tlu:: total loan rc:quest.,d; (2) ind1 v idua l::l roay 
have t)lo loanl:l outstandinc at a timt only if one of t.h<!se loami 
is for an asset (ie on repayment of which a physical asset 
reroain5); and (3) ceilincs b~ave been placed on the au.ount th:Ji. an 
indiv1dual and a fa~lily can borrow for fir::>t.. ::recc.nd e.nd 
suiJso.>quunt lo~.ons. 'frad i t:~.ona 1 collateral for loans b :JUb:Jl.i tut.:tl 
for by Pt:er uroup suppot·t and Pl'c:ssure. Each VO lz:l divldo:d int.o 
sub-groups of 5 lot:mbers (of non faru ' ly .oomber5) . Each tr.en.ber ·s 
reque:;,t for a loun must. be unanimou;;ly approv<!d by tht: sub- group 
to which he or ::~he belongs before it is i>r~;:5ertted to Lhc YO blt a 
whole. The YO in turn can approve th~ loan OtllY if 75~ of the 
members ~agree . 
13. The nuw rules for the provision of cr~di~. ~nd the 
availability of addit.ional funds, ard ~:xpected to lt:ad to a 
sub5t.ant.ial increase in lending for which t.hert: is good t:vidence 
of stron~ ttnd continuing demand. At Dect:rub<>r, 31::1\.., 1989, the 
1.o t.<1l vtol uc o1 th<.> loans ou-cstanding for tho.> B 0 Area 0!1 LCt!S 
und .. H· m.>P- 1 is c:Xpt:cted to b~ Tk. 145m (comp:.o.red with Ju::~t over 
Tk lOOtu at unJ 19tl8). Thu table bclow sltow::~ how thiu 1::~ built up 
and ul:.~l) lo(ivo.:s t.he expc:cted figure::! for the: loans outt~tandine at 
tht: tnd of 1990, 1991 and 1992 for the ADs and Bonk ~ranches as 
they miltut·'" · It. will be noted that loans out::ttandln!t c.i' 4th year 
ADs 1n 1969 and 1990 are expected to be Tk. 5ru and Tk . 6m p .. r AO 
respectively instead of Tk.6.45ro. This is due to th~ ~hortu.c~ of 
funds in 1~69 . lt wrll also be noted ~hat t.he fi~ure~ are lumpy 
becau~~ of an uneven number of ADs per year at e~ch :o~t.ace o£ 
mat;ul'i t.Y . 
A:ct--u Qffi!:ll Y~~u: End L.sltan~~ 0Lll!;2l t'.llld 1 J,1 .- ( '!' l< wl. 
rJnmch '[ :i Ilt: l.a.a9.. lltiO. li9..l l.ld1. 
ADs 'l'k AOs '1'k AOs '1'\c AOS 'l'k 
1st Ye<ir (RDP) 30 5 20 12 10 0 10 6 
2nd y., .. ., (RDP) 20 30 20 37 :o 37 10 16 
:lrtl Ycu.r (RDP) 20 60 20 '/7 20 '/'I ~ {I 77 
·ll.h Ye.1r tnDP> 10 :to. 20 ill 20 ua ~ Ll 1?8 
'J'o'tal 80 145 60 246 70 248 t> O ~JO 
~th Yt:u~· (BBP) 76 172 181 
Gt.h Yo::.;..r (BBP) &6 212 
7th Yt~cu· <BBP) 116 
Con::~equent.ly lmdt><:'\.ury provi:;,ion h11::J b<!en lllt.de in RIJP ~ fvl' 1'1\ . 
B5ru 1Tk.230-14~ru) required for the udditional credit. in RDP 2. 
(c) Eroploynn;nt und Income Generat.ion Support. ITJ\ !:>On~ C·r· US:!. l. Cn.l 
H. Onu of Ult(l(; ':.; pt·im.&ry obJuctiv~:u i~ Lo impr<>v..: t.l • ..: ..:C..>nl>tulC 
"" lll>ctnt: ol Vo m<>n>b.!r,., ln ordur 1..0 re .. li::~~.: l..lol". tecl.rtlc .. l 
l.r.;tnH>:: '" i•lOVldcd for a varic1.y of actl.Vll..luOJ U:Jll'll! provco 
Lr .. lnl.nt: l.uchu1quus. Du1·ine the first three years of dcvc:lopn.cnl. 
ot' a VO, thl.::! training is provided frtoe to merubc:r:; . ln t.ho;: tourt.l. 
year, the Area Office ~ill institute a minlm.&l ch~ree for 
training (by adding the cost to the loan taken) exc~pt for neu 
members who muy ::~ ·t.ill receive firet t.iroe trainina fr""· 
1!:1. The sk1llu tra1ning for group m~:mbers ill mainly cvnduct.ed by 
BRAC's own technical experts and pora-profc::Jslonal staff. The 
former are now located at different Area Offices reporting to th~ 
R~e1onal Munu~~r~. A coordinating adviser for ~ach t~cbnical 
sector is ba:.s.::sd lit BRAC headquartel'S. The para-prof..::Jional~ arc: 
trulned and :Jupervised by the BRAC experts. They l1v~ 1n or neur 
the commun1 ties they serve. some bei nl! employed by BRIIC, ot.ho::r:J 
paid by those comJuuni ties. The e!ltimated number of VO nu.:mbcrs t.o 
b~ provld~d 9kills training durina the three years of RDP 2 i~ 
planned t.o be au follows: 
A•'t i Y1 t y 
Poultry w<>rkers 
Poultry •·..: .. rer~ 
Para- vo..: l.::~ 
Cow rs.: .. r.:t':J 
HorLJ.culture nursery 
llorLicullut·c crop 
Fi::Jh nur:h!ry 
Fi:.~l> cul r.ure 
Irrigation mechanic 
lrrit:i.d .. i on management 
Apiculture 
Sc:r1/erl culture 
- workers 
- rt::urt~r:J 
- op~.:rul..ore 
6 
Numht=r of Truint•s :J 
~ .l.9ll l.J.i2. 
1,000 p~r year 
20,000 per Yedr 
200 per Yullr 
4,500 p~r Yc.:t~J" 
320 per y.., .... 
4,000 
'"' l' 
y~<sl' 
200 pt:r Yc.:"'r 
500 Pt::r )'cur 
25 26 50 
100 200 
200 ps:r ys;~o~l' 
20 
700 1000 1700 
46 106 181 
500 700 1000 
lt:. la, uOCllt..ior. t.C· \.t~ol!" ~UD!"t.ant.lwl t.r~.lt.l11( ~::s~.l::\..~nCt.. . E~.;.~ 
1.ol~h' help::- ('t'OUP!' ana l.nd1v1ou-.1~ l.OVuJV\.'0 111 poul'tr· Il!:r.c: .. . 
::1Cr1cul t.ur .. , ct.c 111 11 nuruoer of ot.hcr wuy!. ~or c>:<.~r.:I-J'- o:.:v- c. H. 
chlclt:.l !lr..: ::~upplled 'tO chicl1 ru.:~rer!: 111 'l.nt vl.lr.:.cc! wn tllct 
:H:ll t.wc. n.::.nth old ch1cY.:.: "'' poul 't.n' rcurt:r:. ~ 1:.:r 1 -lli~c 1 llhf.: 
.1rc uv ... u .. t..d.._ u·om 'tWC\ BHAC" ll:.li n<~t.cn...,nc· .. u •. l!hl: Jt~.Jr: ::or ... 
villa£:.: o·oup:J 't.O oev..:lop and lll<llr•t.<.~lr llSI. 1\Ur:Jc:-H:: tror .. wr.lcl . 
ot.her Group:. a t·c suppll.ed F1.f'tecn :~er1.cult.ure ccnt.r.::. 01rc t.c er:-
est.abh:~hed or BRAC 1.0 proouce eggs tc.r c!!::'t.r1t>U't.lO: 'l.l. v1l1.:.r.-
n:an.n1: ccntn:s rroru whc:rc: t.hey ill"<: t.C. o.- mao.: bY ... l.l.>C.!<. tt wom.;.r. 
oon·owcrn 't.C. ral.!:IC <.hero 1.0 roa t.ur 1 t.}' 
(d) Ar,. ..... uod lica.lon .. l Office: Co:n.:.: ( Tl: l:!CIIo or u:~ ;, bn,r 
17. J:: .. ch Area Office 1s S't.affed by a 'teal!. compn.>~lnc; or • .:: r.rt:& 
M ... n .. t,<:l'. lll''"" ccncral Programi'Qe Orgunl.:ters (!>U!l). One: uCCOUO'l.ulot 
and '' '-· '' t.J.cr. n1ne village level ~orltcr:. , t.no ~upport. :.1.c.11. 
Th.:lr t.o\. .. d c.:os1.s, l,ncluding t.ranport.at.ion, for BO ~ucl. Au:J 1n 
1990 and l~9l and 70 in 1992 amoUnt 't.o Tit lJ?n.. ln i1dOlt.lor. t.ta: 
cost5 of ro.:Gular staff training and developruent. for c.ll levo: l!. cf 
st.aif. bol.h induct1on <&nd .lo-service t.rainin!!. t.O'!.ab c.la.o~t 
Tlt 4. 5ru plu:~ 1:-here lire the operat.l.nf cost:~ o! t.lu: F<c:Clon;.l 
Offlct:s (one for lO AOs), esst:ntl.CtllY t.he Ro::ciouul li:..no~er und ~or. 
Audi 'tor. 1 n t.ot.al all t.hese cost.s aiDOunt. \.0 n: bf. "''" no.: t over 
't.hc: <.l.rc:c.: yo::a.r<J of RDP 2. af't.er t.ak1nc lll'l.O ... ccoun't. 't.ht: J.nu:rt:st. 
incon.c !rom loan:~ \.0 VO ruembers Clt:::!S b loaro lo:w pronslon of ~~ 
on dlubur~t:rucnt.). Tloe cos'ts of BHAC ·:; ncud o±l:1Cc, lt: !Jt:nior 
roanaacrocn't :..ud locast.ic~tl support .... rc covt:rcd by " l 0:.. Churcc: or, 
bll the: f'r .1ruary budcet. corupont:nt.s. whJ.ch 19 .:.n bccurilt.o: prc.Y.y 
based on zsct.u~l h1st.or1cdl fl.gurt:s. 
lB. Thtre ore also t.he 1n1t.1al capit.al cost.s 1nvolvca lt. 
c:st.abll:~h~na c:ach no.:w Area Offlct:. Th1.:1 rc:qulro.:s "'' invc:stru~nt of 
~olruost. Tk l tu J.n land, bu1ld1.ncs and fixt.urc:s, wit.h bO oddi'Ll.On~l 
prov1:aon 1n 19~0 for i1 motor cycle tor "'"ch PO 10 c:och 01 t.loc: bCJ 
AO:~ t.o t ... c 111 t-1:1 t.., contuct. wi <.h VO ruenobers. The: t.ot.c; 1 cos1. t.c. kiJ? 
2 lS rcduc"d by t.he procc:t:ds of t.ho: ::;zslc: of t.l•o.: f.1·c: .. Ot! 1c.:,; 
&raduat.i IIC 1.0 't.he BRAC Bank PrOJt:ct. l.n t.ht:l r flf'th Y~-:. 
Nonet-heless. the tot.al net. investment cost ovc:r t.he t.l~c:c: yc~rs 
of !lOP 2. 1nclud1ng the c~op1 t.al cost.:. of cert.hin 1 'tt:l!l5 1n t.!-.c 
reg~on~l ~nd he~d off1ces, eg a t.elephone lnstullatlon and 
co,oput.cr C:Y.t.en:>ion , lii)Jount.::s t.o Tk. 36m. 
(e) Support Serv1ces (Tk 51m or US:S: l.oru) 
19 . Tht: fit:ur.:s c1ven above for 
mc:mbc:rs 1o11d DRAC ::~t.aff cover 
tr<Jininc. C .. pi t..1l cost.s !or one 
7 
t.he cost.:~ 
only t.h.: 
DOl~ 'l'AnC 
of t.roinint! bot.b VO 
operat.ing cost.~ c.f 
onu coct to ~::xpi1np 
t.he flvu .::xi:Ji...i!IC TAilCS durinc the 
.:xp<~n::>ion of the training facil1Lies is 
.;cc:c.m<Jc.J,,t,e the sub~t.<tn\.ic.l t:XP<~nsicn 
ro.::rober:.l surulh,,t'i:.lt!d ln (c) .:~bov..:. 'l'otul 
1'11. 29m • 
pel·iod oi' 
necesua J"Y 
of tro.:irline 
co:J t.s ell'<.: 
liD I' 2 1' his 
l '· Ot'CIO:: r t v 
!leeds lOI' ViJ 
u~ \.in.:.t..ed .. l 
20. ln 191J ~i , BHAC est.abli~ht!d c.n ~mport.c.nt. llt:~ uult., t..llc:: r.und 
l::nl.l!l'l'l'i:.Jc t>t·.,1:t·.urome. Th.: t'unct1on of REP is to <.:nh .. ncc:: tl"~ 
incornc deriveJ tro111 the econonllc o.c1.iv1t.i"'~' lt • wr. i<..f, VO J~~eu.t...:r:.. 
con invest b)• impt•ov1ng the profit&billtY cf exi::Jtlnt.: \.r;.diti.:.n ... l 
activitlc:.l and identiiying profitubl.:: 11-:w etcLlv:u.i,-:. $p.:;t:l .. l 
at.t...,ntior\ hub bl!crl given to expandin~t the l'il.l•~e 01 profitotd" 
<octivlt.ll!!-1 wl.ich women can undert.al•.<:. Bu:eiu.::.> .. ctivit.ie:. 
J..c.h.:ut.iJ l<al by ltl!:l' to d.ot.e lo.,vu 11\cluJ..:d: ft•,..:olhl .1. r :tlil'ilh;• .. ud 
c&t.fi:Jh cult.ur..: ~n the 1ish~ries ~•c~or; improved dy..:1ng, block 
PL'lnt.ing, ~c:t•icult.ure in the t~:xtiles s .. ct.or; mill~ m;,rkc::tlllt.: buJ 
duck lout;chct'Y ln livestock; and in t.lu:: c.ul'iculturc: :Ject.c..r. 
ve.:utabl.: g•·owln!! and marketins. and ~,>Owut· t.lll inll eu::1.c.1u 
plouchinc. While some of these tchnologiE:s/t.,.cbsilt.}U<:::.: ... ru 
r.:lat.lV<>ly new Lo Bangladesh. ot.hers such as the po11er t.illc::r:< 
;lnd briekfleld product.ion are already in widc::spruud u:lc . 1't..; 
iunovativc c:leru<!nl in such ca.ses is th<:: lrttroductioli ot owr•c:t·st.ip 
as\d nJ:JII''t~c·r• ·nt of such en-r.erprises by lar.dl(:S!J croups l'••t.hur t.l.:.u 
by w~: .. l LIU<.:l' prlV<Jte ent.t·epreneurs. 
21. Al Lhoua;h kEP'::t budget is small wi'l.hin t.he wl,olc COH!.c::xt of 
fiDI' 2 Cot•u, 1 t.s role i:J regarded <IS cruo1ul. A::t \.h~: l<•<srket.!l for 
produCt!l from tr.odi tionitl enterpri!Jl:S bccor~..: sc.tur .. t.ed und t.l!.:: 
dcro;ll\d for u111ployment opportun 1 t.iel:l an,ong BRAG· s h.nd l<::JS group:< 
incrc..o:Jo;:J, new .:oonomic activities must be introduced. Wlnle tl.t:: 
main l:IOurct: of such innovation will be th<:: DltAC rocrubcr:J 
thenosel v..:s BIIAC staff seeks to assis't. or accel~rat.e t.lob process. 
The me thodolouy for identifying, testing and introducing such new 
opportunit.ies is now established. I<EP t.ak..:s re!:iJ,OilSi bili ty for 
the lni tial project identification and feasibility 9 t.udy, for the 
expcriroo.:ntill fi~.>ld proj¢cts and. if the t.:clmolocy/ t.~clsnique 19 
succ~::ssful, fo1• providlnl;t fln .. nce and t.~.:cl.ul..:: ... l :..uppos·t t.v pi lot. 
project.!! undtr t..<s ken by tlse l&nd l c:S:.l !;t'OU!>:.I. HU-' :J t_.t f wvrk:. 
clo:.~ .. ly with llDP/BBP h«ld st.&tf .. nd t.hc 'J'AlU.:s . lti::l' usr>t:cl .. lly 
::~et>ks to o::n:.Jure t.ha t appropri&tt:: syl:l to::w:.1 I or c:ff cc 1.1 vc bu:H :ou:.m 
m>~nageruunt of collectivelY owned proJc .. n.s al'.: d..:v..:lopcd "nJ 
introduced. Dudnc RDP 2. HI!:P ·s St.ioaff \all Lt., lnc.:r.,:..:..."d 1ron. tla: 
prt::sc::nt 1:~ t.o 25 to include not. vnly ;.ddit.ion ... l t.echrucul 
pt.;r::<onncl hul ulso busiut:lHJ ruullu\!cu .. :nl. Pl'v1\::1Hifolt..ol:. . 'l'h~o: 't.r,t.d 
lJUdgl!t. J..CJJ' t.h..: l.hr.:l! ye ... r:.l i;, '1'1\. lb111 
22. AnoLhcr small but 
ll<.!St!<IJ'Ch C.tH.! l::vuluat1on 
Curryine out oueoing 
IH'OI!t'amrut: tn.llt3t.:er!l, to 
UHAC's uctivitic:J and 
crucial support service for HOP 2 i::t 't.he 
D.,partruent <RED) . '!'h1s i;;; rcspon!ll.bh: for 
stud1es, largely ilt the rt:quest. of the 
~valuate the effHctiv~nes~ and impact of 
to r.,comn.t!nd chanCc:::l in dc:::.~igu and pol icy .. 
RED ~ork~ closel y ~ith ~DP'~ Monitoring Cell which js ~resen~ly 
develOPllll:f an improved fully int.ecrated and cornputt:rised 
managroent 1 nf ormation system. When fully dt: vt:lapc:d, t.ht: nt:w 
system w1ll operat~ under three broad headin~s · sav~ngs and 
crccli t. dCLlvi Lit:::s; economic indicatorll; and socJ. Li l tlcvclopn.~.dtt 
indiCd.\.Ors. ReD il;l also coll .. borating with t.h" Rill' or, d11: do::;ian . 
implo:ruent.atio n and analysis of a new system i or coll'"ctinc 
ba:;.:lln" d.JLU f1•oro all loan bppLicant:>. 'l'hi!.t 1nfo rmwl.ICJio wJ.ll l....: 
computerised and used as the basis for continuous evaluation. Th~: 
total budgeted cost of RED over RDP 2 is Tk. 7m. 
23 . The annual costs of these major components of RDP 2 Core ovt:r 
the three yea t·s 1990-92 can be su.mmarised as follows: 
lli.9.0. l.S.9.l ,l.a92. ( 'rlt. Ill) 
Tot,al 
Iristi t. and URD Dev. 12 13 11 36 CUS$ 1. lm) 
Savings and Credit 101 3 (19) 85 (US~ 2. 'lllll 
E:mploy. and Inc . Gen. l4 18 18 50 (US$ 1. 6m) 
Are!! & Rag. Offices 63 31 26 120 (US$ 3.8ml 
Support Services ....a _12. ;so ....21 (US$ 1. Gml 
TOT Al. .19..9. ...ll -bE'; 342 CUS$ 10.8ro) 
BBAC: Bank Ecl:llccx. 
24 . A~ dc~cribcd in Section B. abov~. after four y'"~r~ und~:r RDP 
th ~ mh turc Aro:a Off ice!! ure bought. out by tl1e BflAC H.:.nk ProJ.:ct. 
(uDP) 11nd bccoru.a branches of th<: Banlt. The COl'ts BO incurred 
during the f irst fo1.1r years of the BBP cmd the additional loans 
made by these branches, together with BBP's inve5t.m~nts for the 
later purohaBc of the planned total of 300 Area Offict:s by 2002, 
are !:lumro •• ri:;.:d Ln the table below. Paragraph 29 shows t.he sources 
of th~ 1unds to meet these costB and Annex 1 provideB ~ more 
detailed financial analysis of the Project's dSBet.s and 
lit~bilitiel;l to 2010. 
BRAC 8Hnk Proiect - Fund' Reouir~d (in million T~ka) 
lilUl. 19..9.l. 1.9..92. l.9.ll 2JlJl2. 
Year CW'D. Yea. r Cum. Year Cum Year Cum. 
vo Me111bet·~ l.oiln~ 
- P1.1rchase 
Ex flOP 50 50 120 170 129 299 129 4 ~tl 
- Growth BUP _1.6. ...2.fi. ...12.. ....a.a. l.ll. 2.lD. lJ2. :l:U 
Total 76 76 192 268 241 509 261 77 0 3634 
Fixed Asset~ 15 15 22';' 37 
,•, 
21 56 21 79 379 
Inves t . & Cush 100 100 129 229 221 45 1 94 545 130 
T01'Al. 191 191 343 q34 463 1016 376 139 <1 4113 
.._ .. 
':> 
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(a) Funds R'-"guired - VO 11erobers Loans CTk. 770m or US:f. ~4 . 3r~ i n 
1993) 
25 . The purchase su111 paid by the BRAC Bc.nlt Pl'OJ!;;'C "\. for VO 
members· loans outstanding at the time of tr<lnsitio r, trom RDf' t.c. 
th~< BBP is broadly expected to be the same: CTk . 6.45m pc.r A(Jl 
each year from 1992 onwards. In addition, durJ.hl! t.h~ course of 
each year, t.hc:: BUI' will 'be financinc t.he further crc.wt.l. of loun!l 
to membe.t:s, for an increasing number of brancho:s - 10 by end 
1990, 30 by 1991. 50 by end 1992. etc. By the end of the fourt.l, 
year, the total loans by the BBP to VO m.ambers will account fot· 
56% of tho: t.ot.~sl funds available. Therec.i't.er t.hc: Banlt w~ll 
cont.inue to acquire the loan portfolios of roaturt: AOs from RDP 
assuming BHAC secures continued donor grant fundine for 1t.s Rural 
Devdopment Proanmroe after 1992 CROP 3). By 2002 when t.l.e BBP 
will have reached its target of 300 branches, loc.ns to roerul-crs 
will b~ alruo~t 68% of total assets (including depreciaLion) . 
26. The out5tanding loans made to members by an Area Offict or a 
BBP bt·anoh a1·e a function of many factors - ref pan• 13. abov.:: . 
Th.,!le include: the total nuruber of borrowers, the l>Vel<•Ce ::nze c.! 
loan, and the! term structure of loans (::lho~·~, ruc:.iluru or lonl!l. 
Fo1· example, by the time of t1·ansi tion from aro AU l.O <o B;,r,lt 
branch, t.he total number of group members is expo:Cto;:d to be 
betw~:en li - 7. 000 (it: 60-70 person per VO) and on 'loloc ba>Jb of 
B!lAC's exp.,r·i.:nce it is com:rervatively &:wurut:d th ... t only 55-60:.. 
of t.ht.::Jt: mo:lul.>t.: l'::l will be borrower::!. !:lill•llal·ly, ilo<.:l't.:io:.~e!J in t.h~.: 
av<!r-.rJu ! """ " :; tze occur as members S!.lin experi.,nc·: 10 us1ns 
crc::dilo, reP<~>'lHS one loc.n and them taking out: auo\ l•c:r , By the 
time of tran::d t.ion from an AO to a br&nch, the avet·acc: loan size 
is expected to have ri::~en from Tk. 1600 at the end of the f1rst 
y~ar to 1'1~.3500 at the fifth year. Finally, the term ::1\.ructure of 
the lo11.ns under the BRAC Bank ProJect is conservo.t.1vly projected 
to be same as the present structure of RDP lc::nding 60%: 3'/t: 3>;: 
for short:roediuru: long term loans. 
(bl Fund~ Requi r ed- F1x~d A::lsdt::l CTk 79.4m or U~~ !.~ro - lUU! l 
27. 1'he fixed a5sets acquired by the BllAC Bank ProJ.oct- 10 AOs 
in the fhst year and 20 AOs in each of the next. t.ht·ee years-
are shown at the cross purchase price, ie without deduction of 
subse<:~uc;nt. d<:PI't.:ciat.ion. The AO complex includes land, office and 
:Jti:lff uccoruatl~ tilln, lDOtor eye lcs, t.oao:thcr wit.l1 ull off icc 
equipment. and recOl'd!l. The annual f !cure varies bccdU!:It.: there artJ 
the occasional additional costs of establishinc the renionc.l 
offices of BOP. 1'he accumulated figure. at the end of the fourth 
year is 1'k. '19. 4m or 6% of the total funds available. 
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(c) ~·und:.J R..,qui red - Inve~troents (Tk 51!5ru or US$ 1'/. 2Ul - 1993 l 
28. The rcma1n~ng funds, ie those not loaned to VO rocmbcr!'J or 
spo!l\t on acquirina fixed a::~scte, will be held on d.:posi\. wi\.h one 
of the corumct'Clal banlt~. 'l'he investro.::nts p.::rforru 1.110 function:J. 
ln the early years they 11ill produce a ~ictuficunt. 1ncomo.: (ba11k 
deposits prescntly yield 12%) in order to achieve Lhc sm~ll 
projcctud annual operatinu profit - see Ann•'X 2. Hy th..: und of 
thu .fout·Lh Y"..li', total cash aml invcu Lmc!n\.::t 111.11 u..: 'l'k. t.·l~m. :.HJ% 
of the tot~l funds available. After 1993, thuy will be av~ilbblc 
to be dt•awtl dowtl each year to purchase additional AOs until the 
full plnnncd complement of 300 is reached in the y~~r 2002. At 
th11t date, investment~ <~nd C3Sh will be at Lhuir low..:st lcvel 
t'l'k. 130ru) 'l'hereafter, they build up a(!ain frctr. .,;ccutoulated 
profits, allowinlf repaylll<!nt of the grant funds whtch llltnC lent to 
th~ BBP b~~inning in 2004. BRAC would rei nvest th..:~~ funds in 
silllil3r pro~ra.mme to benefit the poot· in Banelad.::::~h 
(dl Sourc~~ of Funds - Donors (US$ 30.Bm at ~nd 1993) 
29. '!'h..: following table showe tha sources of fund:.~ rot· the firut 
.four yeat·s of the BRAC Bank ProJect and the year 1 L a chi eves the 
300 br~tnch torget. 
DR AI': Bank Pro iect - PI on!ll}d Sourr.,:l of Fun1·• 
l.9.!1.ll. laa1 laa! l~il 
Year Cum. Year Cum. Year Cum. Ycat· Cutu. 
Donllr~ grant 
Merobers Funds 
Opera tion:l Surplu:l 
1'01'AL 
156 
33 
2 
191 
156 
33 
2 
191 
260 
75 
2.1 
343 
416 358 774 20~ 976 976 
108 94 202 117 319 2555 
10.-\ }1':>'l 41 5:3, 1 991, 612 f l I 
- - ---- ·--
534 lt83 1017 3?7 1}1)4 4143 
, I 
t\tl \~·\ 
30. All donor funds required to c:>tablbh the Drii\C ti...n\1 ProJect 
on a aelf-:luutainint:: basis at•e disuu•·seu to lli1AC dul'lnt: lho.: ii.rut. 
four y.:ars and onlent to BBP without l.ntet·e:;l. (A::~ shown in 1\Ntii!X 
ll. The pt·i.mory ar~:tument::~ in favour of this front-..:nd lo.:.dine 
:.~tructure ur~: 
\.he upfront lllOney allowe HDP t.o t.~ 111do t·•·ndctt\. of 
uonor:.J ... ft.or th<.: tour year commi tm"nl. ot I•" '' 1 1; 'l't.L:.s 
b..:n.:fi ts both BRAC and t.he donors, not. h:;.:n. ,to t.!.~ 
dcmon::~tration effect of self-su~tainablllty for other 
NCO:.J and govurnments. 
t.hc upfront 
"i~nif 1cant 
:.dlcH·tfalls 
funding structuru prov td.,:~ thu BBP wi t.h 
financial protection froto pot..:n\.i<ol 
in loiln pol·tfolio incoru<J. 'l'h.: invcuttuent · 
11 
incoroe <for which no loan loss prov1s1on is required) 
1::1 a secure sout·ce of income for the futut·e. 
it is difficult for an organisation to plan its 
exp~nsion in an environment of uncertain fundin~ . 
lJHAC • ::1 rate of growth would have to b.,. much le:>::~ in 
order to avoid the risk associated w1th the posibJlttY 
of funding being held up or not provided, as donors try 
to ju,;utle competinlf demands for fund1nt1 in the future 
31. A furt.h<>r and most important advantage of front - end lo:.dinc 
is the !lexibill ty it allows in the event of cel'tain l<eY 
assumplioos not being realised. BRAC carried out various 
sensitivity analyses to test the effect of modlCying th~ mo::~t 
critical assumptions, speolfically: 
inct't.!.:lSinl! the loan loss provision by 50%, i.e. f1·om 2% to 
3% of annua·l disbursenlent. 
t•educlng the rate ..at which the loan portfolio of an RDP Area 
Of:tic~ <~nd BBP Branch builds up by appt·oximatdy 10%. 
increasing the number of staff {by one PO or thr.:~ PS> in a 
BBP ilronch frolll the third year of BBP oper;;.tion. 
Significaa1tly each of these downside scenario~ can be 
accomroodated by different solutions in~tead of the obv1ous 
solution which i::J ::~imply to x·aise more funds for BOP ft·om donorts. 
BRAC stair huve conducted sufficient contingenc y planning and 
have now run several do::en scenarios illustrating the ef[l!cts and 
int<lr-ro::bt.iont~hips of the various project elem~nts. . 1'he most 
flexibl<l option is for BRAC management to adJust the timing and 
numb~r of AOs which become BBP branches (therefore delayine ~h~ 
d.:1te th.1t BBP reaches lts target of 300 bt·anchesl. DI(AC can al:lo 
l'ostpone llBP·s repaym¥t of the donor grant funds t.o lJUAC. The:lo.: 
deoltsion::s w<>uld be 111<1de by BRAC and its donor!! o:J n.:eJ.:d ond only 
afte1· t he re:Jults of aeveral years of actual in.plelhent ... tion of 
BBP at wh1ch time the correctness of the cri t.ial _.,,u,uptions can 
be re-as::lessed. 
{e) Source:; of Funds - Hcmbers Fund (Tk 319m or US$ 10. Oau in 1993 ) 
32. The H.:mbe t·s Funds are made up of individual ru.::mbo.irs u:.vini!B 
toseth.:r with the 5% group tax (which each bon·ow.:r 1:::~ required 
to pay on Lh~ valud of every loan taken) . The di~oiplin~ of 
regul:u· S<IVint: is an essential part of RoP·s hu1n<1n re::source 
development trainina and the proJected levels of savinc~ are 
baaed on the po.~t experience of existlnt.: RDP Arec. Officl!s wit.h a 
progt·e:;~:;~l ve <~o.IJ u:~tment. to allow for toerobers t.o r educ.: or withdraw 
their :~ avinL~ over the years. By the end 'of th~ fourth yc~r.• 
these fund~ will account for Tk. 3l9ro or 23% of the funds 
available to L~P increasing to 61~ by 2002. 
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, (f) Sourcll!:l of ~·unds - Operations Surplus (Tk 99 ro or US$ 3 .2m in 
1993 l 
3::1. 1'hc Op.::r~·tion::J Surplus or Net Operating Proflt (ref Anul.!X 2) 
b th.:: 1ntcro.:nt iu.::ome ~·e.::"lv~d uy BUP from lo:1nu to VO mumbens 
plu!:l the income from investment!l. les!'l the intcrc:ll. puid on 
mo:rubet·s · ~.::tvinl.l':..:/deposits and less brnnch/reglonul/head off lee: 
opo:t·atir\C llXfh!nue!L Thcre is also a loan loss proviuion @ 2% of 
di!lburseroent::;. (HB Depreciation of the f lxed ausetu h::.:,~ been 
added back - ref para 26. l The financing structun:: for BIJP l.!l 
d~signed to ensure that this surplu:~ is positive every year 
(except. f or " loss in 2002 1. By the end of the fourth year, this 
op~n1 tions slll' plu::l is proJected to be Tit. 99 Ill or some 7% of the 
tot:~l iundu. 
(g) Legal Status of th.o BRAC Bank 
34. · On th" advice fl'om ::senior official::! in the B<~nulad~sh Bank, 
t.he govc:rnwcnt.':.s central bank, BRAC· has decided t.o follow a t.wo 
sto:p proce::t::l J.n forming the B.RAC Bank. It will i.nit1ally beg.1.n as 
a proj.:ct of BRAC (similar to any ot.her NGO project, ::~uch as RDP 
2) fot' which fot·mal approval by the government h-.s already bec:n 
requested. Aitt!r t wo-t.hree years of operat.inu c:xp.:rio::nce, 
dependin~ on development:~, it will request a special ch.:.rter irom 
the government to establish a !'Separate legal entity t.o operate 
fot· the ben..:f l t of the poor similar to that of Gr.:.n1e"n 0->nl• which 
also init.ir>lly becan as a project. As an NGO proJ.:ct, t.llu Dank is 
!:l i roply au o pt!t·a ting unit of BllAC without. its own cqu i ty 
structur.:. A:.s ::~uch it will be under the overall control of BRAG's 
exi!3 tinaJ Do.tni of Director:'! and !3UbJect to th.o rel!ulat.l.ons 
uove~·ning NGO::t. 
RDP 2 - Sectoral Profftctmruc:s 
(<~l Non-Formul Primary Education <Tk 152m or US$4. 8 n.l 
35 . DllAC'::~ NE'Pii: pt·ogramrne provides appropriat.o educ:.tion to rut· ... l 
poot· childrca (7 0% cir hs) between the ajj'e:.s o.t 8-10 and ll-11\ , who 
hav~ eithet· nuver enroll~d in, or who have dropped out of formo.l 
-pr imat·y ::1ohoo l!J. '\'he younger children r.:ce i ve three yeurs of 
educa tlon whil::~ t the same CUt' l' iculum 1::1 comp1·esscd into Lwo y..:ars 
for the o ld..:r childr~>n. Since 't.hc proar:~rom~ wiili fir!ll. ::~tart..:d 
with 22 cunL•·u::~ and 676 students in 1965, it ha:;~ cx~andud rapidly 
with a t.ol.al of over 2000 centres exp~::cted to be in operation by 
the end o£ 10U9 .. nd a total of over 60,000 !ltud~nt::l enrolled or 
sraduated. Of the fir!3t. batch of students who eraduated in 1988, 
95% have tf;:,ined admi::sslon to formal primary schools in Class IV 
and are continu1ns th.:nr studies. 
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96. Undor th~ umbrella of RDI? 2, B!lAC wi 11 be start ina " total of 
1500 new cl~~~c~ f~r the younger children ln the thr~e y~ar~ 
1990-92, and 1500 classes for the older children in the s-.roe 
period, a tol.al of 3,000. The total number of schoob th<::n J.O 
op~rat.ion w1ll be: 2,606 (1990); 2,880 (1991); and 2,500 (1992). 
In t.crlll3 of geographlca l location, priority u ill be given to 
achlev1ng u ra"jor cover;~ge of all areas whure .oi ther t.h~.: ODP or 
the BRAC Bank hi or will be ln operation. Given the popularity of 
the NFPE programme with parents, this will facilitate more 
coherent integration with BRAC's other activities, increasing the 
opportunities for awareness raising, community participation and 
solldari ty. 
3'/. The total cost of the NFPE: over the three years hs e::Jtirnated 
at Tk.152.0ro CUS$4=. 8m) of uhlch Tk~7m is forth<:: 8 - 10 year old 
classes. J'he ma.Jor costs components are: teachers :;.s brie::s . <ill 
of who111 are trained by BRAC at the TARCs: tea.:h:Lng aid'! and 
equipment; books, charts ahd supplies; and supervision by BRAC's 
!lpeciallly t~·c.iL1ed NFP& Programme Organiser::J each o.>f whom loui<:J 
after 15-20 schools. 'faking all costs into account, including the 
re• tal of class~·oorns, the average annual cost per 8-10 old child 
i:.s .... 503 and fo r the 11-14 year old Tk. 560. 
(b) Incoruu Gcn"tion for Vulnerabl~ Croui D~v·ment (Tk 42m or 
US$ 1. 3tu} 
3tl. BRAC"::s lGVGD programrue is a special oompon<::llt. of the multi-
donox a::sshste::d nationwide Vulnerable Gt·oup Development programme 
targeted at the destitute women in rural Bangladesh - those with 
no land, minima l income, and livlng without a husband's support. 
BRAC"s lGVGD is a coopentive effort with the Department of 
Relief & Rehabilitation, the Department of Livestock, and the 
World Food Proeram111e operating in 32 upa~ilas . The initial, 
ongoing, progt·arume launched in 1967 provides skills training in 
poultry rearing to 1500 destitute women in each upazila and the 
subsequent O[lPOl·tuni ty , assisted by credit from DRAC, to earn 
between 150-400 Tk./roonth. BRAC is seeking a total of Tk. 41.6m 
with which: (a) to complete its current two year programme in the 
original 32 upazilas by mid 1990; and (b) to repeat the highly 
successful proC"l·amroe in a further 32 upa:lllla::s. BRAC ·s RDP is in 
OFeration 1n a few of the initial group of upazilas - and some of 
the IGVOD 110roen are also members of BRAC "s VOs - but while ther~ 
i s close coll~boration between the IGVGD staff and RDP staff, 
each have S<.:ll•lL"..Ite offices. 
39. The Dupartment of Livestock's active collaboration in the 
IGVGD Pt'OSr.:tmme comprises supplying free vaccines to poultry 
workers and supplying chick rearers with impr oved breed of duy 
old chick~ at cost price. BRAC regards this collaboration ae an 
important achl<!vt!ro..:nt in its own riuht since a major object1ve of 
the lCVGD proct·arome b to faclli tate the acce!IS of poor women to 
.:xlstlnu !l'uvcrnwcnt services which will conr.1nue to tunct1on 
af l..:r t.h..: lJH.\C proJect h~s come to an end. 
(c) 1'\an.:>~Io::m..: nt Development Programme (Tk '12m ot· US$ t. 3m) 
4 0. While I:!RAC · s collaborative efforts with (!ov"rnruent on 
pt·ogramro,.;;!'l $UCh as ot·al rehydt·ation therapy, NFPI!: ;,.ml IGVGD have 
ba.::n :!ucces:3.ful to date, BRAC feel!'! there is a nt!.::d to exl.end the 
lessons of ::~uch e xperience, especially among senior government 
ofl:l.clahr, lu un al.t...:mpl. to achievt~ even rDo:re and nol. luo!>l who.:n 
BRAG's input:.~ are concluded. Thb is a logic;..l c;:t.~:nuion of 
BRAG':~ at to; rapt:~ to proroo1.e prograrlll1ltts which reach l.ho.: land h:~s 
poor in th~ masosive numbers r~quirad, and it forms the rationale: 
behind the ~lanagement Development. Programme· (HOP). 1'h~ l..win 
obJecl.ivt~s of tha MOP are therefore to: 
develop and teach ways by which manaaers of rural 
d"'velopment ac~ivitie!'l and projects, es&ucially local 
cov~rnment officials but also staff of BRAC and other 
NGO~. can operate mor~ efficiently, notably in the 
delivery of goods and services to the landless poor. 
throue'h intensified practical collaboraLion work at 
up~zila, union and villou~ level . 
.lufonu and odent senior government officials to the 
b..:nc.t'll..:! ari5ing from and the method5 of acluevins a 
m.:~t·c equitable d1stribut.ion of governmt.!nt. se1·vtces. 
e~p~cially to reach the landless poor, and ~o indicate 
th.: role they tht~mselves can play in enablin.r flt:ld 
b:.::~.:d official:~ to work effectively for the rural poor 
41. Followin!l' dlscus!'lions with the appraisal te11rn, BRAG's 
original propos:t ls for the 11DP have been scaled down. ';h., plunned 
pt·otrt·ammc w 111 :Jti 11 include: re5earch and documcn taL ion of 
DllAO'a experlo::nces and methodology in managing ru.r::.l d<:velopmant 
for incorporation in training materials; field worl<shops and 
laboratories; and in-service education and training courses. 
Jlowevet•, the Held training activities will utill:l~: eY.istlnt: 
facllit!.c!l guch a!l the TAROs and only in Dhaka will tllci"C be &n 
additional facility, a management training cent1·.:. The capital 
cost. of tht: HUP is therefore r~duced to Tk . 29. 8su. lar!l'.:lY in 
1990 an.:l 1991, and the1·e is a ~:~iroilar reduction in ope,ra t.ioni.ll 
costs to a not total of Tk. 10.8m. 
42 . The annu.1l co::sts of these thre~ sectoral pro~run.m.::J und.:r !lOP 
2 over the three years 1990-92 can be sul'!lloari::~ed as follow:~: 
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l.9.lU l.9_E2. T"L>~l 
<'rk. ml 
Non-Fot·mal P.t· Lm. Educ. <l5 54 53 152 (US$ li . Bml 
Inc. C~n. fur V(;D 12 14 16 42 (US$ l.3n.l 
Manaa~mt~nt Dev. E'rog. 12. n. B 42 (US$ 1. 3m) 
1'0'l'AL 6£ __a.o_ zt_ 2.3.li <US$ 7 .J+ rn) 
D. HETHOD OF FONDING 
(y) Rr:gu~ctted Cootribyr, inos 
43. The t'cYl:.Jed budgets for RDP 2 and the BRAC Bank f'l'OJ.:ct c.;;n 
b.: >HIITJJto. tl'i"'..:d a~ follows: 
Bll~ 2 BBAC Ili'l o}r To t,;,l 
C!u:.s:. Se~:: ex:oa. 
Tk.m US$m Tk.m US$m 'rk.m US:Ilm 0 'rk. m US$rn 
1990 199 6.3 69 2. l 156 4.9 424 13. 3 
l9:ll 7? 2.4 90 2.9 260 8.2 '127 13. 5 
1992 _6(, LJi ?1_ 2 , 4 358 11. 3 501 15 0 6 
1993 RDP 3'1< ~02 6.4 202 6.'1 
TOTAL ~12_ 1.U.Jl 2;6 ~ L!.!: S1.fi. 3JLJl l.!i5.! 49.0 ° 
"' 
~·t·oru January, 1993. donor fundinr~ will be requil·cd 
fot· the next pha~e of RDP - RDP 3. 
4 4 . Agalns t tho!>Jt! bud!!e t.s, and on the ba!:ll!:l of information from 
indi v ldu;,l rne ruberu of the donor consor-cium. BRAC i.9 seeking 'lu 
obtain the following contributions f r om the donor au.:noles: 
AKF /C IDA 
DAN IDA 
EZE 
li'F 
NOR AD 
NOVlB 
001\ 
SlDA 
'l'O'I'AL 
.1llilO. 
0 
1.6 
0.~ 
0 1 
o.e 3.? 
4. 0 
1.9 
13 0 3 
.l.ll.l 
0 
1.0 
0.9 
0 1 
l.l 
4.2 
4. 1 
2 0 l 
13.5 
16 
J.S.a2. 
4.0 
1.0 
O.B 
0 1 
1.3 
3.5 
3.4 
1.7 
15.6 
l.9.ll 
4.0 
0 7 
0 0 
0 1 
.2 
.6 
0 5 
0 3 
6.4 
'I'OTtll • 
8.0 
4.5 
2.6 
0 4 
3.5 
12.0 
12. 0 
6.0 
49.0 
All donors have ind1cated their preference to contribute 
collectively to the RDP 2 and BRAC Banlt proJects, ie not to 
earmark funds for specific items in the budgets. There is an 
understandin~J Lhat EZE funds would be applied to nDP only and 
NORAD funds would oo Used for NFPE and BBP. BRAC ha:J requested 
that the dbbur:~eruent:1 be phased to match the cash flow 
requirement~ of the two proJects as summarised above. 
45. Th.o Ford Founclation offic<l has agreed to continue t.o act. a:~ 
the loc3l liaison office in Dhaka on behalf of donors until 
pt·oJect imLilententatlon gets underway. Individual donon1 should 
conuuunicate to the FF, together with BRAC, on any COI\!Itraiuts 
such as \.he timing of formal commitments and disbur!lernent.s. Fl?, 
togeth•H wl.t.h l3RAC, will coordinate with t.he loc"l donot· 
rept·.::;~.:nt:.t.l.Yo.::J to stlcure the final pt•oJ.:ct at:t'.:.:Ulo.:nt.::~ and to 
en:lUI'e di!o~bur:.~emt:nts of funds to meet · BRAC ·::~ cash flow 
require{llents. NOVIB has ag-reed to take ovoH coordination of tho: 
consortium from the Ford Foundation by the start of the proJect 
in January 1990 . 
Cbl Ejnanclal Dl:.bur:.ements 
46. 1'he following arrangements for f inane ia l d isbur"'t::rgt:nts h;, vc: 
been l(t:ncu·;~.lly ag1·eed upon: 
(a) D1"'bur"'eruents I'IOuld be ruade twice a year, in J;;nu:.ry <H•d 
July (unless otherwise qualified by a particul~r donor 
agency} in three stages: 
llRAC would px·epare and forward wi thdra~o~:.l 
applications to the donors ba!:led on the previously 
agl'eed disbursement schedule: 
!lonor:J would 
l:lllAC account 
redlted with 
1·emi t tances. 
d1sbursement 
disbur:~e f~o~nu~ by trun!:l f..:J' tv the 
at a commercictl b'-!nlt which wvuld be 
the lalta equivillent or donor fund 
Donor:~ would forward a notlce of 
to .BHAC and the donor liaison office 
With1n five days, BaAC would conf1rm the receipt 
of funds to the donor and the donor liaison off1ce 
{b) Fln;,rtclal accounts, in a forntwt to bu mut.u~lly auvut:d 
upou, would be prepared and sent qu<.rterly to donors 
l'f 
E DONOR COORDINATION 
(a) Audlt!Df! 
4'/. The con!lortium will jointly hire exterual audi\.ors for RDP-
2/BBP for 1990 . '!'he auditing firm, ACNABIN Co .. wns selected by 
donors f1·om a short list asserobled by NOVIB <and Il[<AC of ten 
1·~pu t.:1 ble coTUpan ies working in Dhaka. ACNA13 IN is BRAC · s audi t.or 
for 1989. To comply with donor regulations and optimise use of 
t·esoun;es BRAC wlll propose to use the same char:tered accounting 
firm to its Annual General Meeting scheduled to be he l d in Hay 
1990 as the BRAC external auditor for 1990 and BRAC will conti nue 
to pay fot· it.!l annual audit. To cover t.he fi:cst six roonths o.f 
1990 befo1·e BHAC selects its firm, the donal' consortium will 
contract with the auditing firm to underLake spe.::1fic auditing 
tasks with rt:spect to RDP-2/BBP at tl1e reque:Jt of the consorti.utn. 
The consortium may also exerci::~e ltu optl.on to r equ.:.st additional 
inv~sti~atlon:.J >Jhould clrcurostances wan·ant and at the request or 
recommendation of the external monitoring team (se.<: b.:;lowl. A 
provision has been mad.:; in the consortium budget for thi:; t:XLr:t 
auditin!:' work. 
48. The sdect.ion process will be NPe<at..ed at th<:: end of 19Sl0 
fO!' 1991. At Lh.: end of 1990, a no:Jw audiLina flnn will be 
!!electt:d u:Jintt the procedure d,;!lcrib.:d !lbov.:. 'l'h.: ch:.nce of 
firms l:! ll¢<:~:~::so..~!"Y because of Gover:nrll\!u t ;.~ud I. tin!:' t'..:qu in: men t:.J 
for NOOs wlllOh necessitate a chance every two ye!lr!l . With tltis 
procedut·e th..,t·e wlll b.: one anmtal · exte1·n .... 1 !lUdi t oi' liDE'-2/BfJP 
.. ccounts liJJdt:J'I.dk.:n by a firm a~re.:d by t.he con:~on.ium which 
~o~ou ld al:~o ::le!·ve as BRAC ·s extl:!rnal auditor for RDP-2/IlBP and its 
oth.:r ac~ivit.ilo!:l. Should BRAC decide to employ a d1fferent firm 
t.han tl, .... t. ent!<~t!ed by the consort.J.um then two external audits will 
be conduct.:d for that year. 
(b) Reportlna 
49. Tho:: conuo~·~ium will accept a common framework for 
r epo rt inC' by BRAC. 
A) BRAC will provide quarterly financial report:~, in a ruutu<olly 
accept3ble forro~t. which .includes kc:y "t'atisLic11l 
informut.jon on all a~pects of RPP- 2/BJJP, Cunot• .n:ron of 
actu .. ls to ta1·geta dlsaggresatcd by gender and u:...: or funds. 
Bl BRAC wUl provide a comprehenaivc semi-annual n .. rrativc t.tnd 
financial l'cport for RDP-2 and BBP wi thln 90 d-.y:~ of th<! 
pc:riod. 
• C) DRAC will provide annual audited financial r cpot'L!:! for I!DP-
2/BBP. 
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Dl BRAC will 
con::S<ll'tium 
aa patt of 
provide copies of all RED report~ and siud1es to 
membet·s and other special information it produces 
its MIS. 
(c) tlonltorina Evaluation and Impact A~f!C:J9m"nt 
50. The donor consortium aareed that monitoring, evaluation and 
impact studies are required to asses::~ levels of achievenui:Dt of 
project obj~ctives. The pl'ocess of each of these three 
activities to be reported in bot.h qualitative and quantit::.tive 
term2 were defind as : 
A) N.:>nitoring 
Bl Evaluation 
C) Imp.tc t Assea.smen't. 
to assess progress made in t.he 
field against ta1·get.s and goals 
deflned in each of the pro,;:rai!JJlle 
(and proJt~ot l plal\!3 
to recomroend adJu::~tlut.!nt::t in 
programme plans as nt:co::saary 
to provide an early warnin~ system 
with respect to future targets and 
goals 
to establish the achlev.:ments of 
each program10e over time 
to analyse ~heir 
the contex~ of 
obJectives 
ach iev.:m"n t:l in 
to assess 
aufflcl~nt 
relation 'to 
achievements 
the orielnal 
whett.er inpLl't.S 
and appropriate 
the objectives 
of th.:: pro~r<1mme 
wi:rt: 
in 
and 
to make r.:comme nda tion!l for the 
pl~nnin~ of future pro~ramm~s 
t.o 111easL1re t.ho::: impact of 
interventions and ::h::rvices provided 
under RDP-2 and th.:: DRAG Bank 
Project and of BRAC itself on the 
lives of the people ~ervcd by ~he 
programmes. 
51. A p.:rm .. nent cor~ team with four members will undertcc.ke 
l'e!!ul>~r rnonltodn,;: visits at least once a year. 'ream mero~rs • 
main fldd:J of at~clltion will be; nnflc B<.~nlt operc.tions i SIO<!ll 
enterpri:Je activities; rural dtlveloprn~nt; and manacarnent. The 
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team leader will be respons ible for ensuring that gender issues 
a1·e addre:J:Jed by all members. The first visit will take place in 
the third quarter from the start of the proJects and each 
ruonitodn~ exc!'Cise is expected to l ast about four weeks. In 
addi tiel\ to thi:~ core monitoring schedule, C•) rta ill prouramm<:s and 
issues 11ill require attention at intel'Vals di!pendin~:t on 5pecific 
programme cycles and the observations and recomrue.nJations of the 
cot·e moni Lorlng team. These issues are expect<:d to include: 
staff developm<!l\t and t r aininlli non- formal primary education; 
institution.:~l develo'Pment. of village or~Ianlsatl.ons; development 
of the bank; and ruanageroent information systems. Other :;~p.,cific 
monitol'lnc requirelllents may also be identified after comm.:ncement 
of the proJect:;. 
52. A mld-term evaluation will be carried out i r1 the first 
quarter of the thll'd year (1992). The ma1n obJectives will be to 
undertake an in-depth investigation of progress of t.hc BflAC bcmk 
ProJt~ct asses!iing its effectiveness in lending to tbe poor and 
financial viability, and to evaluate RDP-2 and to make 
recommendatiOrl9 for the implementation of RDP-3- A final 
evaluation of the project will ~lso be conducted at the end of 
the Pl'OJect.. Dono1·s m<IY also h~re short- t.u·m consul t.ant:s to 
a:Jul!lt UHA~ 1n dra~ing up and lmvl~m~ rl tinc a lon& t..rro pldn for 
J.mpacL a:J:Jc::r:Jmunt if n~tJded by !.lilAC ·s !'!etlcorch o.nd Ev.:~luatlon 
Divi!lion . H~lr has alre.:~dy drawn on advise from out~rl.du exvcrt.!l 
~r1d l~ 111 1 LL~~ 1ng ~om~ a~~e~5ro~n t of ita QCtiv~&l~~ throu~h ~ 
planned lo~!tudinal study in four cl usters of Area 
Offlceu/Br·~wchc::s of llDP/BBP to mea::~ure chant:us in social 
indicator::~. 
53. Each donor submitted resume:;~ of ::~ultable oc.ndidat~s for t.he 
above func tion::s to DRAC and to oth..:r consortium members for 
consider.:Jtion. The consort i um selected the monitori-ng Leam and 
f<>ur pel'~OJ\!.1 r<Jr ::~ector.>l reviews at the Nov.:mb<!l' l!l 8~ rnce Lin~ . 
(d) Donot Liaison Office 
54 . A Liaison Office in Dhalta will be establishl;!d to ~et·ve l:li1AC 
as well as Lh..: donors in the execution of the agr<:o:lrl"'r.ts made by 
th;, consol'tiuru. 1'he purpostls of the Liaison Of.fico:: are to: 
facilltat.: Lh.: necessary communications ):>et.wcn J;RAC and the 
d.:>no1·s -.u 11.::11 amon,;: the individual donors, and Pt't!Pul'u and 
undertake f.:>llow up action on activitie:;s resulting from 
atrreement::s mo.1du by the consortium. 'l'hc Office will be staffed 
with one Liaison Off1cer to be employed by NOYIB on b.:half of the 
consort.iUin. 'l'he selection and subsequent performance of the 
Officer must be acceptable to all members of t.hc consortium 
includinll BHAC . Each donor Qill contribute to the annual budnet.. 
for the l1aison office. 
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b!>. Spaci.Eic tasks of the Liaison Office will include: 
M.:> r\ i t..:> 1'i ng 
accord in!:' 
a bil i t.ic::~. 
and coo t•dl na tlng of 
to BRAC·s r equirements 
plann~d di~bur:it:llicncs 
and donors' financial 
coordinnting any naceaaary ch1mec:a in 1'inancic.l n::<rui r .. rut:nt.>~ 
a~ wull ad plann~d diaburac:mc:nta , 
rnonitol'ing and coordinating report.in!I by BRAC. 
asslstint: in tha preparation and 
ro6etii)~s and the preparation ar;d 
roinut.es ft·oro all such ~etlngs, 
conduct or consortium 
timely dis~ribution ot 
a:isisting in the preparation of ten.s of reference and 
schedulint: and conduct of monitoring review and eynlu.ation 
missiont~. 
informing donors of any ·unfore5ec:n chanaes in EHlAC ·,. pL1n:i 
and facilitatlns a•reement among donors to any signit1cant 
arnendroents in the plans . 
other t~>::sl<s as d~cid~d by the comJot·tium. 
(e) Com10rtlwp Hn·tin•• 
b6. The con:~ot·tium membnrs will meet ilt lu.ltJt twice a ye.:.r iu 
Dhaka during M • ..y and in the first. week of o.,c.;rubcr, Tl.is sc he:dul.: 
will permit briefings after the completion of moniLorinc! mls>Jion!l 
or evaluation missions to allow for discussion of findina::s. Exact 
date5 fo1• such meetings wi ll be set at le.:.ut 3 ruvr,lh:~ in advance 
'to ensur,:, max1wum attendo:~nce and to en.:.ble lbo.:ll!L'-'L·!J not. livln!l in 
Dh.:.lla to att.:nd. 
';)/ , 'l'h..: '-'vii:.!Ot·til.uu m"mb<>r:s wilt """'".'' lh.•l ,, t •• tt .. u "1' 
tn'Otll''"''"."" l::1 ~c>lanned at lt:a::tt on.. y.: ... r lho:toro.; Uul:'-~ cxt•H'I.!:J Lo 
en::~ure -prot!t"t~Jurue cont inuity, An initial rn.:c:ting wi l l l:,., c:.tllcd t.o 
invite any inte t"c:5ted donors !!or futut·c: £undJ.ng of RDI?-3. 'l'hl:i 
doe!! not 1mply any corwui tmt::nt. by exisll nu con>Jor'l.i urn Iocmbc:r:;~ to 
fund RDP-3. 
58. Each donor wil l contribute to the co:~t of t.he!!e functions 1n 
an equitable propot·tion. An overall budg.:~t of roughly two po::z·cent 
of the total cost. of t.he proJect (US'$ '19m) was .:.cce;pted by th.:: 
consor tlufll. 
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SUMMARY 
BRAC proposes to implement a Rural Development Programme in 1990-
92 that will e~tend service to 1500 aditional villages, and involve 
the formation of 3000 new village organizations with some 300,000 
landless men and women as members . Achievement of these targets and 
conduct of associated development activities will require 
establishment of 30 new nRAC Area Offices and a total programme 
expenditure of Tk.5?7,701 , 22?, roughly equivalent to US $ 18.2 million 
(Approximately) . 
As in earlier programmes, the target group is the landless rural 
poor, with particular emphasis on women. The broad goal of the 
programme is to contribute to a more just and equitable society in 
which aware, knowledgeable and confident landless men and women join 
together in their own organizations for greater self-reliance in 
managing their own affairs, to influence the external forces which 
affect their lives , and to achieve sustained improvement in their 
levels of living. 
In pursuit of these objectives , the major components of the 
programme are: 
1. Institution Buildings 
2. Credit, Employment and Income Generation1 
3. Development of Human Resources1 
4. Central Support Services; 
5 . A Vulnerable Group Development Programme 
To a certain extent, what is proposed is a geographical or 
horizontal expansion of activities successfully carried out between 
1986 and 1989, with expansion of Central Support Services to match the 
increased volume of field activities. The Rural Development Programme 
1 
proposed for implementation in 1990-92, however, represents a further 
stage in the evolution of a programme that began in 1972 as· a relief 
and rehabilitation effort, but quickly shifted emphasis to rural 
.development and the implementation of a variety of separate projects 
and programames, an approach which continued until 1986. In 1985, a 
three year programming cycle was adopted, and the 1986-88 programme 
integrated the formerly separate Outreach, the Rural Credit and 
Training Programme, and the Integrated Rural Developmen t Projects into 
what is now known as the Rural Development Programme. 
Four new features characterize the 1990-92 programme: 
l . Adoption of a four year programming cycle; 
2. The decision to phase out direct BRAC support to a given area 
after approximately four years of operation, thus releasing 
staff and resources for new areas, 
3. As a consequence of (2), development of a new and largely 
self-supporting credit system (separate from the Rural 
Development Programme and this presentation) to meet the 
credit needs of villagers formerly served by the Revolving 
Fund Credit Scheme operated by BRAC Area Offices; 
4. Inclusion of the new Vulnerable Group Development Programme 
(VGD) . 
The development of human resources underlies everything BRAC 
does, however two on-going and one new HRD programme have been 
isolated in this document for administrative and budgetary purposes . 
The Non Formal Primary Education Programme (NFPE) and the BRAC 
Training Programme - through the Training and Resource Centres (TARC) 
- will continue and expand. In addition, BRAC will establish a 
Management Development Programme (MDP) . The basic purpose of the 
•' li 
programme is to strengthen the management capacities both within BRAC 
a.nd outside in concert init.ially with existing development programmes. 
A primary focus of management development, therefore, will be 
management training for officials involved in various sectors of Rural 
Resource Management. 
The Programme will be unique in that its basic strategy for 
management development will emphasize field based action learning. 
!ts primary purpose will be training but it will have a field research 
component which will interact with the training activities. Courses, 
workshops and other traditional training methods will be developed 
from field experiences and will be offered only in response to 
recognized needs discovered in the field. 
Implementation of the 1990-92 Rural Development Programme will be 
based on a foundation of solid accomplishment. While statistics do 
not adequately describe the nature of BRAC ' s work, they do provide an 
impression of the scope of achievements . By December, 1988, 4648 
Village Organizations of tbe landless had been created, with a total 
membership of 251,000 people. Seventy per cent of the landless 
households in the areas served by BRAC were represented in the 
membership. Members of the Village Organizations had managed to save 
Tk. 55 million. A total of Tk. 118 million in credit was outstanding 
at that time, and an on-time repayment rate of 93.85\ had been 
achieved. The 1990-92 programme will build and improve on these 
achievements. 
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I. INTRODOCTION 
~21YI~ ~ng ~~P9~~ 9~ F~99~~mm~ r~~§~~!~!j9D 
This document serves to present the proposed Programme of Work 
and Budget for 1990-92 in the Institution Building, Credit, Employment 
and Income Generation and Development of Ruman Resources components of 
BRAC's core Rural Development Programme, the Central Support Services 
which underpin all of them. The work proposed is a horizontal or 
geographical expansion of the main activities successfully carried out 
in implementing the 1986-'88 programme, with the addition of the 
Vulnerable Group Development Programme and the Management Development 
Programme (MOP). 
The Setting for the Programme 
1. N.ilti.ODi!l 
Bangladesh with a population of approximately 106 million, 
growing at 2.4% a year, and with an average income of less than 150 S 
U.S . per year is one of the poorest countries io the world. While 
reliable and current data are difficult to obtain, what are available 
suggest that some 70% of the people live in poverty (having less than 
minimum required levels of calories per day) and 50% are described as 
living in extreme poverty (having less than 85% of the established 
minimum). Adult literacy is about 29%, 40% for men and 19% for women. 
Other indicators of poverty such as life expectancy, infant and 
maternal mortality, education etc . portray a similarly dismal 
situation. 
2. 'LUlE!!lg 
By whatever yardst1ck poverty is measured, the 65' o f the 
nation's population ~iving in rural areas is worse off . Just one 
figure tells the story-90% of that population lives in extreme 
poverty. Most of them still eke out an ex istence in agricu~ture 
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which holds three-fourths of the nation's labor force and accounts for 
half its G.D . P. Prospects for the poor to better themselves in the 
agricultural sector are bleak . Half of the land is owned by the top 
10% of the farmers while only 2% is owned by the 10% at the lower end 
of the scale in terms of size of holding. Balf of the rural dwellers 
are functionally landless, owning less than one half-acre, and 
possessing neglegible assets of any kind . Onemployment averages about 
40%. Those lucky enough to find a job manage to obtain about 185 days 
of employment per year, 115 in crop production and 70 in other related 
activities. The average daily wage of 30 taka ($ 1 U.S.) barely 
suffices to support a family of three at the poverty threshold level 
of consumption expenditure; but the average size of rural families is 
5.7. 
A look to the future suggests the plight of the landless, barring 
massive policy changes and efforts on their behalf, will worsen. By 
the year 2000, che number or !arms could 1ncrease from the currrent 10 
to 15 million and the average size, fall from 2.3 to 1.5 acres; and 
small farms eml?loy less labor than large ones. An additional 23 
million people could become dependent on rural non-farm jobs or be 
forced to migrate to the city . Given their current levels of 
education and skills, the opportunity for productive employment in the 
cities is almost non-existent. The plight of the rurdl poor is a 
matter of increasing concer n to government, many non- governmental and 
inter-governmental organizations. Numerous programmes, in either 
experimental or expansion phases ore addressing these problems and, in 
some cases, successfully. But the proportion of those currently in 
need being reached in still negligible. A major effort is required to 
meet the even larger challenges of the future. 
It is in this kind of setting, aggravated by the then just ended 
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struggle for independence, that BRAC came into be ing in e~rly 1972, 
initially to operate as a relief agency but subsquen~y, to become a 
major player in the NGO community ' s effort to promote rural 
development. 
3. ~Fl'>i: U.e Q..r.s.unlu.tj9o _gn.Q i.t.~ P.I99.U(IIIl\e.S 
The Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) is a non-
governmental organization, concerned and staffed by people dedicated 
to improving the lives of the r ural poor. It was est ablished in 1972 
as a relief and rehabilitation agency, helping refugees and residents 
of wac ravaged areas of Sulla, Derai and Banyachong upazilas survive 
and begin the process of reestablishing homes and the means of earning 
a livelihood. Before t he year was out the need was recognized for an 
approach offering the possibility of long term impact and the emphasis 
Shifted to cooomwity-wide rural development. It soon became obvious 
that the benefits of the community-wide approach would accrue mainly 
to the elites, the already well off, and the truly poor would receive 
little or nothing. This led in 1976 to adoption of the target group 
approach which is still followed today . The target group was defined 
as the landless poor or, those who earn more than half their 
livelihood from selling their own labor, with particular emphasis on 
the women members of the group. 
By the end of 1987 BRAC had grown into a many faceted development 
organization with a staff of nearly 2500 people. Five categories of 
projects and programmes were being carried out: rural development; 
projecl~ to yan~twte Cunds for their own expansion (e.g. handicraft 
production and associated marketing centres (the AARONG shops) 1 
support services (e.g. training, research and evaluation, 
administrative and management services) 1 Child Survival Programmes, 
and income generating enterprises (e . g . BRAC Printers). The Rural 
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Development Programme, BRAC's core programme, was reaching the 
landless poor through 56 BRAC Area Offices in 36 Upazilas. These 
Offices had succeeded in creating 4648 Village Organizations, 2554 for 
women and 2094 for men, with 251,000 members in 2450 villages . 
Through their own g roups, supported by the BRAC Area Offices, large 
numbers of landless had by the end of 1987: received consciousness 
raising training in group discussions and in functional education 
classes (60,000 persons); received occupational and skills training 
(26,000); gained experience in managing their own affairs; mobilized 
savings (Tk. 55 million) and unutilized village resources to engage in 
employment and income earning, group or individual projects; and had 
received and effectively used individually or in groups, credit made 
available through BRAC's Revolving Fund Credit scheme (Tk . 272,000,000 
of credit disbursed with a 93.85% on time repayment rate). Some 
24,000 of their children had attended non-formal primary education 
classes orlented to thelr needs and, ava11ao~e 1n locatlons and at 
times fitting in with family work obligations. Very importantly, 
villagers were beginning to appreciate the importance of 
group/organizational stength in dealing with the village elite and 
the bureaucracy to influence decisions in their favour and to access 
government services. The net result of all of this was that hope was 
beginning to replace fatalism and, conditions of life in the villages 
were improving . 
But DRAC today i~ more than the all important village level 
action just d~scribed. That action is supported by five Training and 
Resource Centres (TARC's) which train village leaders, staff for Area 
Offices and provide technical support and some types of inputs (fish 
fingerlings, for example) to village enterprises/projects. A 
Headquaters Research and Evaluation Division analyses problems 
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encountered, monito rs and evaluates progress in implemen~ation of 
field activities. Other Headquarters units provide administrative and 
management services and do so with a minimum of bureacracy . There are 
no administrative levels separating Headquarters and the Area Offices. 
There are only 90 managerial staff members, 70 in the field and 20 at 
Headquarters. Four of the latter, designated Regional Managers and 
reporting to a Programe Coordinat or, are directly responsible for 
servicing the 56 Area Offices now in operation. 
The Rural Development Programme just described , in terms of field 
and Headquarters components, is complemented by cooperation with 
Government and inter governmental organizations (WFP, UNICEF, for 
example) in implementing large scale programmes to effect immediate 
improvement in the condition of large numbers of rural people . The 
Child Survival Programme (CSP) is an example, with two-thirds of the 
na t ion already having benefitted from implementation of the oral 
rehydration component. These programmes are sim1lar 1n that they 
provide the opportunity for BRAC experience and facilities in 
implementing the landless poor targeted approach to be brought to bear 
and, hopefully, to influence tbe continuing operation of government 
programmes . 
BRAC carries out, in addition to the Child Survival Programme , 
several other activities which do not form part of the programme 
proposal described in subsequent sections of this document. Of 
special importance for the long run success of the Rural Development 
Programme is the Rural Enterprise Project. It is throUgh this Project 
that an effott is made to identi fy aod develop technologies and 
enterprises offering greate r potential for increased productivity and 
income than is the case with the small scale, low technology 
activities which comprise the bulk of current RDP lending programmes. 
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It is Lhis kind o~ project that offers hope for BRAC to do more than 
bring its clients to ~ subsistence l evel of existence. 
BRAC is registered as a non-governmental organization unde r the 
Society Act of 1860 and, also under the Foreign Donations Regulation 
Act 1978. As requiLed by the Societies Act, BRAC was registered by a 
General ~ody (of 15 members in the BRAC case) . The General Body 
elects a six member Governing Body to provide policy direction and 
oversight. In practice, the Gove rning Body delegates most of its 
responsibilities to the Executive Director whom it appointe. 
4. ~P~Ij~DQ~ jn l~Pl~ro~ntjng tb~ lj&§~~ F~99I~ro~ 
Two aspects of 1986-88 Programme implementation have influenced 
preparation of the 1990-92 proposals: results achieved in the 
villages; and changes in the format of programme presentation 
introduced in 1986-88. 
The impressive statistics on accomplishments at the village level 
to date , recorded in the previous section on the BRAC organization and 
programmes, are to a considerable extent a reflection of what happened 
in 1986-88. These accomplishments serve to confi rm the BRAC managment 
view that the core Rural Development Programme, as it is now conceived 
and implemented, is ready fo r replication in a much wider area than 
now served. Further, it is belie ved that most Area Offices, after 
about four years of operation, will have carried the conscientization 
and institution building processes to the point where the Village 
Organizations can continue without BRAC support. To provide an 
a~ternative source for credit, formerly made available by the BRAC 
Area Offices during their approximately four year period of operation, 
steps have been taken to develop a new and largely self-supporting 
credit system namely the BRAC Bank Proj ect . 
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In the 1986-88 pr:ogcamme the formerly separate programmes, 
Outreach (concerned ~ich conscientization and institution building) 
and Rural Credit and Training {concerned with employment and income 
genera.tionl were integrated . This move simplifies administration and 
should enable BRAC to move more rapidly into new areas. The chances 
of success in alleviation of poverty are enhanced, also, when these 
two essential components of the process ace implemented together. The 
integration is retained in the 1990-92 presentation a.nd complemented 
by the addition of the Vulnerable Group Development Programme and the 
Management Development Programme. 
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I I . FRAMEWORK FOR PROGRAMME FORMULATION 
The Org·anisation ' s objecti vee and strategies establish the broad 
framework for programme fo~ulation . 
Objectives of the Rural Development Programme 
The ultimate objective of the BRAC Rural Development Programme is 
making a contribution to a moce just and equitable society in which 
aware, knowledgable and confident landless men and women are joined 
together in their own organisations to attain a high degree of self-
reliance in managing their own affairs and in influencing external 
decis ions to achieve sustained improvement in levels of living. 
· This objective is pursued mainly through three major component 
programmes and associated sub-objectives as follows: 
(1) Institution Building : Helping create, orient or strengthen the 
organizations constituting the institutional infrastructure 
needed for continuing progress in improving the lot of the 
landless through (a) preparing the landless rural poor in terms 
of awareness, understanding and motivation to create and manage 
theic own organizations and, through them, to assert their rights 
in obtaining equitable access to resources and services and to 
influence the decisions affecting the quality of their lives, and 
(b) establishing links, working with, orienting and strengthening 
government departments and other organizations/institutions to 
better serve the needs of the landless rural poor . 
(2) Credit, Employment and Income Generation: Helping establish tbe 
econom.ic base for a better life by making available credit, 
associated serices and facilities to enable the landless to be 
employed and earn income through providing village services or , 
engaging in productive enterprises. 
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(3) Development of Human Resources: Helping provide the educational 
foundation for sustained improvement in levels of living by 
assuring access for ~andless men, women and their children, to a 
minimum level of relevant formal or non-formal education or 
training. 
Activitien, targets and resources for achievement of these 
intermediate objectives constitute the content of the Programme of 
Work in each of these components of the rural development process . It 
may be noted that pursuit of these sub-objectives also, dictates work 
in the Central Support Services and in the Vulnerable Group 
Development Prograrmne which is treated separately in the t ext. 
The Strategies Which Guide Programme Formulation and Implementation 
In 16 years of experimentation and search for effective ways of 
assisting the rural poor, BRAC has evolved some general strategies 
which help to establish what is done and how. Some of these 
strategies, which are reflected in the 1990-92, proposals are: 
1. Concentrate on a specifically defined target group . For BRAC, 
this is the landless rural poor, those who earn more than half 
their livelihood by selling their own labour , with particular 
emphasis on women members of the group. 
2. Undertake activities in areas where the target group is not yet 
se rved or, not well served by government or other non-
governmental organizations. Within the past y~ar this strategy 
bas been modified through adoption of a two-pronged approach: 
initiation and implementation of BRAC's own intensive and 
com):Jrehens ive programme in the neglected areas but parallel , 
thereto, cooperating with government departments, inter-
governmental and non-governmental organisations in implementing 
large scale, although non-targeted sectoral programmes. 'l'hrougb 
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such cooperation, BRAC seeks to influence the prog rammes to 
effectively serve larger numbers of its own target gxoup, the 
l<1ndless pooL. 
3. Provide services on a temporary basis, with the aim of 
withdrawing when either the group served has achieved self-
reliance or when a governmental or some other type of institution 
has been created, strengthened or reoriented and is in a position 
to assume responsibility. In this connection, the intervention 
period for a BRAC Area Office has now been established as an 
average of three years. 
4 . At any given time, operate some programmes which are experimental 
and innovative in cha,acter , seeking more effective and less 
costly ways of better serving the rural poor and their changing 
requirements. 
5 . Place special emphasis on mobilization of resources at several 
levels: 
a. The individual, by providing the opportunity for development 
and realization of full inherent intellectual and physical 
capacities. 
b. The village, by mobilizing savings of the villagers and 
identifying unused or underutilized resources such as 
roadside and canal side land, abandoned ponds, etc . which 
could serve as the basis for employment and income 
generation . 
c. The level of government , inter-government, non-government, 
or private organizations to ensure that the landless have 
actual access to what should be available to them, that 
specified amounts actuall-y reach the villages, and that 
projects designed by such organizations benefi t the poor. 
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The Programme Proposals 
ror pu~poses of convenience in presentation, the Ruxal 
Development Programme is broken into components : (1) Institution 
'Building; (2) Credit, Employment and Income Generation; (3) 
Development of Auman Resources; (4) Vulnerable Group Development 
Programme; and (S) Central Support Services. The classification is 
arbi~rary in that activities under any one heading are likely to be 
relevant in achieving the objective(s) of another. This has led to 
full treatment of any given activity under the component where its 
impact is likely to be greatest and, then, making a cross reference in 
the treatment of other components where it has relevance. A further 
complication in presentation of the programme is the fact that certain 
BRAC activities having a major impact in the field of rural 
development - e.g. in health is not included as their funding is 
already secured. Accordingly, treatment of these important activities 
is largely con(lned to occasional mention . 
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III. INSTITUTION BUILDING 
Objective(&) 
Helping create, orient or strengthen the organizations 
•constituting the institutional infrastructure needed for continuing 
progress in improving the lot of the landless by (a) preparing the 
landless rural poor in terms of awareness, understanding and 
motivation to create and manage their own organizations and, through 
these, to assert their rights in obtaining equitable access to 
resources and services and to influence the decisions affecting the 
qual ity of their lives; and (b) establishing links with, orienting and 
strengthening government departments and other organizations to better 
serve the needs of the landless. 
Background and Justification 
The landless are illiterate, aaaetless, powerless, malnourished, 
dejected, exploited and completely dependent on the elite for jobs, 
credit and mere survival. Until tbe poor are conscientized to 
identify, analyse and understand the reasons fo~ their poverty, 
exploitation and dependency and are able to percieve the need for both 
enhanced self-reliance and group action in effecting change and, get 
organized, their miserable state of existence will continue. 
BRAC through its 16 years of experience in institution building, 
refined in implementing the 1986-88 R~al Development Programme, has 
evolved an effective approach to institution building which is now 
ready for spread to a wider area. Since institution building is the 
starting point and foundation for all BRAC activities, such spread is 
a critical element in implementation of the 1990-92 Programme. The 
significance of this observation is readily apparent, for example, in 
the case of the credit programme which is based exclusively on tbe 
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combination of the Area Offices and Village Organi~ations, both 
created by BRAC. 
The activities required to prepare (conscientizel the villagers 
'and to establish the institutions, the targets to be achieved, the 
major categories of inputs required and the costs to be incurred are 
the subjects of the section on activities. 
Activities 
Establishment of an Area Office* is currently BRAC's exclusive 
way to initi ate field action. ~y 1992, 30 new Area Offices serving 
1500 villages in 90 unions are to be established. Under the new 
strategy , to be adopted in 1990, each Office will ope~ate fo r 
approximately four years at which time BRAC subsidised lending, 
conscientJzation and training services will end and the Village 
Organization will be considered as having reached the stage of self-
reliance. Consideration is being given, also, to development of a 
self-supporting credit system which would provide credit to villagers 
when the BRAC initiated and subsidized programmes ceases to operate at 
the end of approximately four years . 
Where the new Area Offices will be located bas not yet been 
determined but the criteria to be applied in making the decision 
include: degree of poverty and landlessness; ease of communication; 
the law and order situation; availability of banking facilities; 
presence or absence of similar programmes operated by other NGO's or 
government; desirability of geographical spread; and the learning 
opportunity provided by operations in different environments. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
• A BRAC Area Office will nonnally serve 50 villages with an average 
population of 65,000, comprising 11,000 households . Of the latter 
about 6,300 will be landless households and the target of BRAC 
attention. For detailed outline of an Area Office in each of its 
three years of operation, please see ~able 1 . 
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Each Area Office will have university educated staff consisting 
of an Area Manager, three general Programme Organizers (POsl, 
Specialist Programme Organizer for non-formal primary education, an 
Accountant and a Cashier . lUl will be recruited from (>Ulslde the area 
in which t hey will work and will receive 10 days of orientation 
traini ng at a Training and ResourceB Centre (TARC) . To share the 
workload and help prepare Village Organizations to handle their own 
affairs , BRAC will recruit local village level workers, Palli 
Shebok/Sebika (PS) . Qualifications include the secondary school 
cert ificate . ~ach PS will be responsible for 5 villages. 
The Area Office staff will be responsible for all of the 
activities involved in preparing for, establishing and ensuring 
successful functioning of the Village Organizations, separate for men 
and women, and for the federation of such organizations at Area Office 
or union and upazila level.s. These activities are detailed in the 
next section on formation of Village Organizations. 
~~~~plj$b tb~ Yjll~g~ 0I9~njzgtj9D 
Establishment of the Village Organizations marks the culmination 
and institutionalization of a number of activities and processes set 
in motion by ~RAC inte,vention in the villages. It is the creation of 
the landless poor's own organization, the center piece of BI~C's Rural 
Development Progranwe, to provide for continuity in the fight against 
poverty and the struggle for increasingly improved levels of living. 
Most of the processes or activities involved continue, sometimes 
intermittently throughout the four year period of ROP's intervention 
and some must continue indefinitely. Many are undertaken 
simultaneously. Accordingly, the elements described below are not 
always in strict chronological order. 
Intruuuction of the processes begins following a Programme 
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Organizer's (PO) visit to a village to identify the landless and to do 
an informal survey of the1r situation. Consciousness raising is a 
first and continuing order of business . In individual talks with the 
PO, in small groups, sepa rate for men and women, and then larger ones, 
common problems are identified, their causes analyzed and the possible 
approaches to solutions are considered. Bope begins to replace 
resignation and people want to learn more about what they can do as 
individuals and in groups. Some begin to visit the BRAC office . Two 
or three are selected by the group to attend a five or six day 
conuciousness raising course at a Training and Resources Centre 
(TARC). They return enthusiastic about what they have learned. More 
and more people come to group meetings so they too, can learn. 
Within two or three months, group discussions are attracting 25 
to 30 persons on a regular basis. It is time to begin formalizing the 
groups by adopting some operating rules and agreeing on some 
activities. A regular meeting schedule , usually once a week, is 
fixed . Men~ers agree to begin a regular savings programme with each 
member saving each week one or two taka or, such other amount as the 
group may decide . An interest bearing group account is opened in the 
local bank. The need for group leadership is recognized, a 5-7 member 
management committee 1s elected, and the members are sent to a TARC 
for training. 
Interest continues to build in what was learned by the persons 
sent away for consciousness raising training. One person is selected 
from euch Vlllage to be trained as a teacher to conduct functional 
education courses consisting of two components: (a) c n~~iousness 
raising and (b) literacy and numeracy. All group me~bers take the 
former while literacy and numecacy training is taken only by those 
genuinely interested . 
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After about five or six months of discussion and training, the 
process begins of mobilizing local resources in addition to group 
savings . Members try to identify simple, low cost activities that can 
be financed, from the still modest accumulation of savings , to improve 
their economic situation. Three persons, for example, might be 
granted a loan to purchase a goat. Women will see possibilities such 
as in buying, husking and selling rice and, receive a small loan for 
the purpose. Individual or group loans are possible but with the 
limited funds and still fragile group cohesion, individual loans are 
mo~:e llkely. Implementation of these small projects se~:ves mainly as 
training for subsequent use of larger loans in more complex 
activities. The search is on fo~: unutilized or underutilized village 
resou~:ces - land along canals 01: roadways, abandoned tanks which could 
be rehabilitated and used for fish production, the possi bility of 
drilling a well and managing the supply and sale of water to farmers 
and, perhaps, even acquiring a share of khas land for planting or 
pasture. 
By the time villagers start thinking about these larger schemes, 
a year of working together may have gone by. The group's own savings 
a re seen as grossly inadequate. It is at this point that the BRAC's 
Revolving Fund credit scheme is introduced. Discussi on b(:fe wil l be 
focused on the institution building aspects with cons ide~ation of how 
the scheme wo rks left t o the section on Employment and tncom~ 
Generation. 
The ins titutions involved in the provision of credit, apart from 
the local bank which serves as custodian of funds, are the BRAC Area 
Office as the lender and the Village Organization as the borrower. It 
i s the latter that receives the loan fUnds, disburses them to 
individuals or small group borrowers, collects the repayments weekly 
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and, hands them over to BRAC on a periodic basis. Borrowers conduct 
their business witb their own Village Organization. Another group 
angle of interest relates to loan security. BRAC revolving fund loans 
do not require borrower assets as security. What i s rcquir~d is that 
the 3-5 member group, within the Village Organizat~on of which an 
individual borrower is a member, approve the loan for subsequent 
consideration by the Village Organization as a whole. Shou ld the 
borrower default on loan repayment, none o~ the members of his/her 
small group would be eligible for a loan until repayment had been 
effected . This arrangement, barring natural disasters, offers strong 
security for a loan as is demonstr .. ted by the fact th .. t the BRAC 
credit scheme currently realizes a 93 .85'& rate of repo~ymcnt on time. 
As regards institutionallzation of credit arrangements, it l.S to be 
noted that a BRAC Area Office is a temporary player to be replaced at 
the end of approximately four years by a largely self-supporting 
credit syst~~ now under consideration. 
In the s.,cond , thud and fourth year of operation ot a UAAC Area 
Office, it is income generating activities and the enabling credit 
operation which servE:: as the main means for strenglht!ll imJ the 
solidarity of Lhe village groups . As noted above ct~dJt ib uv~])uble 
to an individual only as a member of a group and tl1e nQtur~ of 
security is such that there 1S both a strong incentiv~ fot on 
individual to be a mensber of a group and st:cong pressur~: from h1s/her 
peers to be a responsible member. The incentive and pte&suce comb1ne 
to create a demand for t:rain1ng 1n prOJeCt plann1ng, manugement, 
accounting and other human development fields as well .. b 1n t he 
technical knowledge and skills to 1n.plement prOJeCts. Members come to 
appreciate that the skills, knowledge and cooperation of ea~.:h and 
everyone ace important in creating a strong group. 
,., 
• 
By the beginning of the third year, it is likely that a minimum 
of 50 to 60 percent of the landless in a village , men and women each 
in their own groups, will be regular participants in groups ranging in 
size from SO to 100 members . Through experience and training gained 
by that tin1e, and to be gained duriny the remainder o( the third und 
fourth year, it is expected that the need for group action will be so 
strongly recognized and the leadership and solidarity so much in 
evidence that most Village Organizations will be able to carry on 
without BRAC assistance. The processes initiated by BRAC will have 
been institut1onalized in the Village Organization, the most important 
element in the 1nstitutional infrastructure for furthering the 
interests of the landless poor. 
Targets established for a first, second, tllird and fourth year 
Area Office, has been set in the light of past experience to be 
achieved in covering villages, membership, savings and lending as 
given in Table - I . 
Table - I: Targets of a single Area Office in its First, Second, Third 
and Fourth year of operation. 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Year [VillageiVillageiHem-1 Saving \Function \Non-FocmaliCredit dis 
cover- lorgani-lber-1 al educa- prinary lbursen1ent/ 
1 age I sat ion I ship I l t ion I school I year end 
t I I I t I !outstanding 
Ye~il--3;-l-~o---:;~c;ti[--iso:oool 40 :-;:;----:----;s;:;:ooo 
;;;;:;[--so--1-;:oo--I ~5oo :--;;;:coo ~---i2o ___ l_1_s ---l-i:a:sii:aoo-
------1------- -------1----1--------1- 1----------1------------Year-31 SO 100 l600011,1SO,OOOI 40 I 15 I 3,832,000 
;;;~=~l--sa ___ -;:;o---l6oool1;75o:ooal----==---:---==-----:--6:;;;:aao-
--------------------------------~---------------------------------- ---
In the course of group discussion, it soon becomes obvious nhat 
many problems cannot be solved at the village level, or by one village 
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actiny ~Jon~. Wage bargaining action, large scale economic activities 
and access to government services require a number of Village 
Organizations to act jointly and to bring pressure to bear at union 
and upazilla levels . This has led to grouping of Village 
Organizations served by one BRAC Area Office, or located within one 
union, to meet monthly and address such issues and lo conduct 
negotiations with governmental or other authorities concerned. In a 
few instances, where BRAC has operated for some years, the Area Office 
or union level groupings are being federated at the upazila level. 
Further federation at both levels is to be encouraged in the 1990-92 
period but neither targets nor geographical areas for such action have 
been established. 
~~!~Dli~D ljn~~ ~Dg ~~~D~~t~ ~tb g~~~IDID~n! 9~V~I!~Dt~ lD 
liDPl~ID~DtiD9 tbgj~ ~I~9L~ille~ 
BRAC cooperates with government departments in implementing 
programmes that are directed to t .he total rural population, as 
contrasted with BRAC initiated programmes which are directed 
exclusively to the landless poor. Such cooperation, however, enables 
BRAC to make available its experience and facilities to government in 
reaching very large number of people throughout the nation more 
rapidly than possible through its independent action. It contributes 
to institution building in that it is a means of strengthening and 
reorienting government services in favour of BRAC's own target group, 
the landless poor. Such programmes are now in operatlon in the health 
field, through a very large programnte not fonning putt of this 
presentation, and also, in the Vulnerable Group Development Programme 
which is described in a separate section. 
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IV. CREDIT, £MPLOY~ENT AND INCOME GENERATION 
Objective 
Relping establish the economic base for a better life by making 
available credit, associated services and facilities to enable the 
landless to L..t: employed and earn income through providing village 
services or, engaging in productive enterprises. 
Background and Justification 
The landless poor have traditionally depended mainly on jobs in 
agriculture to earn a living. With rapid population increase and 
changes in the structure of agriculture, employment opportunities do 
not match the number of new entrants into the labor force, to say 
no~hing of the inadequacy of opportunities for present n1embers. 
Projections by the World Bank indicate the situation will worsen in 
the decades ahead. Some 70% of the rural labor force will need to 
find jobs outside agriculture . Few of the landless poor have the 
education and skills required for industrial or productive services 
employment in the city. Opportunities outside agricultu re, now 
available in the rural areas , are limited and mainly of subsistence 
sustaining nature. It is to creating opportunities in rural areas 
that this proposed programme is directed. 
Employment and incon\e generation play a significant role, also, 
in BRAC's own institution building efforts. Institution building does 
not progress in a vacuum . It occurs as people seek to organize to 
achieve specific goals which are important to them. H1gb on the list 
of priorities is gaining tbe income to cover a fantil:;r 1 s basic needs 
for food, clothing and shelter . If the possibility is of£ered to 
achieve some early results to this end, interest and participatjon can 
• 
be maintained in building the institutional base to serve Slluilar 
needs in the future. 
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BRAC experience has produced some effective approaches to 
employment and income generation. A central feature of the approaches 
is extension of credit . It has been learned that the landless can be 
good credit risks with appropriately designed and implemented 
programmes and, also, that poor as they are they can make savings for 
their own betterment. Along with unutili~ed or und~rullli~~d vi l!dye 
resources, these savings form the starting point for activities that 
generat .. J <1b~ and income. The landless do need access to external 
credit, technical support and inputs for achieving other than very 
modest improvement in their level of subs1stence . BRAC has evolved a 
system for providing this support. Based on experience gained, BRAC 
is posed for a considerable horizontal expansion of activities for 
employment and income generation to meet the needs of the assetless. 
Activities 
BRAC proposes to promote employment and income geneti:ltion in the 
1990-92 period mainly through expansion of its Revolv~ng Loan Fund 
credit scheme. The expression credit is used here in the all 
inclusive sense of referring to the lending operation as such but, 
also, to the supporting actions which ensure its success - training of 
borro'!lers, mobili~dtion of local resource!>, provlsiou for supply of 
inputs, technical support, supervision and monitoring . Because of the 
critical importance of credit in the Rural Development Programme, the 
entire c redit system is ex.plained in some detail. 'l.'he general 
explanation is complemented by discussion and examples of how credit 
is extended to particular enterprises or sectors to promote employment 
and generate income. Targets for lending in 1990-92 are provided 
along with the implications in terms of inputs and budgetary 
requirelllents. 
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SRAC's credit operation, initiated as the Rural Credit and 
Training Project in 1979 and integraced into the Rural Development 
Programme in 1986, is directed to meeting the needs of the landless 
poor who are largely excluded fron1 inlltitutional credit and are forced 
to rely on relatives and money lenders, the latter of whom may charge 
interest rates of 100% or more. The landless do not have the assets 
to offer as the collateral normally demanded as security for a loan by 
institutional lenders. This is the environment in which BRAC , certain 
other NGOs and the Grameen Bank initiated lending operations 
exclusively directed to meeting the requirements of the rural pooc and 
accept1ng group guarantees of repayment as collateral. By the end of 
1988, BRAC had extended credit on these terms in the amount of Tk. 
272,000,000 and bad realized an on time, cumulative repayment of 
principal rate of 93.85%. 
Currently, BRAC ' s credit facility takes the fo~ of d Revolving 
Loan Fund (HLFJ, operated within the framework of the Rural 
Development Programme, designed to meet the credit needs of BRAC's 
landless group members. Loans realised are credited to, and form a 
part of the fund which is used for extending turther credi t. This 
revolving process (lending, recovering and again lending) ensures that 
credit facilities are available, eventually, to all group members for 
use in creating self employntent and earning income. 
The Revolving Loan Fund has as its objectives contributing to: 
(l) stimulation of employment for both men and women; (2) noouilization 
of unproductive or underutilized local resources (for example village 
ponds, unused government land); (3) stimulation of new kinds of rural 
• This section is extracted from a paper entitled ~RURAL CREDI'l' AND 
SAVING PROGRAMME OF BRAC- A CASE STUDY" By S. A. Karim, June 1987. 
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industries (for example seri-culture, which had previously been 
confined to only one part of the country); and (4) d1ffusion of 
appropriate technology and encouragement of more efficient uses of 
existing technology (for example, in fish culture, irrigation and 
horticulture). 
Nine basic rules serve as guidelines for the grunting of RDP 
loans: 
1. The loan will be granted on a self-liquidat i on basis. 
Repayment of principal and interest must derive from the use 
to which the loan is put . 
2. No loan is given for consumption purposes (with the 
exception of housing). 
3. No loan is given to a borrower to buy land from another 
borrower who owns less land than he does . 
4. Since poor people have competing deu1ands on their income, 
l oan repayment must follow receipt of i..ht: i ncome. 
5. Loans are given on margin . The borrowing roup must 
contribute some of its own resources, thus ensuring that all 
members have a s1gnif1cant stake in the success of the 
venture. 
6. No •collatecQl" in the normal senue 1~ tt:4ui1ed, unless lt 
is available from previous projects or grou1• tesources. 
7. There will be continuous and intensive moniLoring of the 
project during the life of the loan. 
8. Priority in loans is g1ven to projects wh1c h have a strong 
development component. 
9. Priority in loans is given to proJects with visible economic 
and social profitab1lity pot~ntial. 
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Pcocessea for Sanctioning of Credit: To be eligible for loans a group 
has to meet the following conditions: 
1. It must have regular weekly meetings and ruake regular 
savings deposits. 
2. It must have a bank accpunt. 
3 . It must be able to manage its own finance£ and 
administration. 
4 . rt must have savings equivalent to ten percent of the loan 
requested (as explained in the section on Institution 
Building . BRAC contends that every ind1vidual, no m4tter how 
poor, can save something and that such saving is essential 
to give a borrower a personal stake in the outcome of any 
project, mainly financed by a loan). 
5. The members of the group must have completed funchonal 
education training. 
6. It must have pr oved group cohesiveness. 
The processes entailed in a newly formed Village Organization 
meeting these conditions norntally take at least six months. In the 
e<~rly ~t~~~s of the credit programme, a one year putiod was thought 
sufficient lo create group cohesion but experience hau shown that 
period can be shortened through mote structured educ.alional inputs. 
Since loans normally require almost no ooll<ttc[tt1, d further 
requirement is that 10% of the loan amount is set aside. Five percent 
Of this amount is deducted as savings and the other !1ve percent as 
group tax. 
Loan Proposals: Loan proposals are screened and approved by the 
groups (v1llaye organi~dtiona) during their weekly ~·~clJrrg~. To bave 
a valld nteeting , at which a loan proposal is approve:d by lhe group, 
two-thirds of the membership nrust be present; and 7~'1. of those 
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attending must approve the loan application . Participation and group 
responsibility ar e thus essential elements of the loan process. 
After the group has approved the loan application, the BRAC 
Programme Organizer responsible for the group submits it to the Area 
Office Manager. If the loan is below Taka 5,000 it can be authorized 
by the Area Manager . Alnounts greater than that , up to '!'aka 10,000 is 
authorized by the Regional Manager . A loan request upto Taka 40,000 
is approved by the Programme Coordinator and loans over Tk. 40,000 
requires the approval of BRAC ' s Bxecutive Director. 
Types of Loans1 Loans are of three types in relation to 
duration: (i) short term, repayable within one year; (2) medium term, 
up to three years, and (3) longer ter-m . The duration obviously 
depends on the nature of the scheme . 
Loans can be given to individuals OI to five to seven member sub-
groups (or even larger, possibly involving persons from several VOs -
a brickyard, fo r example) within a Village Organizat1on . If the loan 
is to an individual within a sub-group it must receive the approval of 
that group before i t goes to t he Village Organization for final 
approval. Foe effective supervision of loans, a Management Committee 
of five to seven members , selected by all members, is formed within 
each Village Organization . The duties of the committ ee are to 
superv ise all loans . 
The types of projects funded by loans include (1) pdddy, potato 
and other crop cultivation, primarily on leased land; (2) irrigation 
projects in which the landless own the tubewells and s upply water to 
farmers; (3) paddy and oil seed husking; (4) cattle and goat rearing; 
(5) rural tran&port , primarily rickshaws and push carts; (6) rural 
industry including rice mills, brick fields, weaving, seri and er~­
culture (silk production}, and api-culture (bee keapingl; (7) lease-of 
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market space; (8) petty trading; (9) fish culture; (10) poultry 
keeping; (11) vegetable and horticultural nurseries; and (12) food 
processing. 
The smallest loans that have been given are Tk. 300, the largest 
Tk. 1,000,000. 
Interest Rates on Loans: The prevailing interest rates in 
Banglade!lh in the formal credit sector range from 16% to 36~. 
Research has shown that if the income generating potential o[ the 
scheme is high, borro~ers do not feel that the paymtnt of interest is 
unreasonable up to about 36%. When loans are numerous and small, 
interest rates lower than 16\ do not cover the operating expenses and 
lossess of the lenders. Technical training, supervision, monitoring 
and inflation all force the costs of loans higher. 
BRAO loans are provided at ah 16\ interest rate, both to 
individuals and to groups . In addition, 5% is added as a group tax 
which becomes a common fund of the village organisation. 
Money Transfer Procedures1 Loans are issued in the form of cash 
by the RDP Area Offices to loanees in the presence of the members of 
the Management Committee. The Polli Sebok/Shebika of BRAC collect 
repayment from the loanees and deposit the money with BRAC Area 
Office. 
Technical and logistical support: As BRAC has gained experience with 
the credit programme it has learned the various infrastcuctural 
constraints that surround income generation activities. A need for 
BRAC to develop technical and logistical support in the extension of 
credit became necessary as lending became more diversified. Most 
rural areas still lack the normal infrastructural support required for 
business activity. Assistance with such services is still relatively 
new in the Rural Development Programme and experimentation to 
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detern•111.: mo::o t effective and efficient appr;oaches is on- going. The 
technical and logistical supports now being provided include: 
1. Facilitating the supply of inputs . At the time of 
sanctioning a loan, RDP helps the group examine its input 
needs . If the required input~> an: unavailable , the BRAC 
Area Office assists the group with procurement . In fish 
culture activities, for example, where a steady supply of 
fish fingerlings was not available, RDP helped some of the 
village groups to develop and maintain fish nurseries from 
which other groups are now supplied . O~her inputs which the 
centres have been able to make available include improved 
seeds for vegetable gardening, seedlings of improved tree 
species, fertilizers, space parts for machinery, etc. 
2. Supplying necessa r y technical support. Borrowers may face 
technical problems f or which ~hey do not have solutions. 
For example, a leased paddy field may be attacked by a pest 
and the borrowers do not know which pesticide to use. The 
Area Office or the Programe Organizer will help them consult 
government agri cultural officers or, BRAC's agr;icultural 
experts to find out the correct pesticid~ and, if necessary, 
will assist in procuring it. •ro t·espond to such neE:ds ROP 
trains its own staff and develops village paraprofessionals 
in va r ious fields, as for example, maintenance mechanics and 
operators for pumps and tubewel~s in the irrigation 
projects • 
3. Facilities for warehousing and marketing. Warehou.ses with 
capacities for storing one hundred tons of grain each have 
been constructed in a number of the RDP Area Office 
compounds . •rhese are used for storin<l both input s and 
?"1 
produce. Such storage enables warehouses to take advantage 
of higher prices preva1l1ng at different times of the year. 
4. Special programme supports such as vaccinaLJ.On act1v1ties 
for livestock and poultry have been developed. Borrowers in 
Jiveotock and poultry schemes were incur1ing losses due to 
diseases, and no adequate gov~tnm~tll inltuulruutua~ w~u 
available to supply needed services. 
The organizationul structure through which the Revolving Loan 
Fund operates consists of the Village Organization a~ the borrower and 
the BRAC krea Office as the lender. Both ot these organ1zations and 
how they function have been described in the section of th1s 
presentation dealing with Institution B~lding. 
!low all of the procedures and conditions of lending and the 
scrvJ.ces that support iolplementation of loans ate applied ln actual 
lending is described and illustrbted, with some examples of 
sectoral/enterpr1se loans, in the following section. 
ll.siog .tb~ B.eY.O.lYing 1.0i1D f.llnd .t.o .f...Lo.an~.e i:WDl.OYII•~o.t itDil io~.OJl•J: 
9.eo.e~~~iog ~~~Yl~i.e~ ~og ~n.t~LP~i».e.~J 
The Revolving Loan Fund Just described extends credit for four 
broad categories of activities or enterprises for generati11g 
employment and income: (1) village services such as hous~hold level 
processing, transport and petty trading wh1ch are required in villages 
throughout the nation1 (2) productive enterprises suct1 as poultry, 
livestock, horticultural and field crop production Wlth resource 
requirements that make their conduct feasible nation-wide; (3) 
enterprises such as seri and eri culture, pisciculture or an act1vity 
such as provision of irr1gation facilities whJ.ch are location specific 
in terms of resource requirements; and (4) other ent~rprl~es/ 
technologies to be identified, developed and tesltou to n1ake possible 
sustained increases in productivity, employment and income. 
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b~n9lD9 !QI 1b~ p~QYj~ 2l Yil~g~ ~~IYi~~~ can bring in~ediate 
benefit to destitute borrowers, employment for a good number of days 
per year and, requires few or no skills beyond those normally 
possessed by villagers. Women can borrow money to buy paddy for 
husking, carry out the work, sell the rice and have an immediate 
~ncome. Men who borrow to buy a ~ickshdw or push cart staLL earning 
the day the vehicle is received. Petty traders, men or women, ace in 
business as soon as they receive the loan and purchase the raw 
materials, produce or household goods and begin selling. The 
disadvdnt~ges of all of these activities are that the potential for 
earning anything more than a bare subsistence level of living are not 
great and, for some, the possibility of becoming redundant due to 
introduction of new technology. An example of the l atter is the 
introduction, already in some areas, of machinery to do the paddy and 
oil seed processing formerly done by women at the household level. 
In the 1990-92 period it is estimated that 250,000 persons might 
benefit from loans foe the provision of services and, the total amount 
lent might reach Tk. 725,000,000. 
P~~ll!Y~ l~Y~§t~~k~ ~g~j~~t~I~ ~Dg b~~tj~ult~tal ~O~~tp~j§~B of 
some kinds and on some scale, are carried out by at least some 
villagers in all the nation's village. The technology employed may be 
largely t[atlitional and the numbers of peLSOns engdgt:d, less thdn 
would be possible if craining, credit and associated input supply and 
technical support services were readily available. Improved 
technology is available within the country to increaoe earnings from 
the conduct of these enterprises and the potential for increased 
income is greater than in the provision of services. 
•ro encourage expansion in t:pe number of persons engaged in such 
enterprises and to promote increased productivuty, resources have been 
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earmarked in the 1990-92 budget to provide training £or 89,600 
persons . 
S~i-~Ylt~~~ ~xi-~~~~~ pi~~~l~~~~ ~Pi~~ltYx~ gDg 
io~tAllAti~n Qf ixxis~tiDD f~~iliti~~ require resources or condit1ons 
that are not universally available in Bangladesh villages . Certain of 
these such as seci-oulture are traditional enterprises in SOllie 
localities. Other areas where the food for the worms (mulberry trees 
or shrubs) can be produced need to be located and th~ technology 
introduced. Engaging in fish production requires a s uitable body of 
water or plot of unused land wnere .a pond can be dug, along with the 
introduction of technology and supply of fingerlings. Sin1ilarly, the 
poss~bility to engage in the installation of irrigation facilities and 
the sale of wdter to farmers does not exist in every village. Where 
the natural resource base exists, engaging in these ~Lnds of 
enterprises/facilities can produce a more favourable income than 
either the provision of ser~ices or conduct of the enterprises common 
to all villages. 
The estimated nul\lbers of persons likely to benefit from loans in 
these areas in the 1990-92 programme period ace 3400 in SeLl or eri 
Culture; 2100 in pisciculture; 600 in ap1culture. 'l'o prepare 
villagers to engage in these enterprises, budgetary provis~on h&s been 
made to train 3420 in seri or eri culture; 2100 in pisciculture; 125 
mechanics in operation and maintenance or irrigation racilities and 
600 in apiculture. 
Because of the importance of agriculture, irrigation, 
sericulture, livestock, poultry and pisciculture in t otal lending for 
employment and income generation, lending for each of these 
enterprises/activities ,is described in the following sections. 
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bg~j~»l~YLe: Opportunities for the landless in agriculture are 
confined to earning wages, share cropping or leasing land for crop 
production. Loans ace extended to individuals or groups to pay off 
mortgages, lease/rent land, establish horticultural nutseries or to 
pay for inputs in producing summer and winter crops including paddy, 
wheat, bananas, betel leaves, potatoes, vegetables and ~plce~. 
Identification of opportunities for investment is the pciatary 
responsibility of the borrowers, the small group and Village 
Organizations of which they are members . Since land needs to be 
rented or leased front others, the potential profitability of the 
· proposed undertaking must be carefully studied. BRAC assists in 
preparing the feasibility studies and by providing skills and 
management training, technical advisory services and help with the 
procutement of inputs such as fertilisers, insecticides and seeds 
requited in loan implementation. Loans may be granted for both fixed 
and operaling costs , including post-harvest ware-housing charges where 
delay Jll n .... cketing appears advantageous. BRAC monitors implementation 
of the schemes and provides continuing suppor-t, including any training 
needed, mainly through its Training and Resource Centres {'rA!tC's). 
l.r.r.igS~J;..i.on: Introduction of iuiyatJ.on technology in agLiculture in 
Bangladesh has invariably favoured the rich and ignored the poor . The 
purpose of BRAC's lending for irrigation is to make the poor the 
owners of irrigation assets and thus to enable thE:llo as well as 
landowners to benefit from the introduction of this technology int o 
the community . Groups of villagers are given loans to acquire 
equipment and install tubewells, low lift pumps and hdnd pumps. 'l'he 
landless Village Organisations manage the facilities and sell water to 
farmf!rs. The Village Organisation management committee, or more 
commonly a separate irrigation scheme management committee is 
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responsible for ensuring proper installation and ntaintenance of 
facilities, arranging and finalising oont~acts with the farmers who 
purchase water, maintaining accounts and collecting water charges, 
either in cash or in kind. The borrowing group's leaders, that is the 
members of the management committee, discharge their functions with 
BRAC assistance which includes provision of credit, arranging skills 
and management training, helping with purchase of the in;igatJ.on 
equipment and provision of technical and management advice as needed . 
Beneficiaries of the programme are members of the Village 
Organisation, the labourers who find employment in installation and 
operation of equipment and the farmers who receive water. 
~~~l~~lt~~~~ BRAC's sericulture programme is essentially an income and 
employment generating activity for poor rural women. It i s a family 
based cottage industry generating significant supplemental income for 
participating households which, in turn, supply cocoons or thread to a 
larger production process consisting of weaving, dyeing, block 
printing, embroidery and making of clothing and other cloth products . 
Employment is created for the growers of trees, the rearers of cocoons 
and all of the others involved in the chain of production described. 
A mark et for the final products is provided by BRAC operated Aarong 
shops . 
Silk worm production technology is well known in certain parts of 
Bangladesh where it is traditional. BRAC is helping introduce 
sericulture in other ecologically suited areas. For this purpose, few 
additional service centres will be established to, among other things, 
produce eggs for distribution to the village rearing centres which are 
key components in the process of introduction . Such centres, opera t ed 
by BRAC trained villagers, receive eggs from BRAC or government 
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Livestock ~earing is carried out in all ROP areas and involves 
both men and women members of Village Organisations in raising beef or 
milch cattle to earn a living. 
BRAC provides training to rearers and ensures a regular supply of 
vaccines and medicines through para-veterinary worke~s. Each rearer 
is given a card on which the para-vet records vaccinations and visits. 
BRAC selects and trains a team of three para-vets per union (15000 
people) , preferably t wo female and one mdle . The initial training 
period is 45 days, followed by regular refresher courses given by 
qualified BRAC DVMs. The para-vets ensure ~egular vaccination in 
their areas and treat cattle . For this purpose stocks of veterinary 
medicines are maintained. Para-vets receive no salary and earn their 
living by charging fees for vaccinations and treatment provided to 
animals owned by cattle rear ers. 
Each para- vet will collect vaccine from BRAC stock or from 
government veterinary departments . In addition Lo tloing vaccindtions, 
para-vets will visit rearers and advise on feeding and management of 
cattle. 
As of the end of 1987, Tk. l2,75B,OOO or 17.33~ of total credit 
disburse:m.,nt had been extended ior Cdttle Cdislny. 111 Lhe 1990-92 
period, the programme is to be expanded as fallows: 
Para-vets to be trained 
Rearers to be trained 
1990 
200 
4500 
1991 
200 
4500 
1992 
200 
4500 
Total 
600 
13500 
h~S1!l~i~l 1D~~IDlD~19D ~gnt~g~: each RDP Area Office will set up and 
operate an artificial insemination unit as a step towards upgrad~ng 
local cattle breeds. A qualifi~d and skilled para-vet will bE: 
selected and specially trained fo~ one month to manage the unit a11d 
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provide service to cattle rearers on a Eee basis. Semen will be 
collected from the District Livestock OEfice . The para-vets will do 
regular visits to ascertain the success of insemination and to advi&e 
on feeding and management. 
l'.O.Ul.t.ry .P.!9.9.!~1l!Jl1~: BRAC's poultry progcamme has a significant record 
of success in income and employment generation for rural women. It is 
a programme suited for implementation in diverse environments and 
thus, for wide-spread implementation. The programme is low cost, low 
.risk, requires little skill and can be carried out simultaneously with 
other household work . Training, for potential poultry rearers (60,000 
in 1990-92) and for village women who serve them as ~oullty workers I 
vaccinators (3000 in 1990-92) is the key component of the programme. 
Distribution of Department of Livestock (DOL} supplied vaccines, other 
veterinary medicines, eggs, cbicks and cocks of productive breeds of 
poultry, complements training in making programme implementation 
possible. The major thcust of the programme is to train and prepare 
women to earn an income through involvement in one or several aspects 
of poultry rearing: (1) as a poultry worker cum vaccinator; (2) as a 
key rearer; (3) as a model rearer and (4) as a chick rearer. 
Selection, and methods of training for the various types of 
involvement are as follows: 
1. Poultry workers cum vaccinators - at least one woman (or more, 
depending on number of poultry rearers) is selected from each 
village to undergo six days of training by a Doctor of Veterinary 
Medicine (DVM) to learn innoculation/vaccination procedures, 
other aspects of disease prevention and control and , husbandry 
practlces and , subsequently, to reoelve one day ~t refresher 
train1ny each month for the two year duration of the programme. 
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2. Key '""r"r every won.u.n, p;.ctlCJ.patlng in the pruytoJUth<:, not 
tt .. ln .. <.I "'" a poultry worker cum vaccinutor i<> tt:lln~:.l, 1n1t.tally, 
as a key rearer 1n one ot two ways - (..t) as one u1 10 pcet:lon .. 
selected from each village, &s the first to reC<!lve ~ raini ng and 
becCHIIc a promoter <tnd demont..l t<Jlor, lot th'"" d.;y: . o [ lt<linin':J IJy 
Lh~: OVM in sc.ient.it.ic poullry hu::.bandty ptcH.:llt·.:~ lor !wo.:ct<Sb(u! 
poultry rearing or, (bl tor all ochers, training 1n th!! villages 
in groups of 25 by the Programme Organ1zers (POL) y1vin~:~ LhtEc 
days of training and three days of fteld work 1n scyuence ; and, 
sub.;equently , all key rearers rect:<ive one d"y ol tc:frt:stu:r 
truining every two a10nths tor the two yt!ar dut .. llun ol tht 
progranune. 
3. Model re .. rers are selected , successful key re<~rut s , given five 
days of specialized training by a DVM or senior PO and , 
subsequently given one day of refresher training evtory three 
months. 
4. Chick rearers are selected, successful key rearers , given 10 days 
o f specialized training by a DVM, including classroom instruction 
and work in a chick rearing unit and, subsequently, given two 
days of refresher training every three months. 
lt J.G cons1deced deuirublo tbut l?.t'.Q~.UC.LLliJ: Ux.IIJ.:J.IJ.I .11..!. V.si.U.l.t.tY be 
used in the programme and that their introduction be through s upply of 
eggs, chicks or, of cocks to upqrade local breeds. DOL supplies the 
chicks o r cocks at cost price. 
Priorit:y attent ion is given to gj~~9~ P.t~Y~D;~~D FDd s;oot .r~l~ 
DOL provides the vaccines free of charge . The trained poultry workers 
cum vaccinators, who are not paid a salary, do the vaccinations and 
collect a fee of Tk . 0 . 15 to 0.25 per bird . vaccine s urc distributed 
-• 
to the workers in each village once a month to ensure a regular 
programme of vaccination . 
~i~&j&~l~YL~ : Pisciculture provides the opportunity to make productive 
use of otherwise unusable land, derelict ponds and other bodies of 
water to generate employment and income and, also t o im~;~rove 
nutritivn. Depending on the scale of resources available, the 
enterprise can be of household or group level. 
Occasionally, small ponds ace available to households. Normally, 
these households have the potential feed supply, also, in the form of 
compost that can be made from readily available vegetable waste, 
cowdung and poultry droppings . Larger ponds or unused sections of 
canals may be leased by groups which would make use of the same ft:cd 
~upply. Irrespective of whether the enterprise is household or group 
based, the essentials for success are the same: wise selection of the 
wate r source ; soil testing; proper excavation of the pond and 
arrangement for water control; appropriate fertilization of tho: pond; 
good fish management practices; and a reliable market. 
DRAC loans for pisciculture are made available on either an 
individual or group basis. In the case or group loails, the group will 
select a five to six person management conunittee Lo assume 
responsibility for distributLon of work, cantr~l c•L funds ~nd 
organizing technical s upport . The lartet is provld~u uy BRAC whlch, 
in addition to making loans ava&lable to ~ay fot pond leasing ~nd 
operating expenses , provides ski11s and mdno.gen.enl t:Hdning and helps 
arrange inputs and, particularly, s upply of f~ngerlings tbrough 
village nurseries (600 additional to ~e established •n 1990-~2 ) . 
.Q..tl>~.r .eJll.IU!.'I.i.:>.e.:>L51~.tlYl.tl.ll.::l: It 1s not poss1 bl e tv iucnttfy 1,n 
advat.ce all of the opportunities for productive h:nt.l.Luy that m1ght 
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materialise during the 1990-92 period. Such opportunities will be 
extremely important in achieving the overall goal of tbe Rural 
Development Programme, that, is increasingly improved levels of living 
for the landless. Loans for provision of village services can do 
little more tnan help achieve a subsistence level of income. The 
possibilities for doing better than this improve with engagement in 
productive enterprises, both those that can be implemented almost 
everywhere and those suited only to specific areas. It seems likely, 
however, that the availability of natural resources, the potential for 
technological improvement and, perhaps, even access to markets will 
~ 
impose an early limitation on both numbers of beneficiaries and levels 
of income to be derived from these basically traditional enterprises. 
ln this setting , the search for productivity increasing but, 
hepefully, still labor intensive opportunities for investment assumes 
critical importance . Most likely such enterp~ises will be suitable 
for group, perhaps involving several villages, rather than the 
i nvidividual lending which pre-dominates at present. The task of 
identifying, developing and testing such enterprises is mainly the 
responsibility of the Rural Enterprise Project, mentioned under 
Central Support services. 
To be in a position to train in ski~ls required fo r implementing 
any new enterprises, budgetary provision has been made for training 
500 , 700, 1000 persons in the years 1990 through 1992, respectively . 
l'us.eh i.~x .e.ll.t.en.lliSill o£ ~u.OJ.t .tru2llsh .t.b.e .B.eYoJyjng .1-0JID fJJng in tb.e 
.lll.Q~.Z I>.e.U2d 
Targets are based on assumptions as to: the number of BRAC Area 
Offices in first , second, third and fourth year stages of operation; 
average disbursements for a first, second, third and fourth year 
Office; and, availability of credit from an alternative source a fter 
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l approximately four years of operation by the latter. The nu~bers 
associated with these assumptions ate given in Table: 
l 
• 
Table-2 : Numbe~ of BRAC Area Offices in first, second, third and 
fourth year operation; loan disbursements per off ice. 
1990 1991 1992 
-----------------------------------l'JMl' 1.J;;bi! I No . of Offices 20 10 10 
Disbursements I 
Per Office 960,000 I 
.S.&.C.O~.bl .J'M.E I 
No . of Offices 20 20 I 10 
Disbursements l 
Per Office 2,600,000 I 
I 
l'.Hl.IW 1.U.B l 
No . of Offices 20 20 l 20 
Di sbur seml:!nts l 
Per Office 5,000,000 I 
l 
.fQ.DJl.l'.H Ub.B I 
No. of Offices 20 20 I 20 
Disbursements I 
Per Office 8,140,000 I 
I 
-----------------------------------
Should the pattern of lending characterizing the loan portfolio 
at the end of 1988 prevail, the 1990-92 portfolio would be described 
by characteristics and percentages as follows: 
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(l) Hale-female disbursment ratio 
(2) Individual-group loan disbursment ratio 
(3) Short-medium-long term disbursment ratio 
(4) By sector/prupose of lending, percentage 
disbursment 
(a) Small trading 
(b) Agriculture 
(c) Food processing 
(d) Livestock 
(e) Rural industry 
(f) Rural transport 
53:47 
83:17 
56:39:05 
31.71 
20.20 
15 .ll 
16.22 
7.92 
3.88 
Loans during the 1990-92 period are expected to benefit 125,000 
men and 125,000 women, either as individuals or as members of groups 
receiving loans • 
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-V , DEVELOPMENT OF BOMAN RESOURCES 
Development of Suman Resources underlies all BRAC Programmes and 
philosophies and is a fundame.ntal tennet of BRAC' s approach to 
development. It is a key element of programmes described in this 
document under the heading of Institution Building, Credit, Employment 
& Income Generation, and the Vulnerable Group Development Programme . 
Three discrete programmes, however, have been isolated for 
administrative and budgetary pu~oses under the specific heading of 
Development of Human Resources1 Non-formal Primary Education, 
Training, and a program for the development of rural managers namely 
· the Management Development Programme. 
~. NON-FORMAL PRIMARY EDUCATION ( NFPE) 
The Objective(s) 
Access for 90,000 poor children, 70% girls, in the 8-10 year age 
group to three years and 11-16 yeats age group to two years of non-
formal primary education of such interest and relevance to needs ahd, 
offeted at such times and places as to attract enrolment, make 
attendance possible and motivate completion of the course. 
~ackground and Justification 
In the nation of Bangladesh, only 60\ of the primary school age 
group of children actually enrol in formal primary schools. fifty 
percent drop out before completing the first year and only 20% 
complete the five year course. The literacy rate for the nation 
stands at 29\ . For the children of the landless the situation is much 
worse in respect of all of these numbers. Most have never had the 
opportunity to enrol in school. 
Various factors account for this unhappy state of affairs . • 
Budgetary allocations are inadequate, available resources are 
sometimes used inefficienly and teachers may be poorly prepared. 
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Particularly in the rural areas, there are further explanations -
parents can not afford to send their children to school full time as 
their labor is needed in the field or home; curriculum content is 
oriented to city rather than rural environments and, to well-off 
rather than pooc children ; children of the poor do not get equal 
treatment; and poor and il~iterate people do not see th~ nu~d fOr 
schooling, particularly for girls. 
Should all of the problems currently besetting primary education 
remain unaddressed, the one-third of the population now in that age 
group could reach maturity at the end of the century no better 
prepared for life, in educational terms, than their parents. As 
illiter.ate adults, their chances of escaping poverty would be 
negligiqle . 
But the above situation need not come to pass . Primary education 
can be made relevant and attractive enough and scheduled in such 
manner as to attract and keep rural children in school . This has been 
demonstrated in experimental work initiated by BRAC in 1979, further 
developed since then and, continuing today . Through development of an 
innovative three-year curriculum for children 8-10 years of age and a 
two-year curriculum for 11-16 year age group, design, testing and 
evaluation of teaching materials prepared to rueet identified needs und 
interests of children and, through organi2ing cownunity participation, 
the quality of primary education bas been improved and enrolnrent, 
including that of girls, is up. 
Implementation of this new programme, labelled non-formal 
primary education, began in 1985 in 22 centres with 660 students . 
Today, the numbers are 705 and 21,240, respectively, and the demand 
for more centres is considerable. In addition to its obvious benefit 
to children, the NFPE fulfills a strongly felt parental need and is a 
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key instrument in building community solidarity. It is also a 
potentially important model with implication for eventual policy 
adjustment in national education priorities. The essential features 
of the programme, which will characterize the expanded programme in 
1990-92, also, are eight in number: 
(1) b x~~YAD~ ~~xxi~l~ID: Curriculum preparation begins with the 
gatl1cri ng of information about the learhers, their [Jerception, 
lev1:l s of cognitive development, physiological and psychol ogical 
growth and their needs and, also, auuuL Llu~ la LJo ltJII LII . llu~ 
education system, existing schools and the community at large 
are surveyed so that the learners interests and problems may be 
understood within the context of the general situation. Armed 
with this information, educational specialists p repare curricula 
and instructional materials including books, teaching notes on 
techniques of teaching and, aids such as charts, cards, counting 
sticks etc . 
(2) ~~miD~DJ~y paxtj~jpati~n: It is universally accepted that no 
development effort can be successful unless the beneficiaries 
participate in the processes of planning and implementation. 
Education for the rural people is no exception. BRAC has 
promoted two fora for community participation 1n the NFPE 
progra~ne. Five-member Village Committees have been formed (one 
for each centre) comprising a community leader, two parents, the 
teacher and tbe Programme Organiser (BRAC Area Office employee) 
as convenor . The major responsibilities of the commi t tees are 
to ensure regular attendance of pupils, improve physical 
facilities, maintain relations and co-operation between school 
and the community and to hold monthly meetings to resol ve 
problems related to the school. A second forum for community 
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participation is the monthly meeting with parents and guardians 
of pupils where pupil's attendance and progress, including any 
problems that might be interfering with their studies, are 
discussed. These two fora keep the motivation of the parents and 
pupils high and have contributed, in considerable measure, to 
the success of the programme . 
(3) R~9ID~~l9~ 2f girl~ ~g~~~~i9D: Female literacy in BangladeDh is 
even lower than the unsatisfactory rate for •ales . As a matter 
of justice and equality but, also, for success in population 
control and reducing child mortality, promoti on of female 
.. ..suc.-tlon is urgenUy necessary. The B.RAC NFI'E proyr.:amme 
addresses this il';sue by attempting to enrol 70'1. girls in 1.he 
NE'PE centres and by recruiting as many female teachers as 
possible. 
( 4) LJD.IsAS~ J.d.t.b .f9rn•ill P~illl~UY ~.QJJ.c~.ti9D: On completion of the 
three year NFPE course, students are eligible for admission to 
formal primary school in class IV. The quality Of inst ruction 
received by the first group of students to cotitplete an NFPJ:: 
three year course was such that 93'1. have been adntitted to formal 
primary schools. 
(5) L.Oll' rl.r.op=.o.u..t .r.c~.t.e: A highly sign~ficant feature of tbe NFPJ:: 
centres is the negliglble drop-out rate, 1.6~ compared to about 
60% in government primary schools. 
(6) r2=~.UILl.C.Ul~ ~~tlYl~l~~: Out of two and one-half hours of 
class time, 40 minutes are devoted to co-curricular activities 
such as physical exercise, singing, drawing, crafts, reading 
story books etc. Such activities not only adrl variety and 
interest but are important for overall development of the 
personalities of the pupils. 
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(7) l!.Ol!l~ ~.s.sj.gJlll\eUt.&: As most members of the pupils' familles are 
illiterate they cannot help children with hon1e work. 
Accordingly, the kind of home work assigned is that which the 
children can handle independently . 
(8) Y~~~~l.QD.S: Since NFPE considers long vacations detrimental to 
the educational procccec~ , the centces tun lot un avecuge 200 
days a year . 
Activities and Targets for 1990-92 
To meet the growing demand from villagers to open more centres, BRAC 
will expand its educat~on progra~~e for out-of-school children in the 
1990-92 period by maintaining existing, and creaL1ny now centres ati 
followo: 
1990 1991 1992 
New: Nl,.PI:: 500 500 500 
t<i ~hor Kishoree 500 500 sao 
Old: N~"PI:: 880 1380 1000 
Kisbor Kisboree 726 500 500 
2606 2880 2500 
Opening of the projected 3000 new c~ntres will require activities 
as follows: 
( 1) Conducting surveys t:.o find the geographical areas of BRJ\C 
operations where the nun1ber of out-of-school 8-16 year olds is 
high and the need for a centre is most u rg cnt.. 
(2) SelecUng, in the areas identified, 90,000, 8-16 year olds who 
have never been to school or who have dropped out, from the most: 
d1sadvantaged fam~lies A part1cular effort will be made to 
select and enrol girls - up to 70i if posslble). 
(3) Recruiting and training 30 Field supervi~ors, ~ach to be 
responsible for 50 centres, their teachers and assist~nts, the 
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Palli Sheboks (PS). Quali f ications for tecruitment include a 
bachelors or masters degree level of education. Orientation 
~raining will be given on appointment. 
(4) Recruiting and training 3000 teachers, 70% of whom must be 
female. Local residence and 9-10 years of formal schooling are 
required of candidates for recruitment. Each recruit will under-
go ~2 days of induction training at one of the five Training and 
Resource Centres ('!'ARC's) . A six day refresher course will be 
given the second year. 
(5) Preparing follow- up materials in the form of story books and a 
children ' s jou rnal to enable students, from the second year on, 
to practice and retain literacy. 
(6) Renting 3000 houses/rooms to se rve as class rooms. A single room 
comprising 240 square feet of space is considered adequate for 
the 30 students accepted in one class. 
(7) Supplying books, slates, pencils, charts and a blackboard, at 
BRAC expense, to all 3000 centres and the students. 
The target for expansion of the N~PE programme in the 1990-92 
period are sunuuarixed in Table - 3. 
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Table - 3: Targets for expansion of NFPE, by yea~s. 1990-92 
19.90 1991 1992 
------------------------------------------------------------------No. of schools in operation 2,606 28800 2,500 
No. of s tudents 7 8,180 66,400 .,5,000 
No. of t<!<~Chers to be recruited 1,000 ],000 1,000 
•reacher training person 15,000 15,000 15,000 
days (15 days per teacher l 
Teacher refresher 
courses, person days 11,000 11,000 11,000 
(11 days per teacher) 
No. of s upervi sors to be 
engaged (1 for 50 schools) 20 20 20 
school rooms to be rented 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Management of the programme is entrusted to a Programme Manager, 
assisted by Regional Managers. Each Regional ManageL, in turn, will 
be responsible for 10 field supervisors. As noted above, Field 
Supervisors each look after 50 centres. Dead Office functions consist 
of policy making, financial administration, evaluation, research and 
technica~ support. 
Looking further into the future, BRAC suggests that the NFPE 
programme provides a practical framework t:o mdke universal l?rimary 
education in t:he nation a distinct I?Ossibility by tlte end of the 
century . Even though the unit cost of the BRAC programme is ~k . 500 
as compared with about Tk. 200 in the formal primary education system, 
it is a bargain when ~he wastage due to dtop-outs and repetition in 
the formal system are taken into account. 
2. TRAINING 
Objective(s) 
The objectives of the BRAC tre~ining progranm,e, pursued through 
operation of five Training and ResouLce Centres (~'ARC's), are : (1) 
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design and implementation of appropriate training programs for raising 
awareness and developing s kills of landless group members, for BRAC 
staff and staff of other gove rnment and non-government organizations; 
(2) development and dissemination of ideas, methods and technologies 
for socio-economic uplift of the poor; and (3) provision of continuous 
fo!low-up to training through field extension activiLies. 
Background and justification : 
BRAC ' s tacget group, the landless poor, are illiterate, unaware 
of the reasons tor their situation, fatal1stic 1n outlook and, 
explo1ted by the el i te. They lack the knowledge and skills for 
productlve employment. Those who serve them through BRAC, other non-
governmental organizations, government department s or private 
institutions are often recruited from cities and unfamiliar with the 
situation of the poor in the villages. They need spec ial training in 
how to work in that environment . 
Since 1976 BRAC has been conducting training proyrammes to 
prepare villagers , as individuals and through group action, to 
overcome the understanding, knowledge and skills constraints to 
improving their lives. Orientation and in-service trdining programmes 
for the staff of BRAC and other organizations, pursuing the sa111 e oc 
relat~d objectives , have complemented training given directly ~o 
villagers . To ensure that the concent and methodology of training are 
well suited to the needs of both villagers and staff, BRAC Training 
and Resource Centres (TARC ' s) are continuously conducting studies and 
experiments, developing and/o r testing new technologies, and producing 
and distributing or arranging the supply of inputs. Once the trainees 
have returned to the villages or the posts of assignment, the TAlKs ' 
staff are engaged in follow-up vi sits to guage the effectiveness of 
training and to provide technical support. 
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The TARC ' s experience in these areas - (ll training, (2) study 
and experimentation (development, testing new ideas and technologies) 
and (3) follow-up - has been positi ve. To meet the requirements of a 
considerably expanded Rural Development Programme and to respond to 
the training needs of other organizations, BRAC will increase the 
capacity of the TARC's in the 1990-92 programme period. The nature 
of the activities to be carried out in each of the three areas, the 
targets for t raining, and the major categories of inputs and 
associated budgetary implications for the programme period ahead are 
the subjects of the following section on activities. 
Activities 
l'.r.&.in.in_g: The content and methodology of training are derived fron1 
experience in the field, the class room and, from experimental/testing 
activities. Training courses, workshops, seminars, conventions and 
demonstrations are the vehicles for spreading knowledge and skills. 
In respect of general subject matter content or objecrive, TARC 
training is of two types: human development and management; and 
occupational skills development. 
The ain1s of human development and managen\ent training are to 
create awareness of problems, increase capacity and s kill Lo think, 
analyse ..tlic.l act, that is to enable th!! poor to ga1.n confidence and 
know-how in initiating change to improve their living conditions. In 
pQrsuit of these aims, the TARCs offer specialized training courses to 
the village group members and development workers as follows: 
consciousness raising (awareness buildiny); leaderSh!p development; 
planning and management; functional education; para-legal training; 
development communications, and development managem~nt. 
Occupational skills train!n9 is provided to increase the capacity 
and skills of the poor to undertake economic activities. ~cqui:>ition 
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-of such skills contributes to enhanced, economic weU-being. Economic 
well being, in turn, strengthens the social position of the poor in 
society. BRAC has technical skills trainers in agriculture, 
pisiculture, poultry and livestock, bee keeping und seri/cr1 culture 
to design and implement such training. 
~p~~jn~o~ti2D~ g~IDQD~~gtJ2o ~DQ t~~boi~l ~~PP9L1= In addition to 
discharging the major function of training, TARCs are making efi;orts 
to develop and/or test technologies appropriate for application in the 
economic schemes undertaken by the landless. Examples include 
experimentation in Nilotica culture whioh has already proven its value 
in fish oulture. In the field of agriculture, experiments were 
conducted with intercropping and intensive cultivation of certain 
crops . The results have been extended in the field programme. ln 
recent years TARCs have developed and tested a feed mixture and method 
of poultry feeding which are ready for field application. 
The TARCs establish contact with appropriate institutions to 
ensure input supply for field programmes. For example, TARCs arranges 
the supply of eggs, and chicks and vaccines for the poultry and 
livestock programame and, fingerlings for the fisheries prognurune. In 
addition to ensuring supply of inputs the '!'ARCs, also undt!rtake 
feasibility studies for new schemes which BRAC Area O(fices will help 
villagers or village groups to implement. 
E9ll9W=~P= by trainers is intended to help ensure the desired impact 
of training and to ascertain needs for modification of current, or the 
add Lllt.H1 ol. new kinds of training . Development or liun1un reoource& 
trainers pay periodic visits to their former trainees for these 
purposes. In the case of occupational skills development, 'l'ARC 
trainers and BRAC Area Office staff provide continuous follow-up in 
the form of: observation and review of the techn1cal activlties 
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(poultry, fisheries, agriculture etc.) carried out in the villages; 
meetings and discussions with village group members to identify 
problems and devise solutions; and, provis1on of needed additional 
training, material support (supply of inputs) and technical guida.nce. 
It is through follow-up measures, extension activities, that the 
trainers share responsibility with group members and BRAC Area Office 
staff in making the program a success. 
X~~ining tgEg~t~ have been established for 1990-92. Through the RDP, 
BRAC is now serving approximately 4648 Village Organizations (V.O.) 
with a total membership of 251,000. In the next three years, 3000 
Village Organizations with a membership of 250,000 are to be formed. 
This will require the train~ng of five members from each new group 
(V.O.) in leadership, planning and management. In total the nun~er to 
be trained is 15,000 (men and women). 
The TARC's will also train local level workers to conduct 
~wareness Building course with the village organisation. Each worker 
will conduct awareness building course with four village organisations 
for a period of nine month to complete the course. Participation in 
the awareness building part of the classes is compu~sory for all 
villagers while only those who are genuinely interested undertake 
literacy and numeracy tcain~ng, the latter estimated to be about 10 
percent oL the total. Awareness building training for all of the 
landless, men and women, is considered the absolutely essential 
starting point for bringing about improvement in t:hei r condition of 
life. All of them must know about the situaion in Bangladesh, the 
reasons for poverty, their own problems, what they can do as 
individuals to resolve them and what can be done only through group 
action. ParLicipation in literacy classes can be optional for 
l1teracy ll.l nacre a tool for the future than r.or imrnt:diate acLion . As 
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such, the appeal of literacy and numeracy and the willingness to 
devote time to thei r acquisition are likely to be gre.ater among the 
younger members of the village groups. 
Ddt~!ls of training in human development for villagers are 
provided in Tab~e-4. 
Table-4: Estimate for training of villagers in IIUn•on Development 
aspects of Institution Building, number of person by field 
of training, annually & total 1990-92. 
Field of Training 1990 1991 1992 Total 
------------------------------------------------------------
1 . Social Awaxeness 
workers Training 1000 1000 1000 3000 
2. Consciousness Raising and 
Leadership Development 2000 2000 2000 6000 
3 . Project Planning & Management 44 00 4400 4400 13200 
4. Basic Accounting 4400 4400 4400 13200 
- Refreshers 44 00 4400 4400 13200 
16200 16200 16200 48600 
. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Targets for skills training for villagers to perform various 
functions or work in various sectors of production are given in Table-S • 
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Table-S: Estimated numbers of villagers to be provided skills 
training by function/task and/or sector, annually, and in 
total 1990-92 
Poultry workers 
Poultry reacers 
Livestock 
Para-vets 
Cow rearers 
Irrigation mechanics 
Irrigation management 
1\piculture 
Seri-culture 
worker 
Rearers 
Operators breeding and 
extension centres 
Horticulture 
Nursery 
Village horticulturists 
Fisht:cies 
VJ11~wc fish nurseries 
Village fish farmers 
Miscellaneous skills 
UlO 
1000 
20000 
200 
4500 
25 
100 
200 
20 
700 
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200 
4000 
200 
500 
500 
.l.2jl 
1000 
20000 
200 
4500 
50 
200 
200 
1000 
106 
300 
4000 
100 
500 
700 
1000 
20000 
200 
4500 
50 
200 
1700 
llll 
4000 
2UO 
500 
1000 
T.o.tfll 
3000 
60000 
600 
13500 
125 
300 
600 
20 
3400 
333 
500 
12000 
600 
1500 
2200 
9U67 B 
Categories and estimated numbers of staff D\embers ~:equi ring 
induction/orientation or in-service training in the 1990-92 p~:ogramme 
period ace given in Table-6 • 
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• 'l'a.ble-6: Categories and nuntbers of staff members to receive 
induction and in-service training, by year and in total 
1990-92. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
CATEGORY 1990 1991 1992 TOTAL 
----------------------------------------------------------------1. Area 
Office 
Managers 
Induction 
In-service 
2. Programme Organisers 
Induction 
In-service 
3 . AccOUJltants 
Induction 
Xn-service 
25 
25 
130 
150 
25 
25 
25 
25 
150 
175 
30 
30 
25 
25 
150 
200 
30 
30 
Inputs and Budgetary Requirements 
75 
75 
430 
525 
85 
85 
The proposed expansion of the Rural Development Programme, 
meeting the needs of other ~RAC programmes and of government and other 
organizations engaged in rural development will requ1re an increase in 
the capacity of BRAC training facilities. 
Implementation of the Institution Building Component of the Rural 
Development Programme, alone, will involve tralniny of 48,600 
villagers in various aspects Of human developuu::nl <I!; detailed 1n Table 
4. Skills training for some 98,678 potencial beneficiaries of credit 
opercd:lon:; will be needed as detailed in Table 5. Pin .. lly , s lafC 
111embers - BRAC' s own 685 will need to receive induction, refresher or 
specialized training in numbers indicated in Table 6. 
With the expansion of the nDP and other BRAC programmes, demand 
for training of group members, members of local level committees under 
Child Survival Programme has increased . Besides, training needs of 
government and other non-government development <sgencies have <slso 
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gone up . With existing capacities BRAC trainin~ centres cannot even 
fulfill all present training demands . Future demand for hum .. n and 
skill development training is e xpected to rise in both BRAC and 
outside organisations . To meet increased training neeus in futu.;-e, 
aRAc is required to expand the phy1:ncal facilities of tl1e ex.t!.tin~ 
TARCs and to establish a new TARC durincJ this (Jha>Je. 
The estimated capital requirements fot exp .. nJ<Jd . .md illl(.lcuvcd 
training (acil it ies in the 1990-92 prog camme peeled is Tk. 26 mi 11 ion. 
Current operating costs for thlt 'l'AHC';; are nut in.:ludt:d in lloe 
budyet as they are covered by fees charged to BRAC programmes and 
o utside organizations foe training services rendered. 
2.1 MANAGE:z.u:JNT OEVELOP~1ENT PROGRMIME ( t10P) 
'l'o £novide more emphasis on mani1'Jiilhoel1t tc .. ining HHAC plans to 
undertake a Nanagement Development Progcan1llh:! UtDP) dedicated to 
enabling BRAC, c;>utside BRAC and communities to manage their resources 
more productively, equitably, and sustainably. The b.:tsic purpose of 
the HOP is to stceng~hen management capability by providing management 
training to BRAC and non-DRAC organizational statf . 
Prima foci for management development in the first years o.f the 
Programme will be the rural health care systems and livestock and 
fisheries resource manct<,Jement, d5 th~ varivus ,;y:.tllln enti t1es wock 
with cucc:~l people to upgrade their survivul o-ot.,nllul. 'l'h.., h.:: ... lth 
system, through its governmental and non-governmental components, has 
set itself ambitious targets over the next few years including 
nationwide immunization, development of union level health complexes, 
population reduction, upgrading of traditional birth attendant£, 
comb.:t L l im.J mul nutrition, blindness und ot].e r povell.y d I s ease>J , 
prev,.uLiuy c.lisea11e and deutll tltruuglt lmptOV!:!d u..o.Jut.Jlt v u u.nu hy~l<Jnc, 
and so on . To achieve these t;)ocils will r~uiroe txtCci(JLClinc:~ry 
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management capabilities on the part of health system managers as well 
as extrdutdinary participation on the part of rural people in managing 
their own health care . 
Similarly, the livestock and fisheries sectors are impor~ant 
elements of the survival strategies of the rural landless and 
nearlandless and have set ambi Uous targets for growth and performance 
over the next plan period . 
The Programme will be unique in that its basic strategy for 
management development will emphasize field based action learning. An 
initial strategy will be development of field laboratortes which will 
be used simultaneously to develop professional staff capacities and to 
define specific opportunities for effective contributions by the 
Management Development Programme in support of improved local level 
management capacilities . Courses, wo rkshops, and other traditional 
learning methods will be used as adjuncts to field based learning and 
will be developed from field experiences and will be offered only in 
respons~ to recognized needs discovered in the field. 
Onfortunately, the majority of Bangladesh's 106 million people 
still remain untouched by the development strategies of the past two 
decades in health, livestock and fisheries as well as in other fields. 
The Bangladesh experience to date in many development programs has 
been one of frustration as delays and failures in implementation and 
failures in sustainability have often taken place. The gap between 
aspirations and performance seems to widen rather than nar row. 
Important lessons from this experience have been learned, however. 
One is the need for greater and more effective collaboration between 
governrneot and private development agencies wo~king in rural areas. 
Second is the need for an expanded cadre of rural managers who combine 
the administrative skills, strategic skills, historical perspective, 
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value commitment, and respect for the knowledge and abilities of the 
rural poor to provide the institutional legdership which e!fect1ve 
development activities require. The Programme here 1s designed to 
assist in developing managers w1th the requ1site abilltics. 
2 .l . 1 'l'hu Munagemeht Developutent Programme 
since the Programme is intended to evolve through £1 field based 
learning process it will be flexible and will develop through 
experience. The programme development strategy is gction based 
throughout, with a major emphas1s on field laboratocie& and the study 
and documentation of successful experience. The following descr1ption 
of activities anticipated for the first three years is indicat1ve of 
wh~t the Programme will include . 
f'ive integrated prograawte elements will be developed in logical 
sequence. The five elements are 1) Research, Documentation and 
Learning Materials Development, 2) Experimental Field Laboratories, 3) 
In-service Education, 4) Field Follow-up and Experience Sharing, and 
5) Consultative Services to Other Organisations. 
By the end of the f1rst three years, it is expected that each of 
these five program elements will be well established as permanent, yet 
continually evolving commitments of the Programme. 
Prograuune Element One -- Research, Documentation and Learning 
Materials Development 
Field research, careful documentation of experiences in the 
desi9n and implementation of programmes in the field, and use of 
research and documentation as bases for learning is Lhe conten~ of 
this element. During the f1rst three years of research und 
documentation activities, an initial effort will be m~de to ideniify 
particularly successful examples of effective programmes and to 
identify and document the managerial and system f11ctors that have led 
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to their success. The identificat1on will be accomplished by a simple 
survey of informed government and NCO personnel. Those examples so 
identified, which investigation prove to be part1cularly interesting, 
will be documented to determine exactly what manayo:n•ent systems and 
talents were involved, what was being contr1buted by each party to the 
effort, how collaboration was initiated und carried out, and any 
special circumstances which might bear on replication. •rhese efforts 
will help to define proven potentials for effective management. 
Much of the in1t1al documentation activity will be concent rated 
in experimental field laboratories in the beallh system (explained in 
the next section) to be followed by work on livestock and fisheries 
resource management. These activities will include analysis of tbe 
resource management syst~ms, and process documentation of field 
activities. 
Research and documentation efforts will be specifically directed 
to production of materials useful in courses and workshops sponsored 
by the Programme. The findings from the documentation will be used as 
a basis foe workshop and course subject content, for case studies to 
be used as primary teaching materiaLs, and for d1recting further field 
study activities which the staff of the Programme or Lhose learning at 
l ho I' 1 O\J r .. Hm11c will undc 1 t1.1ke. 
An l~portant part of this element will also be the search foe 
reluvc~nt. management materials growing out of expt:l ic11c~s in ott1er 
developing countr1es -- books, articles and cases - - which already 
exist . When necessary they will be translated into Bengali. A 
llbrary of materials, gent:rated both from the Pcogr .. n.me ' s own 
activities as well as from outs1de experiences will be built. 
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Programme Element 2 -- Experimental Field Laboratories 
The field laboratory is the core of the learning process. The 
field laboratories will be local systents in which development 
programmes are being undertaken. In the selected laboratories the 
Pcogramntt:! otaff will participate with government, NCOs and villayers 
in planning and implementing a programme. An important role of the 
Programme participants will be to carefully document management and 
field implementation processes and to feed back the observations for 
discussion by key participants to facilitate ihdividual and Programme 
leorning . 
D.u.r.iD9 .tb.e .f.i.U.t .tb.r.e.e y.e11n of the Pcogran.me the health, 
fisheries and livestock work areas will provide tbe principal area for 
the experimental field laboratories. The government's immunization 
effort, for instance, will provide many potential fi.eld laboratory 
settings in which villagers, government health workers, and NGOs will 
be cooperating. The health system is currently undertak1ng, 1n 
collaboration with a number of NGOs, a national progran~e designed to 
immunize by the year 1990 every woman of childbearing age against 
tetanus, and to immunize every infant and child in t ile country against 
the six m .. in killer childbood dh>eases . 'l'he .aim of Lite government 
health sy!ltem is not only to succes~:~ful~y complelt: '-' one ti me 
immunization campaign but to design and in1plement a system to continue 
the immunizations in the villages on a regular, systematic basis as 
new babies are born and new women reach child bearing age. 
'l'o s1.1cceed in the immunization effort the health system will have 
to activate all of its levels, particularly those at the upazlla and 
union levels who are the most remote from the Programn1e. Also 
• 
required for the success of the Programme will be extraordinary 
understanding, collaboration and participation by village people . 
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Several NGO ' s are assisting t-he government ln this etfort and 
have developed a wide variety of different strategies. For example, 
CARE has made plans to assist the government by providing technical 
assistance and training in logistics and planning at national, 
district and upazila levels . 
NGOs also have projects on fisheries and livestock~, which are 
mainly implemented in cooperation with the Government livestock and 
fisheries department functionaries from the Opazila to the national 
level. Such projects are mainly for the uplift of the rural poor. 
BRAC organized village groups have been operating 111any projects on 
fisheries and livestock where cooperation of the Government is very 
cruc~al. For instance many derelict ponds have been brought under 
fish cultivation, large scale poultry and livestock (cow rearing, 
vaccination, medication and treatment) schemes have been taken up at 
the village leveL There are now 20-25 thousand village women in BRAC 
areas, generating income through poultry rearing and vaccination 
programme. But inspite of all these projects it seems that there is a 
lot to do in upgrading the management of these programmes which will 
definitely make the schemes and projects more efficient and effective . 
The above dtfferent NGO strategies on health, fisheries and 
livestock activities and other areas, as they are impl.:mented (and 
others which may be discovered) will provide excellent- l~~rning 
laboratories. In such situations, activities can be observed and 
documented with special attention to those activities which seem to 
lead to effective system actions. In the BRAC situation, in addit1on 
to general documentation of what is effective and what is not, several 
upazilas can be selected as mote active experimental laboratories. 
I.n the laboratory upazilas various kinds of implementat1on 
strateg1c:s will be tried and their succes:ses and failure :; documented. 
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An iterative process of implementation and self-assessment will take 
place. Attention will be given by the Centre staff during this 
process to help participants (health, livestock and fisheries oEflcers 
at va rious l evels, BRAC workers, and Village l:lealtb Committee 
leaders) to define relationships in support of both temporary and 
sustained collaboration . 
A series of diagnostic and planning seminars and workshops will 
be held with health system officials based on the initial systems 
analysis and on the documentation and case materials as they are 
developed . Different groupings of participants would be involved 
depending on the dif ferent issues and concerns that arise. Out of 
these activities various task force groups might be formed to further 
develop and implement action plans. 
To the extent that Government officials have found the 
documentation and learning from the experimental Opazilas useful, t hey 
might be receptive to the idea of holding a series of ruore intensive 
and comprehensive strategic planning workshops to examine ways of 
utilizing the learning on activities in other Upazilas and also, 
perhaps, to think about expanding the learning or the learning method 
to other activities of the health , fisheries and livestock management 
system. Out of t he initial labor~tory learning experiences it would 
be decided whether to expand to other intensive field sites. 
Two key questions will focus the Programme activities in the 
laboratory upazilas : 1) how can local development workers and 
government officials structure their roles and act~vities ~.itb~D 
~~.i~tlD9 P~O~~~~~l ~og ~~~o~z~e ~9D~~~§iota to be more productive and 
responsive to the needs of the poor, and 2) what are the key needs a.nd 
opportunities for .c~d~n.t.a.t.i.on SJf S.UPJ?.O.C.t.ib9 P.Ol ..i. . .c.i..e.s_. P~.O~f:Cll.r~.s .. 
.IIDY .a~mio.i.st.r.at.iY~ syst~ws to ~llow and encouiage sig nif icant 
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improven1ents in the performance of such officials in support of local 
development based on equitable distribution of those services and 
benefits intended to reach all the people, not just the more powerful. 
Where work with regard to the first question reveals proven 
possibilities, attention will be given to the use of the Programme 
resources to support the communication of these possibilities to other 
officials throughout the country and to stimulating the necessary 
motivation. This might be through assisting in the development of 
appropriate training modules and the training of trainers for the 
institutions responsible for the career development and training of 
such officers (where such institutions exist) or it might provide the 
basis for courses to be offered by the Programme itself. 
Programme Element 3 - In-Service Educat~on 
Beginning in the later part of year one or early in year two, 
special courses of one to six weeks will be introduced to meet the 
needs of managers from government and private voluntary agencies. 
These cours es will acquaint participants with the management concepts 
and metho~s which have emerged as needing special att~ntion, will 
strengthen their management skills and their vallle commitments, and 
wi~l help build a basis for effective inter-agency cooperation. The 
targeting of these courses, as well as the definition of topics and 
development of teaching materials, will be directed to specific needs 
identified in the experimental laboratories, and detailed in the 
research and documentation efforts. They will be a primary instrument 
of the Programme for building a group of Dtanagers committed t o 
achieving productive programmes. The first groups of n1anagers will be 
from the health system and from NGO ' s working in health Qctivities. 
The courses will be based on the management needs and problems 
identified in the immunization and other health programs . Subsequent 
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groups will be from the livestock and fisheries systems and from NGOs 
working in these sectors . 
In the health system, alone, for example, thrHe are over 100,000 
employees, including some 4,000 officers having managerial 
responsibilities. Of these managers, approx~mately 2,300 are at 
district and upazila levels . Almost all are doctors with no 
management training. In the 17 districts to be covered by BRAC's 
Child Survival Program there are approximately 200 health system 
managers who will be actively involved, many of whom may be willing to 
participate in management development activities. Similarly, there are 
as many as 1,500 livestock and 900 fisheries offioerxs working at 
district and upazila level. Also, there are some 450 active NGO's now 
working in Bangladesh. Of these over half are engaged in health, 
fishe r ies and livestock activities. The leaders of many of these 
efforts are seeking management assistance, also. To the extent that 
the health system learning laboratories, and the documentation of 
experiences in tttem, provides useful material for n1anagen1ent courses, 
courses will be offered to help meet the need. 
It is anticipated that the courses will incorporate a co1nbination 
of campus based and field approaches. For example, a six week's 
cour~>e 1111-JhL llt: 9iven in three, two we<:k UtolluleH "'o lltuL Lllc 
goverhment officiaLs and NGO workers could continue their regular 
work assignments between modules and also could beg in to apply some of 
their learning in practical situations. Another model might be formal 
course work alternated with field assignments especially designed to 
a.pply methods and concepts learned in the classroom. 'l'he core idea is 
action learning. Course participants will be visited regularly in the 
field by the Programme staff to appraise management progress and 
facilitate the application of learning to field situations. 
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The course contents and learning materials used will be based on 
experiences from practical work in the field and w1ll be larg~ly based 
on cases developed in the experimental laboratorie~. Relevant 
manag~:lll.:m:: lJ.terature and theoretical constructs and 1maghts w1ll be 
related to the field based cases. The courses will b~ intensive and 
the pdctlcipation and study 110rnts will be simil~t lu lho~e pioneered 
in the Harvard University international middle manager seminars in 
which the managers work in smal l teams to analyze difficult cases. 
Their schedule is demanding and rigorous, the learning is exceptional. 
Each year more course work will be offered and by year fouL, the 
f irst longer term post-graduate educationa~ opportunity for young 
managers who are preparing themselves for career advancement in NGOs 
or in government agencies may be offered. The structure and content 
of the courses in the •rural manager" programme will ~e determined by 
the needs and opportunities identified during the first three years of 
the Programme. 
Examples of subject areas that will be included are planning with 
flexibility, financial management, effective supervision and 
motivation, project appraisal, rural structures and relationsh1ps, 
management of conflict, coalition building, rapid rural appra1sal, 
partici~:~ ... Livc decision making, pert:ormano~; and pcojt:Cl eva luation , and 
monitoring. The length of the course will be from nine months to one 
year and will combine field and classroom learning. 
Programme Element 4 - Field Follow-up and E~perience Sharing 
The fourth programme element will be several activiti~s which 
might be referred to as field follow-up and experience Hhdring. By 
the third year a Newsletter will be in1t1ated, wh1ch will serve a's 
vehicle for follow-up with those who have attended work~ltops and 
courses and for the sharing of experience among development htanagers 
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throughout various parts of the country . It will be targeted 
primarily to public and private agencies at district and local upazila 
levels, but will be distributed throughout Bangladesh to interested 
persons working at central and intermediate levels as well. It wj l 
provide broad dissemination of experiences learned in the 
laboratories, cou rses and related research. Development and 
application of improved management systems suitable to local 
administration will be documented in simple fashion to support easy 
replication. The Newsletter, will be published in Bengali and, if 
sufficient demand is indicated, in English. 
The Programme faculty will also do personal follow-up activities 
with NGO and government managers who have worked together in the 
learning laboratories or who have attended workshops, courses or other 
Centre learning programmes. Follow-up will be done by personal 
visitation to work settings , and by small field based follow-up 
sessions o f mdnag~rs from neighboring areas. 
ProgralltUle t::l<!ment 5 - Consultative Services to othe.r Organizations 
Beginning and the end of year three, and drawing on experience in 
the field la~oratories, suppotting conuultutivc ~nd poLuibly f1eld 
training assistance will be offered to o~her Organizdtlons who are 
engaged in development activities in health, livestock, fishedes and 
other sectors. Help will be offered to them to develop the management 
policies, procedures, and staff capabilities to work e(fectively. The 
services will be made available selectively (within resource 
constraints) • 
Such consultative services could take several forms, for exa~ple, 
1) organization development consultat-ion in which a Programme faculty 
member works intensively in an organization for a short period (one to 
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three months) reeding back to the organization hls or her 
observations, 2) a multi-oomponertt s~t of ucllvities in which va rious 
related organilations working on community problems would hold joint 
planning meetings or workshops, or tr .. inincJ session:; with the help of 
th1: Ptvyrullllli<= po:tson, Qt 3) sy~.;Lt::na un .. dy:.; l "· 111 Wllldl llu; Proyranunt:: 
person would assi>Jt the organizut1ons ua .. nalyz1nq the1 r own systemn 
and the interrelationships among r.:lated sytJten•s. 
2.2 Development Plan and Su!Ullaacy of Proposed Activities by Years 
The plan for the development of the Programme is t o begin snaaJ.1, 
the faculty in residence the fitst year will be three ~Drsons, and "" 
additional two persons will be in m11nagen1ent stud1es l_.)rogrammes 
outside of Bangladesh . The faculty in res1dence will be supported by 
research assistants and administri!tive st .. ff. Tiley ~dll be housed in 
rented facilities for the first yec.r while perman~:nt facllities c:aro:: 
being constructed. The first year's concentration will be on setung 
up learning laboratories, pursuing field activities, developing cases 
and other learning muteClals, and beginnuag the building of a 
reference llbrary of relevant management materials . 
rn Lite second yeur additionul faculty c1nd SUf-pO!tJ.ve: stafl: will 
be added lo muke a strength of Uve [?rofo::sl'.lonals in u . .. idenc..: <anu 
lwv .. ud 1. a.-1 j,lcl:.uu:. ~~~ <.~Lu<ly I:'IU':Jl"""""~. 'l'hc .... L avlllc:. will '" " 
continu;1tion of the first year but .addltioual short couases, 
workshops, and seminars w.Lll be added. 
By the third year it is hope;d that seven professlon..tl staff will 
be in residf:nct . Activities wiJJ be expc1nded to additional lei!rning 
lc.bOtdtucies, 1note work~;hop und .:utn::.c: uifo::t.ila<Ji:i ulad l v LiL,;t 
publication of the Programme Newsletter con>:>ldeced essential to 
facil1tate a continuing rel .. tlonship with p~tticipants and for shc.ring 
successful field experiences . By Lhe eud vi th1s year a careful 
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evaluat1on of the progress made by the Progranune 10 its tust three 
years will b~ undertaken JOintly with the donor agenc1cs. 
The following is a sumn•c~ry tc~ule ot tho:- actlVlllefl planned for 
each of tl1e fit~t tht~~ yuuru. The descr1pt1on 91VcJI c~uove c~nd th1s 
summary <Itt: pr.,t.ent:ed w1th the ro:-c~lJ:c:dtion Lhcil l:ilHCc th(: undecguilln<J 
philosophy .md method of the Programme 1s experience bu!wd learning, 
the plan is not intended as a bluepr1nt but Is indicative of what is 
intended. 
Year One (Pc~culty in res1dence: 3 pro[~;;sionals. At lec~bt two 
additional persons will be assigned in educ~tlonal pr~cesses 
prepatc~tory to becom1ng faculty mc.mbers). 
A. Two to three upazilas w1ll be selected as "laborutory 
upazilas". 'l'he emphas1s for research and documentation in 
these upazilas will be on the health, fisheties and l1vestock 
managen1cnt systems. 
B. Cc~ses from the labotatory upuzilas w1ll be developed as 
learn1ng materials . 
C. Other learning Ututen .. ls b""ed on th~ d~cuml'ttlcatl~n frono the 
laboratories will be developed . 
D. Lly lh" nuddl.: uf tlo<! ycur th~< t1rst wotktd1up,; ... nd t.o.:ullnurs 
to feetl back and cb.scuss the process docunoentat:ion icom the 
J.aboraLu•y upu:lilas will be hc:J.d . Lly the lalte< putt 01 lhc 
year courst; modules which are cel:lpon~lve to needs which 
appcC~r In tlot; 11~ld wtll be dev~lope~. 
1::. '' •, LI.JH:~< courses w1ll bo:- otte<ed lo au;to 1-: t und upaz1J.a 
health, f1~her1es and llvestock munagers and to heblth, 
hsheries & 11 vest~ck managers from tlelect&<d NGOs. 
F. During the year taculty development activities will be 
emphioosized. 
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G. A management library will be established and first 
acquisitions ma~e. 
Year Two (5 faculty in residence and 2 additional persons involved in 
preparatory educational processes). 
A. Continuing work in the health system with system research 
and process documentation. 
B. Purlher development of cases and other learning n~terials. 
c. workshops, seminars and short courses offered in response to 
health, fisheries & livestock system needs. 
D. Faculty development will continue. 
Year Three (7 Staff Professionals in residence) . 
A. Learning laboratories in other sectors will be identified 
and documentation work begun . 
B. Cases and other materials developn~nt will conLinue . 
C. Workshops, seminars, and cou.rses of va-rious lengths and 
subjects will be offered in responses to demands from the field. 
D. Newsletter will be initiated . 
E. Field followup of participants begirts. 
F. Continuing faculty development. 
G. First major review of the Programme conducted jointly by t he 
donor agencies and BRAC . 
2 . 3 Professional Staff Develop1uent. and Institutional Culture 
It is important that the Programme develops and sustains a unique 
insti tuti onal culture consistent with its purposes. The professional 
staff will inevitably be the primacy conveyo rs ot th&s culture. This 
makes their selection and induction into the Programme particularly 
1mpoct:.ant. 'l' h~y must exhibit uncommon competence Ln their f~elds , 
discipline 1n their work habits, and commitmt:!ut to the creution of a 
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just and ~ore prosperous Bangladesh, based on local self-reliance and 
empowerment. ~·ulthermore they must be WJ.lling to dedJ.cate th~mselves 
fully to the work of the Programme . To avoid the distractions ot 
outside consulting, salary levels must be adequate to compensate for 
the loss of external consulting and to attract top quality people, 
yet not so high as to attract those only interested in maximizing 
income. 
The educational programmes of the Programme wil l be designed to 
instill a strong work discipline among participants and will demand 
the same of the professional staff. The use of participat¢ry learning 
methods will clearly distinguish the courses from those of the 
universities with which most of its students will have been 
acquainted . 
Early orientation and development of professional staff will be 
given careful attention . Those who come without formal management 
education w~ll be sent abroad for appropriate periods to intensive 
courses of known international stature such as those offered by the 
rndian Institute of Management at Ahmedabad, and the Asian Institute 
of Management in the Phillipines, where they will be exposed to 
management and at least partially to some of the learning methods 
which will be used by the Programme. 
Professional staff without prior experience in communily level 
intervention will be provided wi th initial field experience in BRAC 
projects . All will be engaged in field work and analysis in the 
Programme ' s field laboratories . 
2.4 The Onique Nature of the Proposed Progran~e 
~b~ Fr~g~~~ ~ill ~ ~ c~Y~l9Pn~nr ins~i;~i~n I~th~r ~bDn D 
.li~D~~ntJQn~l J:I.CiiQ!:UU.C inni.t.I.U;JQn. Conventional academic institutions 
con~only ex1st as enclaves within which individual faculty members 
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pursue their individual teaching and research interests, and 
individual stuCJents pursue education leading to formal creqentials. 
Their governance and management structures are primarily lntended to 
insure the autonomy of the individual faculty n1ember, control access 
to faculty lll••lubcrship, and set quality standurds [or .lClJU.i ring 
credentials . 'l'he P"t"Ogramme for Dev"'lOiJrnent of !<ural Mc.u .. yots w.Ul not 
be an academic institution in this sense. Rather it is a development 
centre which seeks to achieve intentional beneficial changes in its 
environment. The governance and management structures must support 
effective teamwork in pursuit of well defined goals through a mutually 
accep~ed strategy. 
l'b11 l'L~9.rllniUI.!l Jo'jll l:l.e g.eg.i~.at.e9 .tS! .an ll~.tlgo PiU>.eg d.eY.el,gpro.en.t 
st.rllt.egy . While the Programme will learn from whatever individuals 
and institutions have knowledge and experience relevant Lo its 
purposes, it does not exist to transfer pre-packaged knowledge to 
Bangladesh from external sources. It will be deeply grounded in 
Bangladesh experience and aspirations. Its primacy means for 
developing its own competence will be through engaging its faculty as 
active participants in social learning processes grounded in the rural 
reality of llangl.adesh. Foreign management t raining will be used 
sparingly and selectively, as a supplement to , ruther u,,u, <1 
substi~ute for, such participation. 
l'.b~ ..P~guniJII£: )~.ill hi!Yf: il ~Jl.C.i~l ~lllUii..tiDf:D.t . 'rhe Progranune will 
exist to beneJ'it people anq the achj.evement of its purposes will 
depend on the skills and creativity of the professional staff who 
focus their attention on lnstitutlons, institutional capac1ties and 
committed individuals. 1ts aim will be to facilitate inst1tution 
based learning processes through whic h Baugladesh carl Ct..:dle 
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institutional settings and management ~ctions appropriate to the 
reality and aspirations of rural people. 
b Js~y .:;.tn.t.esY Q£ .tb.e l'.rQ£J.t.!lnliD~ ~U ~ s;Ag.r.e .b.uHg.i og.. The 
inservice educational programme and the followup and advisory 
activities will be designed to build concentrations of con.mltted 
mana<Jers jn cert .. ln agencio:u and prclyrunuu<:u uuJ [JclcuL Lu :.~up;>utl 
learning based institutional change processes. Intensive and 
s ustained fol lvw- up ot participants will be provided. The Newsletter, 
Journal and special follow-up visitations and seminars w1ll b~ 
important vehicles to serve this end • 
.f'.in~.ing ntQg.el.:> .fQ~ .tb.e l'.t29UnliD.l: .i!ii g.i.ff.iS<.Yl.t".. There are a smaU 
number of manggement institutes in the third world which have 
undertaken to address the special needs of rural development managers. 
The methods and approaches they have developed are still highly 
experintental . 'Xhe Programme being proposed here appears to be the 
first to be designed as a resource insLitutt direcLed svecilically and 
exclusively to the unique needs of rural development programmes which 
seek to empower the rural poor to take an active part in their own 
upliftment. It w~ll be the first to have a staff and programnte 
strategy based on social learning concepts. 
2.5 Management and Staffing Plan 
The Progttumne will have a professional stc.ff supported py an 
adinistrative and services staff. The professional staff will. include 
the Programme Director, faculty, research assistants, librarian and 
translators . Translators are required because al.most all materials to 
be used with participants must be in Bengali. In order to provide 
trainees access to case or other ntaterials from other developing 
countries or aspects oe management literature published in other 
countries, translations into Bengali will be required. Research 
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assistants who will work with faculty meJnbers in the Lield 
laboratories are needed to assist with process documentation, and case 
fact gathering. 
The professional staff and Programme activities will be supported 
by an administrative officer, clerical assistants , accountants and a 
small services staff of drivers, couriers and messengers. As 
activities of the Programme grow (seminars, workshops, and courses) 
the administrative and maintenance s taff will be increased. By the 
second year when the Programme's residential facilities are completed 
and the professional staff and the Programme activilies have en~acged, 
the requirement for administrative and service staff will grow 
COI')COmitantly. 
The following chart outlines personnel requirements over the 
three years: 
3 Year Personnel Chart 
fiiJ! 1 fiU 2 'X!;ll! J 
~il.QDD.el .S.tu.f : 
Programme Director 1 1 1 
Faculty 3 5 7 
Research Assistants 2 2 2 
SeClCt<lry 1 l 2 
Typ~sts 1 2 2 
Logistica Manager l l l 
Guard 2 2 4 
Driver 1 2 3 
Cook and helper 1 2 2 
Total: 13 18 24 
-- ~" = 
2.6 Consultative Group 
The Programme will establish a consultative group made up of 
carefully ~elected national and international experts on various 
aspects of management and management education. Experts with 
experience in management, dnd in building learning institutions in the 
third world will be selected. The group will be small, 5 to 7 
persons, and each individual will be of high caliber and international 
reputation. The purpose of the group will be to advise the Programme 
at crucial stages of its development and to review its activities. 
Members will visit the Programme at least twice annually Lhe first two 
years , and once annually thereafter to observe developments and join 
with the director and professional staff in evaluation and forward 
planning . 
2 . 7 Evaluation 
Since the Programme's philosophy and operation will be grounded 
in the learning theory approach, continuous self evaluation of all 
activities will be the norm. In~ernal evaluation will be an ongoing 
process conduc~ed through staff meetings , participant discussions, 
regular documentation of field activities, and participants 
evaluations at the conclusion of every seminar, workshop, and course . 
A major external evaluation, conducted jointly by the donors and 
BRAC, will be held at the end of the third yedr. Annual evaluations 
will be done by the Research and Evaluation Division of BRAC. 
2.8 Facilities 
During the f~rst year, che MDP will be housed in rented 
facilities in Dhaka . Spaces for offices, library, seminars, wo rkshops 
and courses will be rented on a temporary basis while facilities are 
being constructed. One MDP training facility will be built in Dhaka. 
The facilities will provide accommodations for 30 participants in 
field and will include seminar rooms, class rooms, library, common 
rooms, dining hall, canteen, garages, and offices. ThiL~y small, but 
adequate, private rooms will be provided for participants. 
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VI . VULNERABLE GROUP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
.In.t..rQ.!ll.l{:.t.is>n 
Large numbers of rural people receiving a better quality of 
service and, in a shorter space of time, through a joint effort of 
BRAC and government departments in implementing large scale sectoral 
programmes in critical areas such as health, employment and income 
generation1 and, as a result of experience gained in such cooperation, 
future government programmes designed and implemented to better s~rve 
the needs of BRAC's own target group, the landless poor. 
Poverty in Bangladesh is so pervasive and its consequences, so 
devastating that early and massive action is required on the broadest 
front possible. There is a need for all organizations - governmental, 
non-governmental and private to be brought together in an attack on 
poverty and for the positive experience of each to be made readily 
available to others. BRAC bas achieved a fair measure of success in 
its progr<ntulle specifically targeted to the landless. Much has been 
learned about how to conscientiae, organize, train, extend credit to, 
and raise the incomes of members of this group. BRAC, recognizing the 
resource and other constraints to NGO action on a wide scale, has 
begun to s4are this experience through cooperation with government 
departments ~n implementing their programmeD. Such c ooverative 
programmes to be implemented in 1990-92 form part of this 
presentation: VUlnerable Group Developme1H Programme. rt is expec ted 
that the wol[len by engaging in Poultry and Livestock Programme will be 
able to earn an income equal to the cost of the wheat received as 
monthly ration. 
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~oultry and Livestock Programme 
Objective(s) 
1 . Creating income earning opportunities in household poultry 
raising for 89,440 poor women between 1990 and 1992. 
2. Helping prepare Gover'!ment Departments of Relief and 
Rehabilitation and Livestock for the effcient utilization of food 
aid and the provision of associated services and facilities in 
improving the lot of the poorest of Lhe rural ~our, tt.e landless 
and, in particular, the won1en members of the group. 
Background and Justification 
For some years the government bas implemented a mul ti-donor food 
aid programme, the Vulnerable Group Development Programme (VGD), foe 
destitute women . Each woman eligible to participate in the programme 
is entitled t o a monthly ration of 31 . 25 kg of wheat. The intention 
that this ration should be used to help create self-reliance for the 
women was only partially realized due to the lack of relevant 
government experience and needed complementary resources . Women did 
eat better during the two years period when food aid was received but, 
were little better prepared for meeting future food needs. 
rn 1985, the BRAC Integrated oevelop01ent Programr11E: i n Manikganj, 
sensing the possibilities of using the (VGD) whe&t ratLon in a 
progranmlt.: to ~mi.Jrove the lot of the women, entered into a coopecati ve 
arrangem~nt with the government implement1ng agency, the Directorate 
of Relief and Rehabilitation (ORR) • The wheat ration was used as an 
incentive to motivate women to undergo skills training ln embroidery, 
seri-culture, vegetable gardening and poultry rearing, along with 
literacy, health and nutrition education . Women did acquire skills 
and did put them to work in earning some income. It soon became 
apparent, however, that training in itself was not sufficient to' make 
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a significant difference in the lives of the women. Out of this 
realization came the BRAC designed p~ogramrne for 1hcome Generation foz 
(VGD) Women, focusing exclusively on poultry rearing and involving a 
cooperative ~ffort of ORR, the Oepaztment of Livestock (DOLl and BRAC. 
The programme initiated in August 1987 will, by the end of 1988, have 
enabled 30,000 women to earn income from participating, in one way or 
another in poultry raising . The three partjes involved are so 
satisfied with results to date that an expansion of the programme is 
planned for the period 1990-92. What is expected to be achieved, the 
activities to be undertaken, the targets, inputs and budgetary 
requ~rements and the mode of cooperation between the three pa rties are 
the subjects of the activities section which follows. 
Activities 
ORR, DOL, and BRAC will join forces in implementing an 18-month 
cycle programme to train and other-wise support VGO women in 
developing household poultry enterprises intended to generate 
sustainable monthly income, roughly equivalent in value to the 31.25 
kg wheat ration. In the process, the three co-sponsors will learn 
from each other much that can strengthen their future programmes, 
whether independently or cooperatively iui!.Jl!!mented, to bet~er serve 
the needs of the poor and, especially women. 
The components of the programme are: training; distribution of 
eggs, chicks and cocks of producti9e breeds; supply of vaccine and 
disease prevention and control; savings and credit; and, follow-up 
support. 
~~.irung will prepare the women to earn income through 
involvement in one or several aspects of poultry rearing: (l) as a 
poultry worker cum vaccinator, deriving income of approximately Tk.l50 
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per month from fees charged other village women for innoculat~on 
services; (2) as a key reare r and keeper of a flock of at least nine 
hens and one cock, providing an income potential of Tk. 150 per month; 
and, depending on subsequent success and experience, (3) as a model 
rearer operating a mini-farm of 20- 30 hens and three cocks with a 
monthly income potential of Tk . 150; or (4) as a chick reat"er raising 
200 day old chicks to two months of age and selling them to realise 
Tk . 400 of t ncorne per month. 
Selection, and methods of training for the various types of 
involvement are as follows : 
1. . Poultry workers cum vaccinators - at least one woman (or more, 
depending on number of poultry cearers) is selected from each 
village to undergo six days of training by a Uoctor of Veterinary 
·Medicine (DVM) to learn innoculation/vaccination procedures, 
other aspects of disease prevention and control and, husbandry 
practices and, subsequently, to receive one day of refresher 
training each month fo r the two year duration of the programme. 
2 . Key rearer - every woman , participating in the programme, not 
trained as a poultry worker cum vaccinator is trained, initially, 
as a key rearer in one of two ways - (a) as one of 10 persons 
selected from each village, as the first to receive training and 
become a promotor and demonstrator, for three days of training by 
the DVM in scientific poultry husbandry practices for successful 
poultry rearing or, (b) for all others, tcaining in the villages 
in groups of 25 by the Programme Organizers (POs) giving three 
days of training and three days of field wor~ in sequence; and, 
subsequently, all key rearers receive one day of refresher 
training every two months for the two year duration of the 
prograntme . 
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3. Model rearers are selected, successful key rearers, given five 
days of specialized traini.ng by a DVM or senior PO and; 
subsequently given · one day of refresher training every three 
months. 
4. Chick rearers are selected, successful key rearers, given 10 days 
of specialized training by a DVM, including classroom instruction 
and work in a chick rearing unit and, subsequently, given two 
days of refresher training every three months. 
It is considered desirable that ~~~~~tjy~ ~~~g~ ~! 9~~l~~Y be 
us~d in the programme and that their introduction be through supply of 
eggs1 chicks or, of cocks to upgrade local breeds. DOL supplies the 
chicks or cocks free of charge • 
. Priority attention is given to gi~~a~~ p~~Y~Dti~ AOg ~~D~~~ 
DOL provides the vaccines free of charge . The trained poultry workers 
cum vaccinators, who ace not paid a salary, do the vaccinations and 
collect a fee of Tk. 0.15 to 0.25 per bird. Vaccines are distributed 
to the workers in each village once a month to ensure a regular 
programme of vaccination. 
A ~gyjog~ ~~IDPOD~D~ bas been introduced into the programme, 
reflecting BRAC's philosophy of mobilizihg, and providing training in 
use of individual and local resources as preparation for use of 
external credits . Savings are deposited in a local bank with each 
(VGD) member given a pass book. Withdrawals may be made only for 
investment in the poultry enterprise. Unfortunately, the average 20 
taka per month savings of the women are inadequate for investment in a 
poultry enterprise of sufficient scope to efficiently utilize their 
skills and experience in producing the desired level of income. Lac~ 
of credit has en1erged as a major Q.bstacle to achievement of the income 
objective established for the programme. It is anticipated that a 
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government loan fund, to be operated on the basis of BRAC experience, 
will become available and resolve this problem in the 1990~92 
programme period . 
To ensure that what is initiated in the two year programme cycle 
is continued, emphasis is placed on development of DOL and ORR 
capacities to !2ll2~-~p wi~b PXQgXaiDID~ p~~ti~ip~nt~. Among the many 
indicatocs of satisfactory progress to be monitored regularly are 
sanitary conditions and health of birds , proper feeding, maintenance 
of the required flock size and productive breeds and, achievement of 
target income. Where problems are found, DOL and ORR will provide the 
services and facilities for their correction. 
The respective responsibilities of ORR, DOL and BRAC in 
. 
cooperative implementation of the programme are summarized below: 
Livestock 
Department 
BRAC 
- Training - Motivation 
- Supply of vacci- - Organization 
nes and veter-
inary medicines - Training 
Relief and Rehabilitation 
Department 
- Selection of VGD 
participants 
- Wheat distribution 
- Supervision 
- Supply of eggs, - Delivery of inputs 
cocks and chicks - Follow-up 
- Supervision 
Savings and credit 
- Supervision 
- Follow-up 
BRAC staff required to discharge its responsibilities in the 
programme consist of a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (DVM) assisted by 
three Programme Organizers (POs), to be assigned to each upazila . 
Coord1nacion between the three cooperating parties is assured 
through: 
(1) Monthly meetin9s of upazila level coordination committees, 
chaired by the Opazila Livestock Officer. 
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(2) Quarterly meetings of the District Coordination Committee, 
chaired by the Deputy Commissioner . 
(3) Ad-hoc meetings between 8RAC and ministry(ies) staff as required . 
The target for expansion of the eighteen-month cycle programme in 
the 1990-92 period is for coverage of 64 upazilas on a phased 
basis with the programme initiated in 32 additional upazilas in 
1990 , and 32 in 1991 . What this expansion means in terms of 
numbers of women involved in various capacities is given in 
Table-4 . 
Table 4 1 Expansion plan in terms of numbers of key cearers, poultry 
workers and chick rearers, by years and in total, 1990-92 
Years of 18 
months cycle 
1990 
1991 
1992 
Total 
Key rearers Poultry wo~:ke~:s Chick rearers Total 
24,000 3,200 220 27,520 
27,000 3,600 360 30,960 
27,000 3,600 360 30 ,960 
78 , 000 10,400 1,040 89. 440 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Inputs and Budgetary Requi~:ements 
BRAC participation in this programme in 1990-92 will require 
professional staff as indicated below: 
D.b~ 
1990 
1991 
1992 
.PY~.S 
32 
32 
32 
~Q.!.~ 
96 
96 
96 32 
SllYE]l S.TAFF 
32 
32 
32 
Livestock Development Programme 
It ib proposed that BRAC will coope~:ate with government in 
implementing a livestock programme, roughly similar to the poultry 
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programme. While details remain to be worked out,·the main components 
of the proposed programme would likely be:(l} training of cadres as 
Village b~sed veterinary workers (VVW} and as ward-based rural 
veterinary workers (RVW); (2) training of cattle rearers; and (3) 
organizing supporting vaccination, artificial insemination and credit 
services. 
This·programme is to be initiated after further experience is 
acquired in implementing the poultry programme. Budgetary provision 
is not included in the presentation of the Programme of work and 
Budget for 1990-92. 
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VII, CENTRAL SUPPORT SERVICES 
Successful implementation of field activities requires, in 
addition to a qualified and dedicated field staff, effective central 
leadership, policy direction, and administrative services along with 
easily accessible and timely technical support, continuously adjusted 
to meet the chdnging needs of field action. 'l'echnical support 
services based at Headquarters (or in the case of training, in 
regions) are those that cannot be developed economically and at the 
desired level of quality at each and every field location. Currently 
su~b services are provided by Headquarters units or programmes as 
follo111s: the Research a.nd evaluation Division (RED); and the Rural 
Ente~rises Project (REP) • Following consideration of the overall 
organizational structure and management system, each of these are the 
subjects of treatment in succeeding sections of this p~ese.ntation. 
1. Organization and Management 
The organization and management scheme for the Rural Development 
Programme needs to be seen in the context of the scheme for managing 
BRAC programmes and functions as a whole. BRAC ' s organizational 
structure as of mid - 1988 (and expected to be retained as 
implementation of the 1990-92 programme begins) is given i n tabular 
form in Annex I and, as an organogram in Annexes II and III. All in 
all, the structure and management system are non-bureaucratic in 
character. A General Body and a Governing Body exist but, in practice, 
their functions are largely delegated to the Executive Director, whom 
the latter appoint. The Executive Director is thus the policy and 
management decision maker. Senior staff members, bearing titles such 
as coordinator, director, manager, leader (depending upon grade) are 
in charge of programmes, projects or functions and report directly to 
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the Executive Director. Each has a very small number of professional 
supporting staff. The total at Headquarters is only 100. 
An organogram, attached as Annex IV, gives the Headquarters to 
village level scheme and the staff involved-in implementing the Rural 
Development Programme . A Programme Coordinator, reporting to the 
Executive Director, is in charge. Be is assisted currently by four 
Regional Managers stationed at Headquarters. With the expansion of 
the programme proposed for 1990-92, the number of Regional Managers 
will be inc rea sed to 6 and they will be posted to select ed field 
locations. Each Regional Manager will be in charge of 10-12 BRAC Area 
Oftices, the unit directly responsible for work in the villages . An 
Area Office will be headed by a Manager, assisted by three Programme 
Organisers (POs) with general responsibilities. An additional 
Programme Organiser is specifically assigned to the Non-Formal Primary 
Education activity. Programme Oganisers in turn, are as sisted by 
Palli Sheboks/Shebikas assigned to each Area Office. They are locally 
recruited with the expectation that they will remain in the villages 
to support the Village Organizations. 
As will have been surmised from the above account , ~RAC's 
administrative structure ends with the Area Office. Each Office is 
responsible for approximately 50 villages, in each of wh i ch two 
Village Organizations, one for men and one for ~omen may be created. 
It is in creation of the Village Organizations - and the credit, 
training, resource mobilization and other activities which are 
developed around them - that BRAC makes its basic contribution to 
improving the lot of the landless. The processes have been described 
in the sections on Institution Building and, on Credit, Employment and 
Income Generation . 
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2 . RESEARCH AND EVALOATION DIVISION (RED) 
Objective 
Timely provision of the objective data and analytical information 
base for management decisions on programme content, design and 
modalities of implementation needed to ensure maximum impact and 
efficiency in improving levels of living of the landless. 
Background and Justification 
The Research and Evaluation Division (RED), initiated in 1975 as 
a single employee service unit, has grown into a competent, 
professional research and evaluation division. current staff 
comprises 13 professionals, including three Pb.Ds, and 10 tabulators 
at t~e Head Offi ce and 50 field based research investigators. 
'l,'be need for a research facility in BRAC derives from its vo:ry 
nature as an expanding and innovative organisation. Resource 
limitations demand that a continuing search be mounted for more 
effective and less costly ways to achieve the desired expansion. New 
approaches and new techniques must be conceptualized, applied in the 
field, analyzed and modified for wider application. RED has 
demonstrated its capacity to meet these needs through undertaking five 
kinds of studies: 
(1) Baseline/bench mark surveys - Information is collected from a 
particular area, before BRAC intervenes, on the pre-proqranll!te 
situation against which progress in subsequent implementation can 
be measured . 
(2) Monitoring studies - On-going programmes are kept under 
continuous review with the aim of providing management the 
information needed to make timely adjustment in any actions not 
proceeding according to plan. 
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(3) Diagnostic studies - address particular problems identified in 
programme implementation, seek to ascertain causes and suggest 
solutions. 
(4) Impact-evaluation studies - analyse and assess the outcome of an 
intervention at a specified time(s) following completion of 
implementation. 
(5) Pol;cy oriented studies - Particular situations are analysed from 
a management point of view to ascertain the extent to which 
polices are being implemented and the extent their impact is as 
expected . 
By the end of 1987 RED had prepared a total of 136 reports and 30 
stydies were on-going. What is proposed for 1990-92 is the subject of 
the activities section which follows. 
Activities 
RED activities in 1990-92 will consist of studies of the types 
just described but, with a particular focus on three areas : 
(1) Implementation strategies: Studies will be initiated to assess 
the results of implementing the new strategy of phasing out BRAC 
Area Offices after approximately four years of support in a given 
area . This will involve development of a systematic approacl:l to 
· monitoring the Rural Development Programme. In addition, just 
how well the empowerment and institution building processes are 
working in practice will be the subject of special study . 
(2) The components of RDP: Tentative plans for diagnostic studies are 
to give priority to credit , education, poultry and livestock and 
irrigation. Since, however, REO is a support service, these 
plans can change as management perceives the need for study(ies) 
in particular areas. 
(3) Impact on the poor : Di£ferent economic schemes, proposed or under 
implementation, will be analyzed to determine their present, or 
likely impact on the poor . In addition, the institutional 
arrangements for implementing such schemes will be the subject of 
study as regards their effectiveness for the target group. 
3 . RORAL ENTERPRISE PROGIWUIB (REP) 
BAC.IH1.8Q.UJW 
Given the rapid increase in la~dlessness in recent years and the 
slow growth in employment opportunities, BRAC has increased the size 
and coverage of its credit operation which is managed under its Rural 
Development Programme (RDP). Credit is made available on commercial 
terms to both landless individuals and to groups of landless to invest 
• 
in ~ncome-generating activities - essentially, self-employment in a 
range of traditional activities such as cattle fattening, paddy 
husking, milch cow rearing, poultry rearing, petty trading and cottage 
industries. For many of these activities, returns to labour are low 
at less t~1an Tk. 1 per hour worked . BRAC therefore recognised the 
need to complement its credit programme by making existing businesses 
more prof itdbl e and promoting new businesses among its landless 
constituency. 
As a result, BRAC created the Rural Enterprise Project (REP) for 
3 years from Janua ry 1986 to identify and promote new and improved 
businesses in both the farm and non-farm sectors. Priority areas for 
REP attention were identified as: 
agriculture/ 
fisheries) 
forestry) 
livest.ock1 
agro-processing1 
textiles; and 
building materials. 
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RE:P then undertook a series of sectoral reviews, from which it 
was able to identify new business potential in these sectors . This 
led to a further round of market surveys and feasibility studies, 
after which a number of profitable new businesses were Launched 
jointly by REP and interested BRAC landless groups. In each case, the 
groups provided some (occasionally, all) the investment funds as 
equity fr~m own savings and as loans taken from BRAC's credit arm, the 
Rural Development Programme, RDP. The most successful new businesses 
established to date are: 
~J;.lllJl~j;.S NlUlll:>U lD~$~m~!Rl ~l~~ h~P~~ 
(rounded off) 
Carp nursery ponds 12 Tk. 32,000 (1986) 
16 Tk . 10,000 (1987) 
Shrimp polyculture 9 Tk. 10,000 (1987) 
38 results due in June (1987) 
Brick field 1 Tk . 980,000 (1987) 
Power tiller 1 Tk. 21,000 (1987) 
5 results due in June (1987) 
Rice mill 1 'l'k . 13,500 (1987) 
Tk. 12,000 (1988 -
3 months) 
Several other proulising new businesses are currently bei ng worked 
on including: 
waste silk spinning , 
mushroom culture, 
colour and light-fast dyeing. 
REP is staffed by a Project Manager supported by specialist staff 
(currently, 7 - 2 in fisheries, 1 horticulture, 1 forest ry, 1 
mechanical engineering, 1 sericulture, 1 mushroom culture) and 2 
economists. In addition, REP uses both national and regional trainers 
as subject matter specialists. Trainer assistance has been used in 
intensive shrimp culture , horticulture and 1ivest0ck feeding . These 
staff and trainers are responsible for appraising new business ideas 
and helping groups set up new business by providing as$istance in 
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business start-up (budgetting, marketing}, techanical and management 
training, and follow-up trouble-shooting. 
Each new business .goes through a project cycle of: 
business idea ---> feasibility study ---> implementation plan 
formulation ---> implementation ---> monitoring ---> evaluation. 
Within 12 months of the successful (i.e. profitable) 
establishment of a new business, REP prepares a Business Profile which 
is intended as an investors ' guide to the business. Currently 
profiles ace under preparation for ricemilling, power tillers and 
brickfields. 
A more detailed description of REP ' s objectives, work programme, 
work methods, staffing and success to date is given in Appendix-v . 
REP's basic objective will continue to be to increase the long-
term income - earning prospects of the landless in both farm and non-
t arm businesses , REP will expand and increase the number of new 
businesses developed previously and will develop further new 
businesses . 
2.1 REP will investigate, test and demonstrate new or improved 
businesses, providing training, technical and management support to 
group organised by BRAC ' s RDP . The strategy will continue to 
emphasise: 
- assessment of market potential; 
- invt< :> t it;~ation of product/process requirements and available 
technologies; 
- testing and adaptation of businesses at the users' level; 
- trial production and markecing; 
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- preparation of extension tools and provision of training to 
BRAC q coups . 
2.2 REP will specifically focus on: 
- expanding and increasing the number of new businesses 
established by REP during i t s phase one operation; 
- identifying and developing a further round of new businesses; 
More details are given in section 3 . 
2.3 During REP , there will be a series of 1/2 day and 1-day workshops 
organised by REP to provide information on the market opportunities, 
technology, and management and production economics of selected 
businesses. The initial round of businesses to be presented at 
separate workshops will include : 
shrimp polyculture, 
rice milling , 
brick field , 
carp nursery pond, 
power tiller contract ploughing. 
Fo r each business, REP will prepare a business profile. Workshops 
will be held for both BRAC staff and outside agencies (Proshika, 
Grameen Bank, etc.) . 
2.4 As a follow-up to these workshop, REP will also organise a series 
of training courses for BRAC ' s field staff (particularly Area Managers 
(AMs) in project appraisal and market research. This will be 
organised by REl' staff economists, using resource people where 
necessary from the Bangladesh Management Development Centre (BMDC) and 
the Institute of Business Administration (IBA). 
2 . 5 REP will also develop business management packages covering 
accounting and book-keeping, cash control, stock control, quality 
control, marketing , production m~nagement, etc . 
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2.6 REP will be made more of a programme unit by: 
increasing opportunities for other programme staff (ROP, 
MrP) to work within REP on secondment1 
providing structured management training in project 
appraisal and market research; 
providing business related workshops, profiles and 
checklists, 
providing technical skill training. 
2. 7 Credit for expansion of new businesses and establishment of 
proven businesses will continue to come from RDP- BRAC's credit arm. 
But REP will supply loans or eguity to businesses which are totally 
new and innovative (such as mushroom culture, dhurry making). REP 
will also continue to supply credit to women's businesses (nurserY 
ponds, dyeing, shrimp culture) to help convince RDP not only that a 
new business is viable but also that women can successfully run such a 
business . 
REP expec ts to have the following outcomes: 
- expansion of existing 
new businesses - shrimp polyculture 
- power tiller cont ract ploughing 
- brickfield 
- ricemill 
- development of further 
- nursery ponds 
new businesses - dhurry making 
- furnishing fabrics 
- baor fisheries 
- duck farming 
- forestry 
- intensive shrimp culture 
- silk waste spinning 
- mushroom culture 
- leather processing 
- tile-making 
- agro-services 
(spraying, threshing) 
- food processing 
(spices, biscuits, bakery) 
- low cost housing & 
latrine construction 
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- preparation of Business Profiles- ricemill (under preparation) 
- brickfield ( • ) 
- power tiller ploughing (") 
- shrimp polyculture 
- carp nursery pond 
- training 50 ROP Centre Managers in project appraisal and 
market research1 
trainers and group members in management of 
existing and new businesses, 
- workshops as for business profiles. 
REP will have a full-time professional staff of one Programme 
Manager (PM), 2 staff economists, 6 Senior Programme Officers (POs), 6 
Junior Programme Officers (PO&) 4 female POs, and 5 support staff. 
POs would be responsible for: 
.s~oj.o.r f.0.1J: 
shrimp culture (1) 
baor fisheries (1) 
horticulture (1) 
forestry Ill 
building materials (1) 
sericulture (1) 
Jllnj.o.r ~Q.:>: 
textiles !1) 
agro-services and PTa (1) 
ricemills Ill 
mushroom cul ture (1) 
nu rs ery ponds (1) 
ag ro-proc~b&ing (1) 
(food and leather) 
fnal~ 1:'0.:>: 
ricemil1s (1) 
shrimp culture (1) 
mushroom culture (1) 
forestry (1) 
recruited 1988 
to be recruited 
recruited 1987 
reoru1ted 1988 
to be seconded from HIP 
seconded from HIP 1988 
to be recruited 
recruited 1987 
to be recruited 
recruited 1988 
recruited 1987 
to be recruited 
all to be recruited. 
Provision has been made for rotating staff from other BRAC 
programme units. Currently, one field staff has been seconded to RE~ 
from the Manikganj Programme (MIP) to work on sericu1ture and another 
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staff from HIP will work in building materials - on brickfields , tile 
factories and low-cost housing . 
R.EP has recruited several future POs as trainers (paid from REP's 
Consultancy budget) . After a period of induction, trial and 
assessment, the promising ones will be appointed as POs. By April 
1988, this ~rrangen1ent was being used for staff for agro-services 
(including PTs), mushroom culture, shrimp culture and forestry. 
REP will recruit 4 female POs to "shadow• male POs and learn the 
technologies of ricemilling, shrimp cultuie, mushroom culture and 
forestry. 
Staff will work in tea111s, typically composed of the PM who will 
manage investigation, research, action and evaluation undertaken by 
the sectoral PO and staff economist , with occasional inputs from 
outside resource trainers. 
5. l:lblih~.EMIDI.l' 
REP's PM will report directly to BRAC's Executive Director. 
A REP review conunit-tee will meet twice a year to review REP 's 
work progra.mme and priorities, composed of membership drawn from 
BRAC 's programme units (RDP , HIP, TARC). 
6 . ~b.I..IJb:l'lQ~ 
There will be an in-house evaluation at 18 months and a final 
evaluation at 36 months by a team of External Evaluators. Evaluation 
criteria will be based upon REP achievements in meeting its expected 
outcomes and continuing to identify and develop further new businesses 
beyond those already set out in this proposal. 
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7 . 1 l'.EMil.IWEI. 
Budget provision is made for 3 years for 1 Project Manager, 2 
Staff Economists, 16 POs as detailed in Section 4, and 5 support 
staff. According to BRAC ' s personnel policy, the budget is shown for 
basic salary', with additional provisions for fringe benefits (60~ on 
basic salary - for rent, medical, conveyance, gratuity and provident 
funds) and for staff TA and DA (25% on basic salary - R~P 1 TA/DA to 
salary was 23%). 
A: ~aj~~~ . Provision is made for 54 months of technical and 
management subject matter specialists, with 36 months from natiohal 
trainers and 18 months from regional trainers. 3 regional trainers 
will be recruited for periods of 6 months to develop programmes, 
production systems, staff skills, and training materiaLs for: 
golda shrimp culture: 
forestry I 
sericulture . 
Provision is made for: 
National trainers Tk. 25,000 x 36 months 
Regional trainers Tk. 90,000 x 18 months 
= Tk. 9,00,000 
-= l'Js .. l.6 ... 2.!l .. .O.O.O 
Tk . 25,20,000 
B. l'L~io~L~ ~~~l ang B~y~jng: Provision is made for travel and 
accommodation as follows: 
Air faces 6 X Tk . 30,000 
TA/DA 18 months regional 
(Dhaka) 3 months x 30 days x 
(Rural) 15 • x 30 days x 
'l'A/DA 36 months national 
(Rural) 36 months x 30 days x 
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trainers 
Tk.l,OOO/day 
Tk. 200/day 
trainers 
Tk. 200/day 
Tk. 1,80,000 
90,000 
90,000 
2,16,000 
Tk.5,76,000 
purchase of materials and equipment for use in control~ed,' pre-pilot 
project testlng . These include plant material (seedcane, saplings, 
Silkworms), raw materials (dyestuffs , cotton) and equipment. 
Provision is made for Tk. 1 , 00,000 per year x 3 years (the level of 
expenditure by year 3 of R.EP 1) . 
D. .Ex.t.eos.igo l'J.a.t.er.i.als: Provision is made for taining aids -
training manuals, business profiles - and workshops to promote these. 
Provision is made for: 
9 businesses X Tk. 10,000 
E. B.egjgn.al Xr.aY.el: Provision is made for B study tours to visit 
resource agencies, ahd other institutions running small business 
programmes. It is planned that the PM will visit both India and SE 
. 
Asia (2 trips), 1 staff economist will visit India, the other SE Asia 
(2 trips); and 4 POs will visit India or SE Asia ( 4 trips). The 
budget is calculated as: 
4 trips (India) 
4 trips (SE Asia) 
X Tk . 30,000 
X Tk . 60,000 
Visits will be made to : 
:: Tk. 1 , 20,000 
= Tk. 2 1 40 1 000 
Anand Dairy , Weavers Service Centre Varanasi, Karnataka 
State Seri-culture Board, Central Food Technology Research 
Institute , KVIC. 
People ' s Development and Community Association , FFREO-
Forestry, AIT (Thailand), SEAFDEC- Fisheries , Technobank, 
PCATT, Filipinas Foundation (l'hilippines), Yayasan Dian Desa 
(Indonesia). 
E . .s.t.au :rn.iojos 
Provision is made for abort-term, specialist training courses for 
REP staff . It is planned to send the ~M, 2 economists and 6 Senior 
POs foe regional training and 6 junior and 4 female POs for in-country 
training . 
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Budget provision is: 
9 regional training courses x Tk. 80,000 5 Tk. 7,20,000 
10 national training courses x Tk. 5,000 5 Tk. 50,000 
Tk. 7 I 10,000 
Training courses will be in their relevant specidli~L subjects 
for the 16 POs and in small business promotion for PM and the 2 
economists. 
F. flLOl f~QJ~t1 F~ND Jffll1 Further provision to made for the 
Pilot Project Fund of Tk . 9,00,000 to be used by REP to establish 
pilot enterprises jointly with landless groups in order to field test 
new activities and means to organise the landless to undertake these 
activities. The pilot project fund will provide risk capital to 
underwrite pilot projects to promote new or improved activities among 
groups of BRAC's borrowers. 
Recovery of this fund would be achieved by selling successful 
enterprises to participating landless groups (using their own fund & 
RDP credit) and recycling the fund into new activities. 
Support under this proposal will last 3 years from January 1990-
December 1992. 
Evaluations will take place in July 1991 and Dece111bcr 1992. 
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VIII. DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE 
BRAC is an innovative organization in constant search of ways to 
achieve greater effectiveness and efficiency in serving the needs of 
its target group, the landless, rural poor. Through its in-house 
Research and Evaluation Pivision, discussions in the Governing Body 
and among staff members , ideas for change are generated and, 
subsequently, tested in field application. But BRAC, also, seeks to 
draw on experience from outside its own organization and environment. 
In the past two years, five reports have been prepared by individuals 
or teams of external consultants of widely different backgrounds, 
invited by BRAC to review and analyse present operations and to 
suggest directions for the future. What is learned through all of 
these means is considered by management and, as appropriate, applied. 
Out of the constant search for improvement have come modest 
changes in day to day operations and major innovations or shifts in 
strategy . one of the latter, reflected in the Programme for 1990-92 
is the planned conversion of RDP after an average period of four years 
of operation of an Area Office, into a self-financing BRAC Bank 
Project. The i~ediate challenge posed f or BRAC is to develop and 
implement a comprehensive monitoring and evaluation system to keep 
implementation of this strategy under critical cevi~w, to test the 
validity of assumptions on which it is based and, to alert management 
to any changes needed to ensure continuing viability of the Village 
Organizations. 
Monitoring of Village Organizations in the period following RDP 
withdrawal will help answer a broader question, "How fast can the 
programme of conscientization of villagers and formation of Village 
Organizations be spread while maintaining the quality of work needed 
to attain an acceptable degree of self-reliance for villagers as 
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individuals and as members of Village Organizations and Federations of 
the latter?" Can this be done in four years as now assumed, thus 
freeing BRAC resources for deployment in new areas? 
Another issue is deciding on the general approach which 
constitutes best use of BRAC resources in achieving its goals for the 
landless . Two major approaches are now followed: (1) the basic Rural 
Development Programme centered on BRAC initiated and controlled 
conscientization and village organization processes, and, (2) the 
sectoral facilitation and strengthening programme (not constituting a 
~art of this proposal) through which ~RAC seeks to in£luence and 
strei'\<;Jtben the capacity of government departments to implement their 
programmes in ways which better serve the needs of BRAC's own target 
group, the landless ruial poor. The two approaches are complementary 
and it is to be hoped that resource availability will p~rn1it continued 
application of both. Should this not be the case what would be the 
priority choice? 
The truly major challenge for the futu re is how to assure the 
uninterrupted supply of investment opportunities of the kind needed 
for sustained increase in numbers of rural jobs, productivity and 
income . A point of exhaustion may be reached quickly - perhaps largely 
within the four year period of operation of a BRAC Area Office - in 
availability of unused or underutilized local resources, in 
application of improved technology to upgrade traditional enterprises 
and, even in local market absorptive capacity. The need emerges to 
look beyond the single village for resources, markets, a scale of 
operation to compete and, for new products and services. This is the 
challenge o! the BRAC Rural Enterprise Project, a challenge that can 
only increase and require more attention and resources in the years 
ahead. 
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Another issue is how large an NGO can, become·- resource and 
political limitations apart - before it begins to lose the inherent 
advantages, the very essence of an NGO - the idealism and dedication 
of staff associated with an infonnal, personal and democratic mode of 
operation; the absence of a time consuming and costly bureaucracy and 
thus the speed and flexibility in initiating and modifying programmes1 
the possibility to concentrate resources on experimental approaches in 
small areas in the absence of the kind of political pressure exerted 
on government to do something for everyone at the same time. 
Obviously there is no set answer to this question but it is one that 
merits continuing attention as expansion takes place. 
All of the above issues come to the f ore as an expansion of BRAC 
operations is considered - three hundred BRAC Bank (formerly BRAC 
Area) Offices serving 15,000 villages, around 20 per cent of the 
nation's total by the year 2002 . 
From all of the self and external examina·tion of BRAC as an 
organization and its programme, two things ace clear: 
(1) BRAC bas established a well deserved reputation , at home and 
abroad, as an NGO efficiently and effectively serving a well 
defined and difficult to serve target group, the landless 
rural poor1 
(2) 'l'h" need for doing the kinds of things in whl.ch Ulti\C h<l!>i 
acquired highly valuable experience will con~inue to expand. 
Even with tbe coniliined and effective interventions by 
government, NGOs and the private sector, only a small 
proportion of those now in need can be served. The pressure 
of population growth on a fixed resource base will generate 
increasing numbers of landless and jobless far into the. 
future. 
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On tbe basis of BRAC achievements to date and its continuing 
openess to suggestions for change and adaptation, it can be predicted 
with some measure of confidence that BRAC management will find 
appropriate responses to the challenges ahead . 
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• G. S t1050} 
P.O = Programne Organiser 
P.S = Polli Sebok 
G.S =Gram Sebika 
- One Regional ~anager looks 
after 10 area Office approx. 
- Each Area Office ~ill have 3 
General P.O and one for NrP£. 
NOTES TO BUDGET 
BANGLADESH RURAL ADVANCEMEN'r CO~IMITTEE 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM. 
BUDGET: 1990 - 1992 
1. A ~j1Jl1Jill1D ~j1~.Ulll is one that every branch must do 
2. A .s_e.c..t.P.r .l'..r.P9.t.iJID is not common to all branches I.Jul: is carried 
out in branches which are found suitable for implementation 
3, A branch has a life cycle of 4 years. 
4. Proposed 1,U111ber of operating branches: 
1st year branch 
2nd year branch 
3rd year branch 
4th year branch 
1990 
20 
20 
20 
20 
80 
5. Inflation rate applied: 10% compounded 
6. Cost base : 1988 prices 
1991 
10 
20 
20 
20 
70 
1992 
10 
10 
20 
20 
60 
7. H.O. Logistics & Mggt. support includes cost of services rendered 
by head office progr~:~m personnel (e.g. Program Chit!f, Regional 
Managers) , accounts, audit, administration and other service 
department and the cost of transportation, supplies and 
establishment cost at B. O. 
B. Interest income has been arrived at by applying 16~ on the 
average balance, thus: 
Year end Average Interest 
outstanding 
Tk 
outstanding 
Tk Tk 
1st year branch 612,000 306,000 49,000 
2nd year branch 1,850,000 1,240,000 197,600 
3rd yed r branch 3,832,000 2,845,000 455 ,200 
4th year be (Inch 6,457,000 5,144,000 823,100 
9. 10 branches will be transferred to BRAC Bank in eac h year in 
1990, 1991, 1992. 
~04 
10. 
ll. 
Non Formal Primary Education: 
a) Number of schools in operation 
1990 1991 1992 
New NFPE 500 500 soo 
Kishore Kishore 50 a 500 sao 
Old NFPE 880 1,380 1,000 
Kishore Kishore 726 sao 500 
----- ---- ---
2,606 2,880 2,sao 
b) Teachers are given refreshers course in the 2nd year of 
their recruitment . 
c) Books and supplies include text books , work books , slates, 
pencils, registers etc . 
d) Teaching aids and equipments include chalks, dusters, 
blackboards , class furniture, office furniture etc. 
e) Follow up materials include children's fiction and 
ruaytlz ines . 
f) A Palli Sebak (Village level worker) will be facilitating 
the work of 10 schools. 
g) A field supervisor will supervise SO centres. 
Vulnerable Group Development Programme: 
a) Team in operation: 
1990 1990 1991 
Jan-June July-Dec. 
Old 32 32 
New 32 
32 32 32 
b) A team will operate for 18 months in a upazila . However 
team now in operation and 10 teams to be opened in early 
1989 will operate upto June 1990. 
c) Training wlll be imparted by the program staff i.e. the 
team leader and 3 program organisers. 
dl Inflation rate applied : 10% compounded . 
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SAKGLADES~ RUR~L ADY~CEHENT COftHITTEE 
RuaAL DEY£LQPfttN1 PROGRAM 
BUDSET: 1990-n 
1'1i0 1991 m~ TOTAl. 
I. Cota~n Proyr.a C~;t 
~· ln5t1lul1on ~~lldin~ 12,30l,461J l2,8SS,S2~ IO,bb?,l09 35,820,03'3 
&. ~lployaen t I lncoal Generation 7,109 ,311 B,5J91SbJ B,IOS,m 24,154,714 
n. Qe;elopo~nt of "u••n Roso.r~e~ 
A.kon Forl4l Pr111ry Ed~cat10n 1s,m,m 54 1]151 ~59 52,545,881 151, 111,067 
B. Oe•elopa!nl ot GurJt ~•nagtr> 2,53<,m l 10So,550 s,zo t,ct5 10,820,l'l7 
Ill. Vu tneri&le 6roup Dolelbp•ent Proqr~t 12,~9,512 u,sn,on 15,479,811 U,bi2,1SO 
IV. S.:•tor PNgru Cost 
lEaptoyaent l lnme Sen~rati~nl 
A. Fbbery b1l ,b~O m,~co 819,891> 2,?12,851> 
8. lrriqat!cn Jbi ,lo50 eo2,230 65B,Si5 !,S25,m 
C. Apiculture 60,500 H,550 7l,2~5 200,255 
o. Str1/Erlcutture 4,211,440 6,767,288 1 ,m,sw l8,b59,167 
E.Ottler &ti IIi 605,0«1 ~3! ,700 l,lti,IIXI 3,003,8o& 
v. Sr•Acn OptratLA9 Co~t 48,158,880 45,917 ,J22 41,J81,7H ll7,160,946 
VI. ~igional Otllce O~<r;t1ng Cu;l 2,8H,400 "3",150,840 ~,465,~Z\ 9,481' 161 
VII. Stiff lri1Ptng • D~r. 1,433,121 1,431,091 1,1>81,812 1,51<,027 
VIII. loan Fund Requtru ent 101,040,000 l,010,0110 tl8 ,58{i,I)U¢1 85, \80,000 
11. Ci911il ln~a>ta.!nt R~qutr~at!llt ll, I~O,QOO 4,Hn,Ho 073,0l~J l5,12l,b70 
l. rrog~a· lnfra~truc ture 11,m,w~ 22,1n,m ~i 1 51U96 se,m,Z6o 
II. RurJ1 Enterpr 1~~ Pro~r41 4,611,&97 5,071 ,S36 5,578,•'0 15,161,923 
111. kesearch • (~•luittoo 2, 142,488 2,3~2,Bb~ 2 , l~b,51~ ~.~~1 1 Ho4 
iot;l; l;l; 289,0IH I 152 l89,oZO,v2v oo5,1ll.,15l 6H,Slu,m 
less Met Interest !"'"'~ 201587 1 2~o) 21,504,0~0 n,YI8,~oo u,n9,2oo 
~et At~utre••~t 2~8,416,952 lbb1 116,•)20 lll 11oS,2S! 577,1vl ,223 
t&aoant 1n la>al 
l. COMI!H P~O~ C115f ~ur 1 Yelr 2 leu l 
A. lnst1tut1on £u1ld1n~ 
l. SIKUl 1ur~nm IJcilll•tLQO lmniftg 
1.1 lml.ers tmntng · !Lila per \rnntt 
ptr d1y lor 1 Glt> 1101301101 e, 4CIO r..l:w 8,400 
1.2 fttlre>b<r; Courst - Tt.JO ptr tr•tnrt 
per 61y lor ~ ~lys IIU1l01101 900 2,70~ qoo 
l.l EducJtlon ~jterl~ l~ Tk.500 110, 301 101 s,oou 1)1U'IU 5 1~00 
1.4 TmiJers S1lary • 1l.400 per 1011lh 
for 9 oonlhi IIU1 !0, 101 !b100{) tOe,ouu 1t,QUO 
TOTAc A. 54,300 ISV I ~·-·1 ~QI!~~ 
2 • • t~lCIOVSOP>\ ~Jl>lng l lta~rsh1p trvtlo~t 
· H.IZ~ 0tr v""., por day ror 6 da~ 15411:10 •~s.l 36 1~0 103,0(0 
3. Pro)ttl Pl•n111nl ~ ftlnoqeotnt · 1~.40 per ptrson 
per J<y ror 5 JJyS ISQ17S17)1 t0100o 1:.' 1)1:0 15,011() 
H.O. l•q<>lll> 111i ~ ... ,.guent Support - 101 of I to l l41bLO 42,4tu 11,5~0 
(Oil }U &n I(~ 110,960 lit,!•~ 1~,eto 
1991) ~~~~ tm lOlA!. 
Yr. I 8roncn 1?0110 110 no;! 2,219,100 1 1 1U9 1t~•l t,m,too 4,4l811u0 
Yr. 2 Srancn 1101101101 b, J21 ,600 b1J27 1tuo 31 16116~0 t518tf,vov 
Yr. 3 Brmb 121l1201:W nest 1,5!1,200 t,m,zuo 115371!~ l, bll,660 
Vr. \Smell lHll l 
Ioiii to~~~•.ooo ~I ~71 1 lvU 5,~1U,i.vil 21 1 8~9 1VIIO 
ln;llt•,tic:ul S.pPort to 4 yur ~• •bon ~rii!Chi!s· 
1 1.:~ ptr br.nc• • 4U 1~~180 I ,Oi!O,~OO 1,5W,Ov, 2,0W100v I,SN,·:~ 
H. O.La~Bllti 4 HullQUtnl \upper!- l~l of lll'lt. Support ICO,CI'!O l5V,IM ?01) ,uw 4S",:Jw 
Tot. I I, lvQ,OOO l,b501v·JV 2 ,20~ , 01)0 \ , ,~0 I (JUO 
l111lation •~Justed cost 11,lli2,400 1,,955,5,! IO,bb2, 11i9 lS,B?~.,)~l 
2 
8, E•ployoent ~ lncnoe 6~eratlon 
I .0 Poultry 
I. I Poultry wor~ers- Jl.~ per tr•i~ee 
per Jar for s dayi 130 4 20 Moil 7,SOO S, MO 
I .2 fteartr>- ll .30 per 1ra1nee 
per dly ror 3 d~ys 12nG,4001400l IS,OOO 3~, 000 3~,0~0 
1.0 i.i >estott 
1.1 Paravet- Tl.90 per trainee per day for 30 days 110 ~s. l 271000 
2.2 Refre,ner; Cour~e - lk.SO per trainer 
per day fer 5 d1ys ryr.21 1 course, yr.l 2 courses! 2,500 5,000 
1.3 Sup~!i~s - lk.lOilO per truner llO HOi. I 10,000 
2.4 Co• r~arlng/Beet talttnlng-lt.30 per tra1nee 
por ~ ~~ for 1 days 1251100 l IQ0l :i,~50 21,M 21 ,ooo 
3.0 Korlttulture t Crop 
l.l H~rt1cul l•re Norsery- T\.715 p~r trainee per cootie 
18 no>. each 1n yr. 2 l 31 5,960 5,96~ 
l.? Horticullure 4 Crop · Tl.SO per trai"ee 
p!r d1y lor 4 d•IY 1100 Kos. each yr. 2'31 20,000 zo,ooo 
3.3 H.O. Log!i tiC5 4 "anageaent Sbpport · 10% ol 1.1 to J.? 3,015 12,m s,m 
Co>l p<T ~r.nch ll ,825 14V,M 91> ,756 
1~90 19~1 1992 TOTAL 
!r. l ~r~n(h IZO ,lU,IOl 67b,SOO 319,~10 33B,2Su 1,}51,000 
ir 2 Branch 12~, 10,101 2,8C41120 2,804, 1~0 1,402,0M 7,01Q,300 
Yr. 3 &ronch 120,?0;201 I, 935 ,120 1,935, 120 1,935,126 s,sos , l~O 
Tat• I S, 41 S,740 5' 077,4'1•; 3,675,HQ 14,168,660 
4. Sl1ll lrltnlog suppurt to 4 yr 4 •bove branches 
- TL .3~u p@r Srancb x 40160,SO I,M,OOO 1,&00,~00 2,400,000 5,400,000 
H.O. la~Lost1cs l Hanl~toent Support 
- 101 oi S<ill t11 1ntnQ support 120,000 ISO,t•~o !40,000 510,0~ 
lout l,l?U,OOO I,S!O,O~~ Z1biO,OOO 5,9lfl 11100 
lnil~tton a~JUSttd cost 1,409,314 8,539,5~3 9,4~5,837 24, 3~4 ,7 \i 
II. lilY[LOfllhl a!" UJ!\il~ ;.t£0\!itttS 
1. ~.n lora;! Pr•••'l [docilLOn: 1st yt!r ltd ,~., lrd yur 
schaol \Chwl ~'hoot 
A. fc .a .. -~r; (_ht ~ iu;),1hts 
AI. ltl•ntr• Trilnlog • 11.120xl5 d•ts 1,800 
A2. I~Jcn~rt n~tr~>h<r course - lk.l20x7 d1ys ~~~ Bl~ 
Al. leJchfrs •orls~op · 11.20 r 8, 6, ~ 160 12~ t2u 
AI. ltlc~eri i•l•rv - Tl.400xl2 eantht 1,800 I,$1)U 1,800 
AS. lt1rners oaols l Cbirls 1,m I, 111. ! ,111 
A6. ltJChlftQ lidS l eQUlpleftlS 2,681 1,21.8 t ,m 
t. School renl/ taloteoance - lt.IOO • 12 101tbl I ,200 1,1CII 1,m 
c. 0r9lOl;JlJOC 6 S"ptfVIUCIII 
Cl. Sufi nlory 
'Cl.l fl"ld SuwHsor- TL 22 1 12 llllllbs 261 26\ 2U 
Cl.2 Pr•w•• Org•n•str · TLI75 1 12 1011tht 2,100 21 IV•) 2,100 
[1.3 lr•vtl I Tr.nspcrt · lOt 01 [1.1 l [1.2 109 7v9 709 
Cl.l Ort1tt I Slllf Ac,;ollOdahon ?10 .30 210 
Ct.~ Still lra1n1ng • 11 of tl.l 4 Ct.2 95 95 95 
fU!Al 15,168 12,172 t2,98l 
o. H.O.laQtsltc> I ftqt. cost - 101 of Total cost I ,547 l,m t,m 
lul<l tu>l per sc~al 17 ,OIS 11,049 11,281 
Prtllry lo~c&tlon for Oldtr C~lldrtt: 1st yru 2110 yUf 
scllcGI school I 
AI. ltlC~•ri trlLRinq- 11.120 1 15 o~ys 1,800 
A2. le.chrr rffrrsber co~rse- Tt.l20 1 7 diyl 810 
t.l. Jt~C~frl tOris~p • 11.20 I 81 6 lbO 120 
AI. lw~chers s•l•ry · ll.400 r 12 eonth1 4,800 4,800 
A5. 'ouls l Suppl1~s 2,552 I' !41 
A6. l••thlng a!d• l equ1p11~t 2,b81 2 '2lft 
ll. School r•at/•uaten~nce • Tl.IOO t 12 tenth l, 2iJO I ,200 
[, Org•n•s•t•on l super.1s1on 
[I. Still Hl~ry 
Cl. t htld Su;~<m~cr - n.n r 12 -tht 264 ~-· Cl.? PNJW Org.a1m- n.m rl2eonlht 2,100 ? ,1110 
tl.l lrl•tl l transfortltlaa • 301 of Cl.l • Cl.2 M ,,'1 
Cl. l Ott1'! 4 st1f1 1ccoeodlt1on 210 210 
Cl.~ ~t•rf tr11nlft9 • 41 of Cl.l • Cl.2 95 95 
IOTA~ 16,601 t ~ ,V5l 
' I 
10'1 
t. H.O.logisltt~ l ftla.1oo.•t •~'port • lOt of loti! Colt lout Cost ftr Sda~l 
1st ytlr scho~l 
IOIAl 
ln111llan ldJijlltd cost 
Ytlr • lit co;t lor Prlllrt £~ijcltlon lor 014er Chil4rtR 
llmor /Ksfllj( 11 
lila y~tr 1Choot 
IOTt.l 
lDII1l1oa lOJw\ltO CCII 
Gnd lout 
•·• l1culty • I1 .1~1UUQtl2 eon\bs a 1~15171 
•· FriJigt Oauhti • b~t of AI to AI 
t. lrlltl COlt • Sl Di 11 
loti I 
5 
1,660 
IB,?b4 
1~0 1991 
1,395 
tS,l48 
SOOxi1 101S 5U0t l7,015 SOOxt 7,0tS 
e,so1,50o 8,507,500 a,su7,~~ 
890ol4,049 500<1 4,049 500tl1,049 
12,ltl,l?o 7,0?4 ,5~~ ',0:1 ,~~ 
10,870,620 
22,957,681 
1990 
asual1,281 S~Q;Il,28t 
12,5~7,?90 1, HO,SIIO 
28,099,280 
34,000,1?9 
·~· 
:z,m,soo 
l\1, m, on 
SOOrt81?ol 500rt8,24+ S~'•lt,2~+ 
t,ll?,vv~ 9,LI?,wo ~. n2,1M1 
7?6ai51J48 500115,3+8 5vij•l~ 1 ll8 
H ,112,~18 7,m,i)OO 7,hH,viXI 
20,271,648 
22,302,113 
ltO,uOO 
48,Gil0 
36,006 
266,100 
tB,uOO 
126,~0 
II i1 
16,606,000 ?O,ns,no 
1.00,0~0 
18,0c141 
12,(10(> 
m,~oo 
30,000 
1,182,000 
lt,806 1011\1 
2.,368,7&6 
bl~,llt.U 
9b,OW 
12,000 
b01,6U0 
12,ouo 
t,o~l 16C.O 
t,ei)O,OOO 
192,0110 
18~.~ 
I,!Ol,2GO 
9o,wo 
3,5b5,200 
•• 
llnaltu~u .a6 Str•tct Sufi: 
~ . tulc s;hry: 
,,I 61ura; - !1.2,~~12 tonlhi t 2,214 Nos. 48,*0 48,0110 ,~,00& 192,00Q 
,,2 Orivir5- li.Z,~al? •onths 1 1,?,3 24, 000 48,0~0 n,~ua 1 14 ,~0 
,,3 loq!>tlcs ft tn•9tr • 11.3,000112 acntbs a I Mo . JC , ~uo lb,oou 36 '1100 1ve,ooa 
••• 
P~n• • lt.l,50011? 14nlbs • 2,2 ~ 3 •os. lo,M lo,u~~ Si ,OOO m,ow 
•. s Cools l ~•lpers · 11.2,VOO•I2 aoa l.~ t 1,2 l 2 ~s • 24,0\1\1 48,0110 l2,ij0i) 144,000 
'· 
frlllljt !entllts C6U cl 11 lc ;5 of 81 li/0,8U<) I?Y,•oO ha,Ow 1?9,40~ 
!old 268,800 HS,tW 5:8,000 1,142,41)4 
C. RtcurrLn9 E\ptases 
•· 6ener• l expens~: 
1.1. Stltl~ntq • !r11otonQ 10010u0 150,00~ 200,~011 ~~~.IIUO 
1.2. £1n:tnuty 10il,OW 151!,~0~ z~o,uvo 45•1,0W 
•. 3. lthpbones so,vw £0,CIIO tw,.~u n~.voo 
l.f, ft11ntea~,,e SG,6o0 2w,ooo 4N,w0 b~,W< 
,,5, Jr•nsporl ~-•••ng ceil • 11 .610\~112 aGDlbs r 1,2 l J Mos. n,ow 144 ,0W 2!b,M m,~M~ 
1,6. R~1t t011tce/lr•••••9 r•ctltltesl I Si)C0(NO tSO,I)OO 
tot• I 512,11W m,oo~ 1 ,llo,ilG<i 2.1o2,W\I 
D. luchtn~ K•terUI·J Otv~lopteilt 1ou,~~o I~O,vi)IJ 1v~ ,I)IJO ~SO,MO 
£. Mt•s lelter/Journal u 12o,ouo 120,u011 240.~1)1) 
6. ~rolts~ICOll ~tJit trg. - 11. 1,~,000 ptr yr. tor 3 ye•rs 1,360,~'() 1,300.~ 1 1 lolO,~Oil l,~w.~o 
H. K.O. logl\liCS • tiftl~fli~l Sijpport • 101 ol A to 6 2il,9to 362,16<1 491,850 1,165,9t' 
lout l,211,1?1l 1 ,20J,7t~ 5,41~ 1ESO 12,525,5611 
lnfl•ltonal iGIU~Ied to.l 3,532,2l? s,ve~.~su 1,201 0bl5 l5,&2o,m 
ltss lrJlftlnt lncoc~ I,~Qij ,OOO 2,ooo.~ou 7 ,•~N,OOO s,ooo,oou 
lolil lor ~e•. or ~ural ~lniqers 1,532,23: l,~B£,~~u 5,M ,m 10,e2o,m 
Ill. YI.UWbl£ ~ 'iV£tOflli~T PltG&AAN£: 
Fltll&t. tlon ror !~tuae £lntrilton ~~~~ 1991 1m 16l~l 
AI. Sal;r&es l ~ener&ts 
Al.l 1eaa l t>4irs • Tt .50~0w l2 aonths • 32,32,32 1,9~0,uuo 1,97o,uo~ 1,920,~00 5,7~~.{100 
Al.2 PrQ9rillf Or~1nisers- 11.2800 1 12 tDAthi 1 96196 196 3, 12~,6<10 3,225,660 l,m,too 9,c7b,Boo 
Al.l ~count.nts • ••II 0 0 0 0 
Al.l Fttld C44rdnlt~rs - l&.71100al1 oo•tts 1 2 Nos . lb8,0011 168,000 168,000 SG(,ooo 
6 
Ill 
Al.5 Trml llrmt>ort- 301 ol ai.J to 1.1.3 1,541,680 1,SH,680 1,~3,680 •,o31 ,o~o 
Al.b St4tf lr.~l•H~g- SX ot AI. I to A.3 257,280 257 ,18~ 257 .~eo 771,81b 
A1.7 S~rvtce stAff· Tl.12u0xl2 •ont~' r 32,32,32 nas 460,800 460,81)(1 460,800 l,l82,400 
At Tp!,,lng >uppllei to V60 co~rdholders 
- Tl.7~ per person (15000 1175001200001 l,l25,0u0 1,312,511(1 t,Sl>O,~OO l,m,soo 
Al. Stationert~; & ;upplt~s · Tl.SOO X 12 10n\ht 1 12,3?,32 nO\ 192,0110 19?,040 192,0&0 576,000 
AI. Rent • Utlltttes- lk . ~OOO x 12 1onths 1 32,32132 no1 1,152,~ 1,15?,000 I,JS2,U00 3,450,000 
AS. 6ener41 E•p. • ft"toltlll~n•e - TL400tl2 aonthi 1 32,32,32 no~ 153,600 153,1100 IS1 16VO 460,806 
All. CJptt•l ElpEDDlture 
Ab,l Furntture l fiXture· Hill 0 0 0 0 
Ab.? notorcycle • Hil l 0 0 0 0 
. 
A7.1 l~cUb•tor 0 0 0 0 
A7.2 Seomtor 0 0 0 0 
A8 K.O. Loglst~cs 4 ftlnage.ent support - T~ .10t of AI to A5 I,OI9 119b J,OJ815Ib l,OS7,29b l,ll5,c~e 
lobi 11,217,7Sb U,424,006 11 1610,256 31,272,019 
lnflatton J~Jusled casl 12,33?,532 ll,Bn,047 15,479,871 41,£4?,150 
IV. SECtOR PROSRAnnE COSI 
1m lq91 1992 TOTAl 
A. F l>ner·t 
AI. fish Murs~ty · Tt.l20 per tr~tn~~ per 01y 
for 15 days 12GU, 200, 2001 lbO,uOO lCO,OOO 36Q 1000 1,080,000 
u Fllh Cullurt • 1).50 per lwnee 
ptr dlt fur 5 d•l5 1~0,500,5/JOI t<~,ooo 12~,ovo m,OOQ 315,000 
~.3 Relrtlncri 'oJrs~- Tl.SO per tr.unee per dty 
tor 3 d1ys (500,500,5001 75,000 75,0110 75,000 ns,ooo 
A.~ ~.0. Lo~1shc> Jold naJU~i!ttnt Support 
• 101 of A.t to •.3 56,000 5b 1 GOO 56 1000 1&8,000 
lout bl6,i)l)O bib,~ 6lb,OOO 1,84!1,000 
lnfhtlon •dJ••led to,t m,~tuo 745,361/ 819 ,8'16 2,242,8So 
a. lroqahon 
S. l "~chan1rs- lt.l20 p•r tratnee per day 
for 75 days !25,50,501 225,~~ 15/J ,000 450,000 1,12~,000 
, 7 
I I l-
9.2 lrraglliCft ft .. i9fitftt•l\.12011 diy~a200,10012001 ftll 
•• 3 H.O.lGJt•t•<s ~~ Ml414taell Support-lOt of •• I 
loti! 
lnfiJ\ICM~ J~JU>l~ CO>t 
c. ~pacu\lure • h.~O per tmnet 
per d•r tor 5 d•ys 1200,200,2001 
C.l H.O. logiillCS inJ "ln4gettnt Support • lOt al C 
loti I 
lnllilaon ~JJusted co>l 
•• 
Stral[rs t . l tore 
0.1 $iphnt - H. h~'O~, lwOOO<I, HlOOGOO not. 
0.2 C~•ll Ct!tltn;- ll.!Oowa46,100,18t ceolt" 
0.3 ~etltng llub1nes - ll .soo.lO 1 10,20,0 
0.4 SALARY AMO hlLCo-~'ES: 
0.4.1 Prc,ra• lncn1rqe • ll.1000al2 
0.4.2 P.~.ISerscultur•l-Jl.5000112a 618,8, N~s. 
0.4.3 P.S.I~trlculturti·Tt.l2001121l01 40,40 Mos. 
o.~ TRAIHI~G 
0.).1 r.~. · l l .;~a!U ~ll> r ?0 WDs. 
0.5.2 R~1r<r1- ll •. •Ja!O dlys r 100,10001 1700 Was . 
O.S.l lro1n1n9 ~·p~ls.; • TI.!OO 1 100,1000,1120 No5. 
0.6 IIWISfiJRI l IR.\'r'llilllli 
0.6.1 r~torc,clt • 11.45000 1 612 Hos. 
0.6.2 f~tl l ~llatiiA - 201 Qf 0.4.1 l 0.4.1 
0.6.l H.O. lOQt>llc~ l ft.nJ~ttetl Support- lOt ol 0.1 to 0.5 
E. 
E.2 
Ll 
TotJ I 
lnllotton adJu~ttd cost 
Oth~r \lt ll> lrJLDsn~ - h.SOO W tntn~e 
per CGYtSf 150U110U1!000) 
Sup~ltts • 11,500 ~!r tr•sn!t 
H.O. l"9I\IICS ~d Mlft~qtteal Support· lOt of [.I to [.2 
lal41: 
lnllltton ad)ust.C co.t 
B 
Ill 
84 ,000 1118,(100 m.~ 
n,soo 15,~ IS,OUG 112,~ 
311,500 t6l,llW 49S,t'l.b 1,4~,500 
361,650 SG2,?!4 m,BI5 1,82S,12'l 
50,000 50,000 so.~vo 150,000 
5,000 s,ooo s,ooo IS,QOO 
55,000 55,000 5~,000 lb5,0110 
~.500 66,550 73,205 200,255 
8\'o/,GOO I,OOO,Ot'O I,M,wO 2,600,11\'11 
UO,IM I , 0~0, Qoj(l 1,810,000 l,JJO.~ 
500,000 l,~.o..>o t I , SOO, •.'Ill) 
81,000 BI,Oilll 81 ,06u 7'S2 .~~· lCO,~OO 1ao , o~r. \80, 0110 1,320,~00 
411,000 m,ooo sn,ooo 1,584, 000 
~.ooo lo,oov 
420,000 oiiQ ,uCO I , ON, 0'10 ~.041>~11 ,Q 
10,000 IOO,<tw 11~.~"0 ~?,M 
210,000 ,~,!Ml Jto, {,(oO 
26,81)0 112,8~11 ll?,lluO SH,IOO 
lt~.•oo ~~~~.~110 514 ,2110 1,319,900 
J1dlL•,41l<J ~.m,suu 5,1b9,6(•0 IS, 1 ~?,1u•i 
l, lll,4~0 6,167.~t& 1,m,s1' ts,m,m 
2~0,000 J50, NrU 5<10,~110 11 100 10aQ 
25(1,000 l50,I)(;(j ~w.o~o l,luo,w~ 
5;l,GOO 101WI too,wo ro.~ 
sw,oou llol,vCO l,IOJ,WO ?,f?O,IMl 
605,000 9ll,NO 1,m,t110 l,ooo,soo 
~. B~AiiCH OPERAT1N6 COS! 
Per 11ontb Per Ye•r 
1 ftJnagtr 5,000 60 ,61)0 
3 Prograa Drqantser 3,700 133,200 
1 Account•nt 2,800 33,600 
1 tasnter tor ~ ~onths 2,~00 15,000 
HS 1,200 129,600 
5 !AIDA 400 24,000 
4 l r .lllsportallon 900 43,200 
Other costs 4,000 48,000 
H.O. LlguttCs Jlld ~illageunt i upport 11011 48,660 
TOTAL 535,2b0 
1990 1991 1992 TOTAL 
1988 co;t 515,21>0 515,260 515,260 1,cos,m 
Ko. or bmch co 70 60 
42,820,800 J1,m,2oo 32,115,600 112,404,~00 
ien\ fur 2Q branc~ 960,000 480,000 480,000 1,920,000 
Tota l U,780,800 17 1 948 1 ~00 12,595,600 114,324,6~0 
• lntlabon aoju~ted to~t 18,15B,BBO 1s,m,m 43,184,744 m,4o~,94L 
VI REGIOhAl llFF!CE QPEilAJl~S COS! 
R~tonal ll..nagtr 12,000 
Audtlor 5,000 
Suv 1te >ta I r 1,200 
Rent 6,000 
Transportotlon 6,800 
Tota1/o~nlh 31,000 
IoLII for 7re~tOJI 2,604,000 l,oOI,u!/0 2,604,000 7,&12,000 
lntlatlon adjusted cil'it 2,864 1400 3,150,840 3,!65,924 9,481,161 
Yll. STAFf 1RAININ6 A!JO OEY(l~mNT 
1990 "91 1992 TOTAl 
t. lil~utlion Tuinin~ 
•• 
Ar•l ~lna~~r ?~,t51 ts 
• ll.I~O per tra!n•t per d•y for IS days Sl,SOO l1 ,5iJ~ 11,500 tiS,SvO 
b. Pru~"••• Uo~""'"' 175,40,1 01 
• H,.IW '"' Ltl.ll~• per diy lor IS days lSI, 5vv Ul,!luU e4,l11..1ll l~!),'.ttJO 
c. ACCOIIAll·ll !10 1 1~ ,2~1 
- T~. HO per tnlnel p!f day for 21 dAys 88,2~0 se,~oo ss,soo 20S,BOO 
d. P.S lt80,10~ 1 l0t)l 
• 1~.110 per rr•lnee for 6 a1ys ISI,luO &1,(1!/0 84,060 m,zoo 
I old H~,460 258,300 258,300 96b,OOO 
t ln·SerYlCe Tra1n1ng 
"· 
Area h•n•q~r I25 125,2Sl 
- 1~.110 par lr11n~t per day tar 12 day~ 42,0U0 42,00~ IZ,OM !.2L I ~00 
9 
lf'i 
o. Progr ... t Crglnlstr ft501 17S,2001 
• ll.t iO ptr tril&ft per 6~y tor 21 dlyS 411,0<10 511,SOO ~t'fi,OOO 1, :.4~ ,5(>0 
c. A.c~ntint 1251!01 !01 
• ll.IIO ~er truner ~f Uy tor 12 diys n ,uw 5<1, 4~1) ~.4.~ 112,£N 
o. P.S. Account&n~ tr4&nln~ f250,2SU,2SOl 
• 11.11~ per tritnet tor b d1y1 ?IU,~I)() 210,uCO ~lv,u~v ol~,t,·o 
f~til m,ooo 816,9uv biO,I~~ 2,H2,M 
H.O. L091;l Lt~ ~ Kgt. G•pporl · lOt of I l 2 1181HO 107 ,52~ 114,870 liQ1 B~ 
T~l•l 1,30?,d40 1,1~2,7?11 l,?bl,SlO 5,749 J il~ 
lntl~t1on td)USlt~ COil 1,m,tz1 I ,lll,091 l,b8l,BI2 1,m,o21 
Ylll. L~ FUHO ~EOUiwt~.tWl: 
fro~~~o ~tst•roOI"9 •t l••r eoo: 
1st yr. ~r.nck 61? .~-~ 1 N,to, tO 12,HO,OOO 6,120,('1.'-J 611ZII,v00 21,480,0<-0 
2ft~ yr. ~r.~>>Ch 1,~,11:00 • 20 , 20,10 J7,16il,~ l1,160,1Ml t8,5d~,ooo 92,~~0,0fo0 
lr- yr. br1~th 1,83?,0~ 1 20, 20, 20 lt,610,000 76,640,0(>V 7t,L40,0VO m,9?o,CVG 
Hh yr. brln(h ~OOO;,vO•=O 1?0,000,000 129,HO,WO 1291140,000 178,180,000 
lth yr. branch ~.~~1 , u~0~20 
ltb yr. brJncb b,ISI,OOO 1 20 
lohl 216, OlO, 000 249,060,000 2l0,1601UUO m,sao,u~o 
E1ptcltd outtt1nd1n~ Jt ltJr be~lnntno 95,110v,ooo 126,010,000 119,920,004 310.960,000 
Rtqijlffl~l 151,040,000 m,o2o,ooo 110,560,000 J84,6?0,0\t0 
ltst : SJit Pro•ttJo fr~• ~&nt 50,000,000 120,0W,OOO 129,1\a,CoOO r/9 ,110,000 
Hlt ~t4Urc•tot 1~1,01~,JOO l,02ij,~OQ I lt,SW,~Q~) ~.m,ooo 
liYO m1 tm !Olltl 
11. CAPIIAI. ~~~i5111£af 
Yr. I Yr. 2 fr. 3 
Cott ptr brJn<h 
l&nd 1~0~ 
hlllhGg 700000 
Furnllurt 50000 
Frtd~t & F1i1l ~OOiill 
Others 200110 
TotJI ~wooo 
19£8 CDH 91u1wo 91u,uuu ~lv,ovo 
No. Gl bronchts 20 10 10 
Sub To\41 ts,auo,uuo 9 ,IOO,UU1l 9,4W10110 l7,bu01 011~ 
ftolor Cyclt IOf Pl!t 1 0 , 800, •JOV 11 bUU 1 01..0 I ,6110 11100 16,21)1) 1 OiW 
loU I 29, I>OU, •...W t1,oc~.c~u lt,2vO,Ovo ~ J. Q•JO. Q(tQ 
I.H~:S11t prouf>!; tD btnl - h.61J,OOOII0 1 20 1 20 '"IICIIts 6, 110,•000 12,16.>.l"-.0 12,U~,o<i0 )0,4~0,000 
ktt rtq•lrtatnl lor br .. cl 23,1lO,o<oO 710,~J ll 10Lv1i'IIOI 21,1~.~ 
Rf91U~ll 0111Ct: 
fvrnllurt ~.ova 
a..tor cyclt 40,000 
lout 90,0110 90,000 9v, VIIO ~'J,o,o 
~o ot ~tjt~n; 1 1 1 
tO 
\I~-
lc.lll lor h~1ot1 6l01WO 6301000 •J010110 11~01 00il 
~u• ofhtt mt: 
r~~~t~rt I fl>turt 5001WO m1o..oo !w1WO I1IW1WO 
c .. ~.ttr t>ltll;l,l 2100010VU 210cJO,OUO 410001000 
hl!~""llt lftSUihllo.-. 210001000 21WO,C.OO 
I<UI tor h.O. 4,500,000 2,300,000 W410110 I' 100 I 000 
Em4 lout 28,6~01 0~U J,~1o,ow I 1Jti10UOI ~211 46 ,0(1~ 
r,rlttlon l4JU>tf4 c~st !1,1~0,000 . 4,440, )ijQ ttl!,o:~1 l~ ,7Z7,670 
I. rR~6RAn Itt I ~fib I ~Ut; I Uol: 
I. Pr~nCip~ I K••IJ9t•t~ l I utn 1n9 Cl!iltrt: 
1m !991 1m lOIAL 
~. ltn6 6 l.n6 ~tVtlup&tRl 4,000,000 41tiliO,ouo 
b. ~•l61ng lll.~l2~,uoo stt.l 2,200,000 1018001000 Jl, ~(/0 1 OQQ 
c. fur.tturt l ft>ILJ< 1, m,ooo 21032100il !,Oib,•l'!il 4,1Z010W 
t. lr!IQIR9 I otlltt tq•lp.eat ~~10110 71S1h<-G I0010il0 115€11~ 
t. ~t~•clt• ll•t )t~r I ~4. c~r 216 )tAr 
I ~.Jttp l lrd tt•r I wo. Eusl. 7001M £001 0(1) \...01m 21 400,000 
IotA I 81481,0W 141•01 10!1\1 z1 Jlb,Qol,J 15,2d,C~ 
IRIIlliOft ~dJUS!td tO>! 9,32911 00 I714321Hu ! 1u£Z,5~6 2~ 1844 ,Itt, 
3. lrliRing And Rh®"• ~~trt 
L10d And L;nd o ••• topa.nl 1 ,aoo,uou 1 1BUU10~o 
ti•114•ng e, ~oo, ~u·) B10001oao 
fur41lurt laC llatult M ,()l)v 8~01 0011 
IHtn•ng 111J Olflce E~··v••nt o••O,.,M 600,000 
Y~bltlt YW,OOO 9001 M~ 
12 1 IUij 10~ 121 1w1~0 
(fttl H 11li1 A.l)U>\Ucolt It 1 hiS, lOll 16110~1100 
I, [t~SIQO ~I fliStlt~ 
!Ac.ts 210001000 410001000 •.c~u1GuO 1010<.01~00 
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